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"My heart shalt rejoice in thy salvation."--

Ps 13 5.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

JanuarySpecial Bound-Book
Campaign
ThreeBooks
onContribution
of 35c
HaveYouYourBack-Calls
LinedUp?

should have their reports in, so that
the company may send in its complete report. In view of the fact that
they turn in their report slips
tle need be said to place three bound when
Do You Have Your 12 Books?
company will reimburse the pubbooks on such an exceptionally
low the
lishers for all combinations placed,
A favorite
text for this time of contribution
as thirty-five
cents,
the company will be anxious to get
the year has always been, "Thou although
those who can point out its
report in promptly so necessary
crownest the year with thy good- the various special features of the
rebate on the company account may
ness" (Psalm 65: 11), and certainly
books may be able to leave a larger
be allowed it by the Society.
This
all of Jehovah’s people can testify
number of bound books with an in- will
appear on your statement.
to the fact that the past year has dividual.
It is suggested that the
been one overflowing with blessings
new publishers
can be further
enObtain a Set of Books
from Jehovah in the marvelous way couraged by permitting them to call
for Your PersonalUse
He has led His people by revealing
on those who have previously
taken
All newly interested
brethren who
to them His purposes and by furliterature
or shown interest
and
nishing them the necessary instruchave obtained and studied possibly
whose names are in the back-call
tions through His Theocratic
Or- files of the company. Many of these only the newer books will wish to
ganization. And the privilege of en- people will wish to avail themselves obtain for their own use a complete
gaging in the "WARoF VINDICATION" of this special
offer.
The young set of the books. This will be a good
Period just ending has been a fitting
opportunity for their doing so. This
folks,
many of whom have previprivilege extends, of course, to any
climax to a full year of service.
ously engaged only in information
By the time this Informant is reof the brethren. You will notice that
marches, or in the Cure and other
ceived, all preparations should have booklet distribution,
should be en- the new Model Study booklet No. 2
calls for paragraphs to be read from
been completed
for making the
couraged to have a share in this
month of January the biggest month special distribution
of bound books. the various books in support of the
information
being considered,
and
for bound books in the history of
this organization
and all the pubso it will be necessary for every pubBack-Calls
lishers set for January 1 to "start
lisher
to be equipped with a comWe should make a special effort
the ball rolling".
during this campaign to arrange for plete set of books in order to carry
The Society has set aside all the back-calls
ANDEVERY PUBon those who obtain the on model studies,
"even" months of the year as cam- combinations from us. While we will LISHER SHOULD BE CONDUCTING MODEL
paign months and designated
these
endeavor to place as many bound STUDIES.
as Testimony Periods.
As January i books as possible, we should not lose
Properly
Equipped
comes in between two testimony pe- sight of the fact that our primary
riods, it will be interesting
to see work is to inform the people about
From the way the orders
have
what the publishers
will do during
the Kingdom and its provisions ; and been coming in from pioneers
and
an "odd" month and how much the
if we can be assured of their benefitcompanies, there will be a real witresults
will surpass those of the ing from the information
contained
ness given to the praise of Jehovah’s
previous similar book campaign dur- in the books, we shall feel that our name during the month. If all the
ing the "Faithful
and True" Testiwork was worth while.
The only
company servants
look after
the
mony Period,
in December, 1938. way we can be sure is by calling
companies’ interests
there should be
The results will, no doubt, show that
back and finding out. If we leave a sufficient
books on band, from Harp
there are no "’off" months with Jeho- Salvation
folder at the thee, ar- to Jehovah, so that each company
vah’s people.
rangements may be made to return
publisher will have at least ]2 bound
and let them hear the "Government
books for his use during the camAll to Have a Share
and Peace" lecture,
following the paign, and many of the publishers
The peak of company publishers
given in Model Study No. 2. will already
have obtained
their
so far reported, in October, 1939, by outline
(Those
There are hundreds of names, in quota from the stockroom.
no means represents
the total num- your
back-call files,
too, of persons companies that have on hand some
ber of publishers
in the United
will need these books; so don’t of the Life book will make definite
States,
as quite a number of the that
them. January should be a arrangements to see that every one
’spasmodic’ publishers failed to re- forget
banner back-call
month. Maybe we of these is placed during the month.)
port during that month and, as incan reach the average of 4 back-calls
Each study group will be all set
dicated elsewhere in the Informant,
to thoroughly cover its assignment
November took a slight drop in pub- per publisher in January.
during the month, giving special atlishers.
If we "come back" this year
Delivering Orders
tention
to the back-call
names
as we did last,
when there was an
While the s p e e i a 1 bound-book turned over to the study conductor
increase of over 5,000 publishers beby the back-call servant. The study
tween November and January,
we campaign extends only throughout
and other regular
pubshall be quite near our quota of the month of January, and the com- conductor
50,000 publishers for the fiscal year. pany must show on its January re- lishers in the group will arrange to
take with them the non-publishers
It was suggested in the December port card the number of combinaplaced, in order to get the re- and show them how to "publish".
Informant that there should be no tions
Those not associated with a study
excuse for any of the brethren for bate, there will be no objection to
the publishers’
DELIVERING
orders on group will be ready to give their innot having a share in this special
these as dividual home territory
a good covcampaign, us even the elderly ones February 1 and reporting
This will
erage, having in mind those in the
can take along a bound book and placed during January.
to territory
who have previously taken
a catalog and use both to demon- enable some of the publishers
ould
literature
and giving these the privstrate the special offer, later deliv- leave books with people who w
ilege of obtaining the rest of the set
ering the books, or having someone not be able to take the books until
else deliver
them. Those who have "pay day". As soon after the first of at three books on 35c contribution.
Additionally,
the company will
been waiting
for "opportunity
to February as possible, all publishers
knock at their doors" will find this
Have You a Watchtower
and Consolation
Magazine
Route?
opportunity during January, as lit-

i

have arranged for some group witnessing parties in territory
not assigned
to individuals
or study
groups, for several times during the
month at least, the first day of the
campaign, January 1, being a very
good day for that purpose, as practically
all in the company can be
mustered out that day. This will
also be an encouragement
to the
new ones to work with a large group
of publishers.
During the campaign we do not
wish to ignore the Salvation book,
as many showing exceptional
interest will want this
book and we
should be prepared to offer it, as
well as the booklet Government and
Peace. With every combination
or
single book placement, be sure that
there is left a bookmark, showing
where your meetings are held. These
bookmarks have already
been the
means of bringing many people to the
regular studies, and, as a result, some
of these are now publishers.
Where
no books at all can be left, a Salvation folder, properly stamped with
address of your headquarters,
should
be left.
The phonograph should be
put to extensive use during this campaign. In addition to the "Snare and
Racket" record, there are a number
of other of the records which mention the publications of the Society
and which may be used during this
January special campaign to aid in
placing the books with the people.
We look to the January campaign
with joy, appreciating
the wonderful
blessings the THEOCRACY
has in store
for the people of good will in the
bound books to be distributed.
Testimony
Card Will
Help
It is recognized that throughout
certain parts of the United States
it is not possible during the extreme
winter weather to use the phonograph door-to-door setup method extensively.
Therefore, during February publishers
in such territory
should concentrate on the Testimony
Card method of introducing
the
Kingdom message.
Use this as a
means toward opening the way for
the phonograph to be run in the
home; and even in cases where you
cannot get in you will find many instances where the people will readily take the Salvation book on reading the Testimony Card. In sections
where there really is no "winter"
and in apartment houses, of course,
the phonograph door-to-door
setup
should be used.
Continue to use the "Snare and
Racket" record. This will mean that
you will have to take along some
of the Enemies book. Be sure always
to leave a bookmark with each person who takes Salvation or any other bound book. While you are out
in the field be prepared at all tim
es
to fully serve the people. Keep in
mind that the King’s business is the
most important
and is worthy of
your best efforts.

"My
Hours
in theField"
Consideration
Given to
January’s
Calendar
Pad Text
The new Calendar opens the calendar year 1940 with a very tim
ely
suggestion
for January,
during
which much time might comfortably
be spent at home because of cold
and inclement weather.
Consider:
"My Hours in the
Field," quoting Ephesians 5 : 15, 16 :
"Walk . . . as wise, redeeming the
time, because the days are evil."
Or, as Rotherham renders it: "Buying out for yourselves
the opportunity, because the days are evil."
(See also Emphatic Diaglott.)
The
Lord’s people are all consecrated to
him; consequently
their
time belongs to the Lord. The Devil and
his world would monopolize most or
all of their time and try to crowd
out their service of the Lord. Jesus
warned that at the end of the world
His followers should guard against
being overcharged with the cares of
this world, which would encroach
upon their time and attention
and
strength.
(Luke 21: 34-36) Hence
they must, at the cost of self-pleasing and gratification,
redeem or buy
out the time and thereby ’secure’
for themselves the opportunity
to
serve the Lord actively
as commanded by him. Otherwise, time and
the opportunity that time offers will
be lost so far as your part in connection
with Jehovah’s
"strange
work" is concerned.
Specifically,
how is time lost? The
following
are a few suggestions
showing where time can be redeemed. Let each one examine himself, and then take steps to guard
against irredeemable loss.
Much time is lost to the Devil and
his organization by consecrated persons in devoting unnecessary thee,
strength and thought to getting promotion, approval
and additional
wealth from some branch of Satan’s
organization,
striving for that which
perisheth
and will pass away. Others devote unnecessary
time and
strength striving to gain health and
strength,
apparently on the assumption that man shall live by bread
alone.
This is unscriptural
and
dangerous. It gets creatures to worshiping t h e m s e I v e s, considering
themselves and forgetting
the Lord.
Others waste consecrated time in
catering
to the whims and selfish
desires of relatives, friends and others. Still others, to the gratification
of their own selfish
desires when
there is opportunity for field service,
seek recreation,
movies, drama,
worldly reading,
such as novels,
magazines, and things of this nature.
We could go on indefinitely
and recount time that is lost by consecrated
persons, which time is the property
of the Lord and belongs to him. All
of this time is redeemable and must

Can
You
Bea Pioneer
bySpringtime?

be bought out and properly redeemed
and used to the glory of the Lord
if we are going to be pleasing to
him ; and if this time Is properly redeemed and devoted to the Lord
many who now find it difficult
to
attain their 60-hour quota will do
so without any difficulty
at all.
This is a serious matter. It is an
individual
matter. Each and every
one, individually,
should be critical
of himself and not of others and
check carefully
on himself and see
that the time that belongs to the
Lord is redeemed and utilized
for
its proper purpose.
November

Shows Splendid

Increase

]:low are you progressing,
as Individuals
and as a company, with
the quota suggested by the Society?
Do you have the chart properly prepared? and what does it show? Let
each company and each individual
compare their results
with the results of all companies in the United
States as shown in the following
chart. You will note that the month
of November is added. The increase
in number of publishers and of hours
per publisher in the field for the
month of November this year over
November last year is very gratifying. The brethren
do realize
the
seriousness
of the responsibility
resting
upon them. There was a
slight drop in November under October this year of about 1,300 publishers. This should not be. There
doesn’t seem to be any good reason
why publishers.who
were able to’
get out in October should not have
been able to get out in November
this year, with a few exceptions of
sickness and other conditions beyond
the control of the brethren.
The hours in the field dropped
from an average of 19.1 in October
to 15.4 in November, about 33/4 hours.
Some of this, of course, can be accounted for in the fact that October
had five week-ends and a number of
days from September carried
over
from last year. We should be doing
better, however, than 15.4; but the
splendid increase shown when compared with last year, when we averaged only 10.9 hours in the field, is,
of course, very encouraging.
What
is January going to he? Your December is gone; what was it in average
number of hours7 Let each company.
and each individual
check on this
matter. Watch for the figures in the
next Informant
and see how your
figures compare with them.
Company
Publishers’ Field Report
Last Year
This Year
Company Av. Av.
Co. Av. Av.
Pub’rs Hrs B-C Pub’rs Hrs B-C
Oct.
29,550 13.1 2.1 42,436 19.1 2.3

There Is Plenty
of Territory
for Full-Time
Service
¯ The most blessed condition of any
of the Lord’s people amidst this
crooked and perverse generation
is
one in which the servant of God can
devote all his time and energies to,ward furthering
the Kingdom interests. Such, like the apostle Paul,
have their minds firmly set on "this
one thing", and their peace and joy
know no bounds. They rely entirely
on the Lord, and he pours out his
blessings
on them without measure
and without sorrow. Why not be a
full-time, pioneer publisher by spring
and be completely engaged in Kingdom interests.
Begin planning and
saving now. This is the time to write
in and find out where is the most
suitable territory
for you. There is
much territory
open for pioneers;
particularly
in large cities is there
a crying demand for pioneers,
Many
companies are finding they cannot
adequately take care of the interest
in their territories
and they need
pioneers to assist them. Why not be
of assistance
to these companies,
working together with them in caring for the people of good will?
While in the last year there has
been a tremendous increase
in the
number of company publishers,
the
number in the ranks of the pioneers
has been more or less at a standstill.

The yearly fiscal reports for the past
three years show we had the following average numbers of pioneers and
of company publishers :
Company
In - PubYear
Pioneers crease lishersIncreaso
1937
1,838
18,850
1938
1,910
72 23,013
4,157
1939
2,241
331
38,371
15,358
The October report of this fiscal
year showed 42,436 company publishers and only 2,390 pioneers. If
the pioneers had increased at the
same rate
as the companies
we
would now have approximately 4,000
pioneers in the field. In 1937 we had
1,800 pioneers and 18,000 company
publishers.
We expect by Memorial
time, in March, to have 50,000 publishers,
and at that same proportional rate of increase there should
be approximately
5,000 pioneers l
Prayerfully consider, brethren, this
full-time service. We feel confident
that many today who are enjoying
only part-time service will find out
they can put in their whole time in
the King’s cause. Recall to mind
the words of Jesus, naively,
"But
seek ye first
the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness;
and all these
things shall be added unto you."
Why not write for Pioneer information and be ready for full-time
service by spring?

1940"Yearbook
of Jehovah’s
witnesses"
Calendar

Also

Ready

Some of these
several copies.

people

will

desire

Who are Jehovah’s
witnesses?
What is the organization?
and how
may one become associated
with it?
What are the results
showing that
those associated
with the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society are
Jehovah’s witnesses7
These pertinent questions and many others are
thoroughly
answered in the 1940
Yearbook of Jehovah’s witnesses for
the benefit of those of good will.
Everyone associated
with the organization will desire a copy of the
Yearbook so he can read of last
year’s activities
of Jehovah’s Kingdora publishers, the greatest year in
the history of the Society. Each will
likewise
require the Yearbook for
the daily texts and comments to be
used throughout the year. There are
many people
upon whom we are
making back-calls
who are intensely
interested
in the Kingdom work but
who have not as yet attended
the
headquarters’
meetings,
and these
should be made acquainted with the
Yearbook and urged" to obtain one.

SALVATION"
is a text we shall have
occasion to use a great deal throughout the year. This year text is fitly
illustrated
on the 1940 Calendar by
the wreck of the Devil’s organization in Armageddon and the salvation of those who have put their
trust in the Lord. Neither the picture on the Calendar nor the Calendar pads give any honor to men or
man-made holidays, but all honor is
given to Jehovah. There should be
a Calendar in the home of every one
of Jehovah’s
witnesses
and their
companions.
Find out right
away how many
are required
for the needs of the
company, and the company servant
can send in the order, so you can
have the use of the Yearbook as
quickly as passible.
A cash remittance should accompany the order,
50 cents per Yearbook, and 25 cents
per Calendar (in quantities
of five
or more Calendars to same address,
20c each).

Model
Study
No. 2
Model Study No. 2 booklet is the
latest provision of "the Lord In aiding his organization
to "feed" the
many hungry souls.
Each company
and pioneer should get a good supply
The December Informant
called
company without authorization
from of these booklets, so as to properly
attention
to what promises to be the Society.
The Society
may be care for the increased interest.
They:
the greatest
bound-hook campaign figuring
on shipping
the surplus
to date. Pioneers everywhere are company stock
somewhere
else.
work and to see their responsibility.
determined
that they will not be Please co-operate in this respect.
This campaign will undoubtedly
caught again as they were during
Re-read the instructions
on orderopen up a wide field of new interest.
the Vindication campaign last year.
ing, in the December Informant, and
Pioneers in company territory
will
order
only
total
bound
books
reco-operate
fully with the company
The December Informant also sugquired,
leaving
it
to
the
Society
to
organization by reporting new intergests a general quota of one combination of three bound books a day supply the kind of books except in est to the back-call servant and regthe
cases
mentioned
in
the
December
ularly turning in back-call follow-up
for each pioneer. Many of the pioslips on each back-call
made and
neers, of course, know that they will Informant.
Be
sure
to
make
proper
arrangemodel study held, and in all other
place
many more than that,
and
ments to call back on those obtaindetails co-operate closely in developshould therefore
order proportioning the new interest
and aiding
ately. All pioneers should place at ing the combination. Take an interest in them. Help them to underthem to see the Lord’s organization
least one combination a day.
stand, the various features of the and take a stand on the Lord’s side.
Pioneers will send their orders
direct to the Society. Do not try to
Have You a Watchtower
and Consolation
Magazine
Route?
get your literature
from the local

are 5e a copy to everyone.
One big feature
of Model Study
No. 2 is that a complete lecture can
be run and thoroughly
covered in,
three or four evenings. In this manner more lecture series can be run
for the newly interested,
yet each
lecture is fully discussed. Companies
holding this study at their Kingdom
hall have had a great increase in
the number of publishers attending.
Note that considerable
reference
is made to the other publications,
notably the bound books. Each publisher should have for his own use
all of these publications
and be
familiar
with the references
made
from each book. The company should
also keep in stock a good quantity
of these books, for the use of new
publishers
and for the people with
whomthe model study is conducted,
as well as for distribution
in the
regular
field service.
There will
always be a demand and need for
all these books.

Nov.
Dec.

Jan.

25,863 10.9 2.4
28,371
12.1 1.9

31,679 14.9 2.7

41,146
?

15.4
?

?

2.1
?

? ?

Pioneers
andtheBound-Book
Campaign

"MY HEART

SHALL

REJOICE

IN

THY

"Salvation"
Testimony
PeriodStartsFeb.1
50,000Publishers
OurAim

Interest In the Field
Many brethren
during February
will begin working territory
that
the increase and is doing a thorough has already been gone over with the
February Will Add to the
job
.
of
"eating
up
the
varnish"
Salvation
book. When you meet
Increasing Distribution of
50,000 Publishers???
persons
who have the Salvation
Salvation
The steady influx in the number book, lind out what progress they
We are happy to announce that
of Jonadabs taking part in the wit- have made, and try to arrange for a
during the "Salvation"
Testimony
ness work is very encouraging
to back-call with the series of records
Period, which will be for the entire
behold. The unbounded joy and en- or model study. Invite them to the
month of February,
we will very
study nearest them. Get
thusiasm with which they take hold Salvation
appropriately
stress
the new book of the work is indeed thrilling,
name and address
and call
and their
Salvation and its companion booklet
it is no wonder that others of like back on them, until they are attendGovernment and Peace, -on a contri
or have
spirit are joining the ranks. As these ing the meetings regularly
bution of 25c. Where the people can- people of good will come to a reason- shown they are not interested.
To
not make this combination, then offer able understanding
do this work properly,
of course,
of the truth
Government
and Peace with two they are very glad to make known one must work in the same assignother booklets on a contribution
of the Kingdom message to others.
In ment continually.
This again emphalife;
and where they are unable to your service
sizes the need of publ i s her s having
meetings and in all
contribute even that little
and will study meetings point out this inindividual territory.
read a booklet,
leave G
t
overnm
crease and show the need and privAt all times be on the alert to get
and Peace with them for a few ilege of each one’s doing som
the name and address of each person
ething
pennies or free.
Also, with each to further the interests of the King- who shows interest
in the Kingdom
person called upon leave a copy of dom. Stress regularity
work. And when a publisher
gets
in the servKingdom News or the Salvation
ice. The brethren should get out in
such names, he should himself call
folder.
the service, regularly,
in the field
back on these people, and not leave
and important work
Since the release of the S
alvtion
service or in the back-call work at this interesting
book to the publ i c, j us t s even m
onths
the very least once each month. If to others.
ago, the Society has already printed
the brethren who have ever gone out
1,750,000 copies of this thrilling and in the field service in the past enPublication of the following magainstructive
book. Weshall soon start
gage in the witness
work during
printing on the 2,000,000 edition, the February, with the steady influx of zines has been discontinued:
demand for the Salvation
book be- new publishers,
we should easily
Consolation, Japanese.
ing so tremendous.
This is indeed
have
50,000 publishers.
Let each
The Watchtower,
Rumanian.
good news; for it is another mani- company strive
during February to
Consolation, Polish
festation from the Lord that this is get out all its available publishers,
NEW PUBLICATIONS
the acceptable time to comfort those if only for a few hours during the
that cry and sigh because of the month. It is to the best possible inEnemies, Spanish.
a bomi n at i on s t he y s e e com
ited
Safety, Malay.
terest of the individual and the comthroughout
all of "Christendom".
pany organization
to know that each
1940
Yearbook of Jehovah’s witI?C,n’(’,,¢.
It is also a convincing evidence that publisher witnesses regularly
each
the army of locusts is very much on month.
.1940 Calendar

Information That Will Aid
the Company and Office
Pioneers should always remit for
Watchtower
and Consolation
new
and renewal subscriptions,
whether
the subscriptions
are for six months
or for a longer period. Pioneers are
to send in $1.00 with all renewal
subscriptions,
as there is no special
r at e on renw
als.
Pioneers
and company servants
should give their full name and address at the upper right-hand corner
of each letter.
Company servants living
outside
of the town by which the company
is known should always show the
name of the company at the head
of each letter.
The pioneers who are also serving
as companyservants should definitely state on each order subm
ited
whether it is a pioneer or a com
pany
order, whether remittance is for the
company or on pioneer account, etc.
Pioneers serving in such capacity
should always send in two change
of address notices:
one on the pioneer Change of Address slip and
another on a sheet of paper, stating
on the latter
that such change is
for address
as company servant.
Also, correspondence
pertaining
to
companies should be on a sheet separate from pioneer mail.
Pioneers are to promptly notify
this office of each change of address,
on the regular
Change of Address
slips. Before mailing in the slip. be
sure that all the information called
for, including
your complete new
address, is plainly
and correctly
written out. A separate
change of
Address slip is to be made out by
every pioneer,
whether witnessing
alone, in pairs, or in groups.
The cost of all self-covered booklets is the same, and has been since
June 1. Also, all Model Study booklets, English and foreign, are five
cents a copy.

Pi oneer s and compani es ar e not to
transfer literature
to one another.
Whe neve r i t do es beco me necsary
to transfer stock, authorization
is
first to be obtained from the Society
before
such transaction
is put
through.
Zone servants,
as representatives
of the Society, may authorize the transferring
of stock
in line with specific
instructions
from the Society relating to excessive stock in their zone.
Company servants are to mail to
the Society, and to their respective
zone servant,
at the end of each
month, a report card covering the
month’s activities.
Many com
pany
servants fail to send in a report to
the zone servant, and this has caused
extra and unnecessary work at the
office. The report cards to the zone
servant are to be mailed to his permanent address,
Zone servants
ho
w
have not advised all companies in
their zone of their permanent address, please do so immediately.
In order that all study conductors
rmay
- be familiar
with what the O
ganization Instructions have to say
about the proper
conducting
of
studies, the company servant should
arrange
to supply all appointed
study conductors with the information under "Study Meetings", first
two paragraphs.
When a company servant notifies
the office of his change of address
he should definitely
state that his
address as company servant is also
to be changed : for otherwise a mere
notice to change address will result
only in change of address of his
Watchtower and Consolation.
ou
Y
will appreciate the necessity of doing this when you bear in mind that
there are approximately 2,500 company servants
and thousands
of
Watchtower and Consolation
subscribers.
Companies receiving Distributors’

Have You a Watchtower

and

copies of Consolation
and Watchtower should promptly notify the
office of every change of address or
of name of the one to whom these
copies are to be sent. Always, when
sending in such notice,
state the
change is for "Distributors’
copies
coming in the name and address
of
--",
whoever the party may be.
Repeated complaints
about not
getting their Watchtower and Consolation,
come to the Society from
subscribers.
Af t er an investgao
we find out from the post office that
the one complaining
has moved. To
avoid this, we request each subscriber to notify us of each change of
address at least two weeks before
moving, giving the old address as
well as the new, so that the proper
correction can be made in our flies.

Those Handling Coupons
Please Read Carefully
Companies and pioneers sending
coupons to us should keep in mind
the following information: Coupons
are sent by us to the Colgate Palmolive Peet Co., in New Jersey, at
intervals of from two to four weeks.
Coupons that accumulate here during these intervals are all sent together in one shipment.
For this
oreason it is important that you d
,not put any orders,
report cards
money orders, or anything else that
needs immediate attention in letrs
.attached to packages of coupons
It takes from two to four weeks
after we send a shipment of coupons
away before we receive a check for
them. If the check comes just after
your monthly statement
has been
sent to you, the credit
for the
coupons you sent in will not aper
until the next month’s statement.
To aid us in handling
your
coupons, please carry out the following instructions
very carefully.
1. Always send in a letter giving the
necessary
i n f o r mat i on ab ou t the
coupons. If there is nothing in the
letter but information pertaining to
the coupons this letter
may be attached securely
to the package of
coupons . I f i n t he l et t er t her e are
other items requiring immediate attention, s end the
letter separate
from the package.
2. State the different
kinds of
cou pons i n t he pac kage , an d give
the total of each kind. Coupons do
not all have t he s ame val ue. O
ctagon,
Kirk ma n , Rumf or d , Luz i a nn e and
Bal l ard’ s ar e al l $4. 00 per thousand
f ul l - val ue coupons . Heal t h Cl ub are
only $3.00 per thousand.
Borden’s
coup ons have no cas h val ue, a nd, if
pos s i bl e s houl d be r edeemed i n som
e
c oupo n s t or e i n your neighbord
wher e yo u ca n r ecei ve m
erchandis
f or them
.
3. Cou po ns s h ou l d be carefuly
counted and tied together in bundles
of 100 full-value
coupo ns . Thus 20
half-value
cou pons s ho ul d be tied
together
t o ma ke a bun dl e o f 10
full-value
coup ons . Th es e bundles
should be made up of coupons of
the same brand.
4. Always state
the pioneer or
company account that is to be credited with the value of these coupons.
Companies should be especially careful to give the name of the company
that is to be credited.

has been a great aid to people of
good will. and now it behooves every
one of the Kingdom publishers
to
see that the message contaied
therein gets into the homes of all
people who love righteousness.
It
is not always convenient
for inNew Work Begins
dividuals to spend one, dollar for a
at one time, or even
(Continued from page 4, column 4) subscription
fifty cents for six months, but at
they require
more for their maga- -least everyone who loves righteous
zine work they will open up a regu- ness and desires to know the truth
lar magazine account with the So- can afford to spend five cents every
ciety.
other week for The Watchtower and
Companies that have a agzinem
the same amount for Consolation.
account with the Society,
finding
Let every one of the publishers for
that on some particular
issue the the Ki ngd om now t ake ho l d o f this
magazine is going very rapidly, may new work of a wide distribution
of
order extra copies of t hat i s s ue and
the magazines published by the Sothey will be sent immediately.
ciety and meet regularly these peoZone servants,
companyservants,
ple of good will by building up a
and particularly
the one in the com- route. This will show the individual
pany appointed to take care of this
interest
you have in these people,
work should keep it prominently be- and sooner or later they will see
fore the minds of the publishers dur- that there in only one place of safety.
ing the next several months, so that
Your reports on the progress of
this new feature may find its proper this campaign will be of real interplace in the Theocratic Government. est to the Society. Companyservants
Jehovah, through His Organization,
should take up this portion of the
has seen fit to have these magazines Informant
with the company along
published regularly,
and his rich
with the Society’s letter of Decemblessing has been upon their mes- ber 15 on the same subject,
very
sage. The Watchtower, in particular,
shortly,
and then place your subscription for distributors’
copies by
Consolation
Magazine Route? February 1.

NewWork
Beginswith"Watchtower"
and"Consolation"
Hundreds
of Thousands
of Copies
to BeDistributed
Weekly
PlanRegular
Routes
forDistribution
Special Workto Begin
February 1
New Arrangement
Will
Increase
Number of
Publishers
In the past two years the Society
has specially stressed the placing of
the Watchtower
and Consolation
magazines in the homes of the people of good will. Two years ago we
had the Consolation
campaign,
which proved to the publishers that
subscriptions
can be obtained. Last
year in the Watchtower
campaign
results
far exceeded those of the
Consolation
campaign and again
proved one thing:
that magazines
can be placed in the homes of the
people.
It has been found, as a result of
the Watchtower’s
going into the
homes regularly,
thousands of persons now see that their chief responsibility,
if they ever will obtain
life everlasting upon the earth, is to
be a publisher.
The Lord has placed
upon his people the commission of
seeing that this gospel of the Kingdora is preached and, according, to
the wider distribution
of this Kingdora message, the greater is the influx of the great multitude.
the
magazine plays an important
part
in the dissemination of the Gospel.
Every effort
should now be made
by the publishers
of the Kingdom to
see to it that the people of good will
have an opportunity
to receive a
knowledge of the truth,
and this
new campaign which begins with the
Watchtower and Consolation
magazines will assist them to take a definite stand for the Kingdom. While
the subscription lists for The Watchlower and Consolation are very good
and have increased
tremendously
during the past several years, hundreds of thousands more copies of
these magazines should be distributed weekly; and one way that it
can be done is by each company’s
making the magazine a part of its
weekly field activity.
Wider Distribution Begins February
With the beginning of the "SALVATION"Testimony Period this new
work of a wider distribution
of The
Watchtower
and Consolation
will
begin. Publishers
of the Kingdom
know the importance of the contents
of these magazines, and therefore
everyone should be convinced that
hundreds of thousands more persons
should be reading them regularly.
There are three ways in which this
wider distribution
of the magazines
can be accomplished :
1. By obtaining
individual
subscriptions
for the magazine for one
year or for six months.
2. By building
up a route which
each publisher
will cover every
week, one week with The Watchtracer and the next week with Consolation.
3. By the distribution
of the magazines in business sections, railroad
stations,
bus terminals, and at busy
intersections in the city.
The Kingdom interests
can be
greatly advanced by carrying
on a
wider distribution
of these magazines in your own company territory.
Every company publisher
should
take hold of this work with a zeal
peculiar
to the Lord’s house. If
twenty-five
percent of all the pub-

ant at least once each month. The
advertising
servant will, in turn,
increase
his magazine order with
lishers in the United States particithe Society, so that you have ample
pated in the distribution
of The supply.
Watchtower and Consolation by this
A special
magazine account will
new method of building up magazine be opened in each company’s name
routes, or by getting an assignment where 10 or more copies of each
at some busy intersection
for a few issue are mailed regularly.
Please
hem’s every Saturday or week-day see letter of December 15 for details
evening,
more than one hundred
on ordering and remitting
on your
I thousand additional
copies of each Distributors’
copies account. Comof the magazines would be distribpanies already having an order with
uted of every printing.
Before six the Society for distributors’
copies
months have elapsed every publishwill receive a credit on their new
er of the Kingdom should be a mag- account to the amount of the unexazine publisher
placing at least
pired subscription.
This applies to
five copies each week. By that is distributors’
copies of 10 or more
meant the magazine publisher
will
mailed to one address.
Companies
have developed a route in which he wanting to change their quantity of
will distribute regularly a few of the 10 or more can do so beginning
magazines as soon as they are de- February 1, 1940.
livered
to the company. While at
all times we want to encourage inIncreasing Publishers and Hours
dividual subscriptions
for the magMany of the young folks in the
azines,
this special work will be companies have been hoping some*
primarily the developing of a maga- tiling special for them would be arzine route and distribution
at busy ranged by the Society so that they
parts of the city.
might aid in the proclamation of the
Kingdom to a greater extent.
This
Organizing the Work
just the thing for young and old
On December 15 the Society mailed is
alike. Where a regular company puba letter
addressed to all company
has an individual
territory
publishers regarding the rates. Sup- lisher
can work up a definite
route of
plementing this letter the following he
desiring
either The Watchis the outline of how the work will people
tower or Consolation each time it
be carried on in each company.
is published, and if desired the chitOne person in the company who is dren
make these regular delivanxious to see this work progress eries. can
Thus the children not only can
should be assigned the responsibility
a share in taking care of the
of seeing that all of the magazine have
but can build up their route
work is properly handled. The de- route
spending a half hour or an hour
tails will probably be too much for by
extra,
when making deliveries,
in
the company servant to undertake,
on the people, showing them
or the secretary.
If they can handle calling
sample copies of the magazines and
it, then take on the responsibility;
if they can add their names
but in most large companies prob- seeing
your regular deliveries.
There are
ably the advertising
servant can to
of young folks in the comtake over all the details relative to thousands
panies who desire something to do,
magazines.
The company servant
and here is a splendid opportunity
should select one of the servants
afforded.
Also Saturday afternoons
appointed by the Society, preferably
after school, many of these pubthe advertising servant, to look after and
lishers
can take their positions
in
I this work, and such assistants
as downtown sections of the city, bus
may be necessary
as the work inand railroad terminals, and
creases. Hereafter we will refer to stations,
the magazines to passersthe advertising
servant as the one distribute
by. They can get a regular allotment
handling the magazine campaign.
each week and carry on this wider
All persons who desire to particidistribution
of the magazines. This
pate in this work should register
only means more publishers
in
with the advertising
servant
as not
the field,
but means more hours
"magazine
publisher"
and inform
spent in witnessing for the Kingdom.
him how many copies they will reEveryone sharing
in this magaquire of each issue of The Watchtower and of Consolation. The order zine work should make out a regular
Field Service Report
for the company should be placed in Publisher’s
every time he is out in the service.
the name of the advertising servant,
On the new form, copy of which is
giving his address.
The magazines
furnished
with this Informant,
is
will crone to his home shortly after
the magazine is published.
It will provided a space where the magazine
then be the duty of this individual to publisher will report the number of
see to it that all the "magazine pub- individual magazines placed. It does
not make any difference
whether
lishers" registered
with him receive
what
their supply at the next meeting, so Watchtower or Consolation;
the Society would like to know in
that they can make proper distribution to their routes prior to the this report is the number of individual magazines distributed
due to
date of issue.
this new work. The Society also reMany of the magazine publishers
will continually increase the number quests that each company keep track
required for their routes, because of the new Watchtower and Consolathat is, new subof finding new interest
when mak- tion subscriptions,
taken for a year or six
ing regular deliveries,
and this in- scriptions
formation, of course, should be con- months.
veyed to the advertising
servant,
In your monthly report to the zone
who will increase
your supply ac- servant and Society, divide the space
cordingly.
Other publishers
who are under the heading
"New Watchtower and Consolation
Subscripworking at the street
corners will
find that they can distribute
5, 10 tions". On the left-hand side of this
or 15 every time they take up their
division
put in the number of new
position,
and, knowing their needs,
subscriptions
obtained,
and on the
will so inform the advertising servright-band side just write "Ind-Mag"

’Have You a Watchtower

and Consolation

Magazine Route?

and then fill in the number of individual magazines distributed
by
all publishers
in the company.
Whether a person be a magazine
publisher or not, if he obtains a few
copies of the magazines and uses
them as sample copies in the regular work and places them, they may
be reported on the Publisher’s
Field
Service Report.
Beginning in February and continuing thereafter,
every company
should find an increase in publishers
due to this new field of activity. The
average of hours per publisher
in
the field should also be increased, because publishers
taking individual
territories
around their home will
now devote more time to that individual territory,
as every week a
distribution
will have to be made of
either The Watchtower or Consolation to those persons who are expecting the publishers to call with it.
Publishers
should always have in
mind the standard
rate:
that the
magazine is 5c a copy, and this 5c
should always be obtained
when
distributed
each week on your route
or on street
corners or placed in
regular distribution
in the witness
work. The only time that publishers
should not receive a nickel is when
a sample copy is left with someone
whomyou are trying to interest
in
becoming a regular
magazine obtainer on your route.
The time counted and reported on
your Publisher’s
Field Service Report begins from the time you make
your first
delivery until you make
your last,
if you are making them
consecutively each day, plus the required amount of time it takes you
to go to and from your route; this
time not to exceed one hour. The
same is true when magazine publishers are distributing
in railroad stations and other points. Their hours
can be counted from the time they
"take their position"
until they
leave, plus the amount of time it
takes them to get to and from their
position, this not exceeding one hour.
Those regular publishers
for the
Kingdom who take up the magazine
publisher’s work will also find their
back-calls will be increased, because
ninny of these individuals
on whom
you call regularly will want you to
come back from time to time with
new series of recordings,
resulting
m your starting
model studies and
also leaving new literature,
all of
which can be called back-calls.
However, the distribution
of the magazines each week from home to home
cannot be termed a back-call.
Each company organization
should
stress this work to the publishers of
the Kingdom so that the magazines
published by the Society may have
their proper place in the homes of
all persons of good w
il
Pioneers
will also play a very
important part in this work, particularly
those who are located in
company territory.
These can very
easily build up routes. Pioneers who
are working in territory
not under
company jurisdiction
and will remain in a large city for several
months can build up a route with
these magazines, and when the thee
comes for them to leave the territory, the pioneers can point out to
these interested
persons the importance
of subscribing
and then
send in the new subscriptions.
New
companies can be organized either
by the pioneer or by the zone servant
later where these newly interested
persons are reading the magazines
regularly.
Pioneers will be supplied
a definite quantity of each issue. If
(Continued on page 3, column 8)
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"Myheart shall rejoice In thy salvation."--Ps. 13: 5.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

"Salvation"
Testimony
Period[Magazine
Distribution
Work
Thousands
of New
Orders
Pouring
In
Increase
Publishers,
Hours,
andBack-Calls
Offer Salvation and
Government and Peace
the brethren everywhere will rejoice in knowing that early reports
indicate
that in January we were
able to place more bound books than
during any previous
month. This
very excellent
work was accomplished in the midst of the worst
winter weather in years; thus showing that nothing can stop the "locusts" from carrying out their work.
Enthused
by this knowledge,
the
brethren
enew
ed
should go out with r
zeal and vigor, determined to put
in many more hem’s in the field
and

make

many

more

back-calls,

beginning

at once with the February
"SALVATION"
Testimony Period.
Brother Rutherford, in his encouraging letter
of January 20, points
out that we here in America have
"increased opportunities",
while the
reverse
tries.

is

true

ill

ninny

oilier

coun-

To take advantage of these
increasing
opportunities,
we m
ust
INCREASEour time in the field and
the number of back-calls
we make.
This is something for all of us to
consider seriously,
beginning with
"SaLVATION" Testimony Period.
Our offer from door to door during the "SALVATION"Testimony Period is the book Salvation and the
booklet Government and Peace, on
a contribution
of 25c. Where there
is good interest
the offer should be
increased to include either Enemies
or Riches, or both, and arrangements
should be made to place such person’s name on your magazine distributor’s
route as well as on your
back-call list. Where the people c
annot take the original
offer then
place Government and Peace and
two other booklets on contribution
of 10c; and if they are unable to
contribute that much, leave Government and Peace booklet with them
for whatever they can contribute.
Where people cannot contribute,
but
will read, you can leave with them
free the booklet
Government and
Peace. nWith everyone you call upo
you should at least leave a copy
of Kingdom News or the Sa
lvation
folder. In other words, get everybody you can better acquainted with
the Kingdom work; for the Kingdom is the only hope of the world.
Always Place Books
We hope that the January
campaign has deeply impressed upon all
of us the necessity
of placing the
books in the hands of the people
and not letting
them accumulate
on the shelves
of the stockroom.
Literature
will do no good lying
on the shelves.
We must get the
books
pl
e
into the hands of the peo
as quickly as possible;
and that
was the reason for making the special offer of three books on a con-

tribution
of 35c. From now on the
publishers
should get well stocked
with books and take a good assortment with them into the field, so as
to be able to place them with the
people of good will they continually
meet. In all back-calls
take along
a good assortment
of books and
booklets;
for it has been clearly
demonstrated that it is through the
medium of back-calls
that most of
the older publications
are placed.
Each car group should always carry
an extra supply of literature
in addition to whatever campaign literature may be offered
at the thee.
(Continued on page 2, column 3)

Are You a
Magazine Publisher

Too?

February 1 ushers in what promises to be the biggest and most enjoyable campaign in which we have
ever engaged; for this is not of a
week’s or a month’s duration,
but
will continue indefinitely,
and is a
permanent addition
to our work of
advertising
THE THEOCRACY, and as
the campaign progresses it will grow
in magnitude until
every Kingdom
publisher
will be doing his share
therein.
Arrange Your Route
Before February
1 many of the
publishers have arranged their routes

from their list of interested persons
in their individually held territory,
and they will begin calling on these
immediately
with February 1 issue
of The Watchtower and February 7
issue of Consolation.
We wish to
especially
emphasize the establishing of a route for magazine distribution in the territory
held by the
publisher, for it will be those people
who obtain the magazines at their
homes that are apt to take them
regularly.
Ask the back-call servant
for all back-calls in your territory
(and perhaps in the adjoining territory, if it is not now assigned and
has not been covered for some thee)
and call on these people---all of them
are good prospects for the two magazines, or at least one. Many of these
may already be taking one of the
magazines as subscribers
and may
either subscribe for the other one
or agree to have you bring it regularly.
Some may have subscribed
for either or both of the magazines
and allowed their subscriptions
to
lapse because they did not have the
dollar to resubscribe, and these will
doubtless
be pleased to have you
bring the magazines to them direct
and contribute five cents per copy.

Brother
Rutherford
Writes
to Publishers
Back-Calls
Brought
Forcefully
to theFore
Those in America
Have Much to Do

winter.
Those days, however, are
gone for ever..That was really religion manifesting
itself
among the
A few days ago Brother Rutherford’s letter of January 20 "To ThE Lord’s people. Those who are looking to the Lord today are thrilled
PUBLISHERS
OF THE THEOCRACY"
was
of the Kingdom
forwarded to all companies. This with the vision
of having
letter should be carefully
read and and with their privilege
some part in the service,
and they SO GET YOUr ROUTE STARTEd
AND
studied at the next four service
meetings, in order to get the import go into the field regularly, rain or HELP FEED THE SHEEP THEREIN.
shine,
every
week
-rod
every
month.
and force of the message it has for
Back-Calls
The hours in the field have kept
each publisher
in the company.
Your
back-calls
should m
aterily
up
fairly
well;
still
there
is
a
tenThe letter graphically depicts the
dency toward a decrease in this re- increase with this new work. Those
manner in which the work is closand who wish to
In who show interest
ing down throughout the earth, and spect, which should not exist.
the great privileges afforded the peo- October the average number of hours discuss the truth with you should
was ]9.1; in Novem- be called on with the series of recple on the American continent
at per publisher
and model studies started with
the present time to have a part in ber, 15.4: and in December, 14.5. ords,
Have in mind the
the service.
It emphasizes the im- This should be watched by each in- them if possible.
per
each company servant and new quota of three back-calls
portance of the back-call
work and dividual,
week, which Brother Rutherford has
the fact that each publisher should other brethren in the organization,
called to our attention in his letter
make three back-calls
a week. or 12 and each zone servant, ,rid see if of’
January 20, 1940, addressed "To
this trend can be turned definitely
back-calls
a month.
the
PUBLISHERS
OF THE THEOCRACY.
upward rather
than downward.
These points are to be carefully
The average number of back-calls
By meeting these people of good will
considered
and plans made to get
each week, the opand maintain at least three back- still continued at 2.1. Brother Ruth- in our territory
of calling
back on them
erford’s letter calls attention to the portunity
calls each week.
is practically
thrust upon us; don’t
new quota for back-calls
he
for t
While the enemy is regimenting
all of those in sympathy with the "year 1940. Instead of 2.1 for the lose it.
Magazine
Bags
Devil’s organization
under the to- month, it should be running 12.1.
set
The Society will supply for the
talitarian
state, it is gratifying and Each publisher should definitely
this quota and see what can be done magazine publishers
a cloth bag
thrilling
to note the consistency
which will serve both to keep the
with which those associated
with ’to attain it. The year 1940 offers
the greatest privileges and the great- magazines clean and to identify
Jehovah’s
Theocratic
government
as the names THE
continue to push the battle to the est prospects of any year to date, and the publisher,
undoubtedly those who are truly for WATCHTOWER and
CONSOLAgate.
The THEOCRACY
are going to rejoice
TION will be prominently displayed
For the fiscal
year,
to January
l.,
in taking advantage of every oppor- thereon. The bags will hold a good
the number of company publishers
participating
in the service: Octo- tunity.
supply of The Watchtower and Consolation.
They will be furnished at
ber, 42,436: November, 41,146; and
COMPANY
PUBLISHERS’
December, 42,020. In years gone by
fifteen cents each, or seven to one
FIELD
REPORT
address for one dollar,
remittance
it was the idea that because of
with order. Company servants should
weather conditions and the "ChristLast
Year
This Year
Company Av. Av.
mas" holidays,
and other excuses,
Co. Av. Av. order for those wishing to use them.
Do not mar the magazines
or
the Lord’s people were not expected
Pub’rs Hrs 13-C Pub’rs Hrs B-C
be sure
to do any witnessing
during the Oct.
29,550 13.1 2.1 42,43619.1 2.3 handle them unnecessarily;
NOV. 25,863 10.9 2.4 41,146 15.4 2.1
that they are clean when placed.
month of December, and, in fact,
:Dec. 28,371 12.1 1.9 42,020 14.5 2.1
Nor should you write or stamp the
a large percentage of them figured
local headquarters
on either
The
31,679 14.9 2.7
?
? ?
that" they were not required to do Jan.
Feb. 29,599 14.4 3.0
? ? ?
much of anything during the entire
(Continued on page 2, column 4)

Study Booklet
55Nations
Report
on"Theocracy"
Period Model
and Bookmarks
The Model Study

No. 2 booklet

latest provision the Lord has
Tremendous
Increase
in Number
of Publishers ismade,the and
in it he makes it pos-

Back-Calls Doing
Marvelous Work
It is a joy to report the first
month’s activity for the new fiscal
year, which began with the "Theocracy" Testimony Period.
Without
question,
Jehovah is directing
His
organization.
This is proved by the
fact that 73,469 publishers reported,
and spent 1,861,513 hours in the field.
These publishers delighted in making
209,106 back-calls.
These are three
things over which the publishers
of the Kingdom have control,
and
they took advantage of it; namely,
they saw to it that they were in the
field serving the Theocracy; they put
in time; and they made back-calls.
The results
accomplished by doing
this work are set out below in tim
complete report compared with tim
corresponding
Testimony Period in

sible for every publisher in the comyear, Which is very pany to conduct model studies and
the people of good will to see the
"Jehovah’s aid
"Theocracy"
Battle" issue and take their stand on the
Oct. 1939 Oct. 1938 Lord’s side. Each publisher should
Books
338,618
207,634 have with him a number of these
Booklets
2,471,411 2.622.252 booklets when he goes on a back-call
Total Literature 2,810,029 2,829,886 or to conduct a model study. One
Pioneers
4,239
3,412 never knows how a back-call is going
uxilares
A
1,263
CompanyPubl’rs
(;9.230
53,442 to open up when one gets there, and
TOTALPubl’rs
73.4(19
58,117 it may be possible to develop that
Hours
1,861.543 1,207,367 into an immediate model study if
sNewSubscription
10,483
with him.
9,326 one has his equipment
Sound Attendance 1,926,552 1,944,(;66 Therefore, in addition to the series
Back-Calls
209,106
99,132 of records, a number of Model Study
booklets in which the series is conAfter reading the above report
everyone will surely want to have tained should also be on hand. This
a definite part in the Kingdom work will be a definite aid to all publishand will undoubtedly
look forward ers in getting their three back-calls
a week, or 12 back-calls each month.
to the "’BATTLE SIEGE" Testimony
Period, which begins the Watchtower
Bookmarks
are something
that
by all
campaign, and at which time an- should be used extensively
other world-wide report will be com- companies, also. This is a definite
aid to the people of good will who
piled.
obtain literature,
because it provides
them with a permanent address
of
"Enemies" Record
where the meetings are held, the
Some publishers
have reported
time they are held, and how they
that when going from door to door may have their questions answered.
and running the "Snare and Racket" Therefore
the bookmark should be
record people tell them they have left with each placement of bound
heard it. It is advisable to carry books (or of booklets, if you wish).
with you more than one disc, parThe Society had to print a second
ticularly
if the territory
has been edition of the Yearbook. These are
covered several times with a particnow available for "any who have not
ular recording.
received their supply. These should
A good extra record to carry with be mentioned on practically
all backyou at this time is the "Enemies" calls and at model studies. the newrecord.
Those publishers
who are ly interested
should be advised to
not supplied with this record can obtain a copy of the Yearbook and
order through their company servsee the magnitude of the work that
ant. The Society has a good supply the Lord is doing in the earth at
of these on hand and can fill orders the present time.
immediately.
the "Enemies" record
is P-113, P-114. Use the number when
(Continued from page 1, column 2)
ordering.
During
"SALVATION"
Testimony Pebe prepared to offer in addition
Notice to Company Servants riod
to the regular combination of SalSome of the brethren in the compa- vation
and Government and Peace!
nies seem to have a misunderstanding
of the method the Society employs in OTHERbooks and booklets.
handling
its
accounts.
From February
1
on the Society will have two accounts
HowMany Publishers??
for the average Company: one account is
for magazine distributors, where WatchThe publishers
are available,
but
tower
and Consolation
other
than subscriptions may be charged: the other so far not all of them have gone
account is the book and booklet account, out during any one month. If this
where the books and booklets which are is accomplished, we shall have many
termed
’campaign
literature"
may be
Truly
charged. All other orders should be ac- more than 50,000 publishers.
Brother Rutherford has pointed out
companied
with remittance, or at least
a partial
remittance,
as in the case of
of advertising
phonographs
and records. the Society that "the privilege
soon be
is willing to assist companies whose THE THEOCRACY will
accounts
are in fair
condition
but who completed".
Each publisher
who beare
unable
to pay the
entire
amount
lieves this will let nothing interfor phonographs and records in one payfere with his regular
activity
in
ment,
by accepting
a down payment
of
approximately twenty-five percent of the the field.
We hope there will be
Cost of the phonographs
and records and 50,000 publishers in the field during
charging the balance to the company’saccount. Bookmarks,folders subscriptions, February. It can be done. Let each.
Bibles, Yearbooks. calendars, Model Study company strive
to get out all its
booklets, musical records phonograph publishers in the field during this
parts,magazine bags, and supplies of
that nature, should always be accom- and every other month from now on.
panied with a remittance to cover. These
are not chargeable to any account.
Phonograph
Work
With the interest
of the people
Phonograph Repairs
being more keenly aroused to our
activities,
especially now as we boldWhen ordering
phonograph
rely carry
on the new magazine
pairs it is necessary to give this
the opportunities
for using
office
the serial
number of your work,
phonograph will increase.
Peophonograph.
Slight
changes have the
will want to learn more about
been made in the phonograph from ple
work" Jehovah’s
wittime to time, and the only way we the "strange
nesses are doing, and the best way
can know how to supply the proper
we can tell
them is by means of
part would be to have your serial
the recordings, the single and series
number. please note this when or- records. In the door-to-door service,
dering repairs.
use the "Snare and Racket" record,
quantity before the title.
EXAMPLE:or, if you have just covered the ter60 Salvation. Whenlarge quantities of ritory with that recording, use the
foreign literature are ordered, it would Enemies" record (P-113, P-114)
be appreciated if the company servant any other suitable recording.
would use a separate order blank for
The "SALVATION" Testimony Peeach language.
Company servants,
stockkeepers and pioneers can assist the office riod ushers in the most extensive
greatly by properly filling out order advertising
campaign, and it is our
blanks and following out the above inprivilege to participate
therein.
structions.
the previous
gratifying :

"Battle
Siege"
Period
Due to its importance
and the
need for proper advance preparation, the "BATTLESIEGE" Testimony
Period and its offer are announced
at this time. The period will begin
with March 23, the date for celebrating the Memorial, and will usher
in a three-month
world-wide
campaign for new Watchtower subscriptions.
The results
of the Watchtower
campaign last year are very gratifying, over 120,000 new names being
added to the subscription list. With
the splendid increase in publishers
which has taken place doubtless we
shall far surpass that figure in the
coming campaign. To do this,
each
one must make necessary
preparation well in advance, in order to go
forward the day the campaign starts,
March 23, having sufficient
copies
of The Watchtower for use in the
field (increase the distributor’s
order so as to have extra
sample
copies), also subscription blanks, introductory
phonograph record "Instruction"
(P-154), etc. Don’t wait
until the campaign begins, but prepare now.
While complete details
will be
given in the next Informant,
note
that the offer will be The Watchtower together with any bound book
and a self-covered booklet on a contribution of one dollar.

Please
and Fill

Use Order Blanks
Them Out Properly

It will be a great aid to the office in
dispatching your orders promptly if pioneers
and company
servants
will
check
their
orders
before
mailing
them and
observe
the following:
At the top of the order
blank
print
the
name o f the
company
or pioneer
plainly;
never put a pioneer
order
and
a company order on the same order blank,
but use separate
order blanks;
fill
in the
complete
address
at which the shipment

will be received, whether sent by freight,
by express,
or by mail:
the Same address
should be used on all orders, except by
pioneers
moving from place to place.
Wherever possible, orders should be
shipped to the company servant’s address: but if another address is more
convenient, then that address should
be used on all orders, as the Society
makes out a stencil,
which speeds up
the work. If your address is different
every time your order comes in, your
stencil is of no value. Companyservants
should not give one address one time
and a different address for the next order. If possible, the notifying address
should be the same as the shipping address. If there is no freight station at
your town, write on the order blank
the location of the nearest freight station. All orders must be signed by the
company servantor pioneer.
Whenwriting orders, always show the

(Continued from page 1, column 4)
Watchtower or Consolation.
Instead
it would be better to leave with the
people, when these are placed,
a
copy of your Salvation folder or Public Meeting folder, properly stamped
with name and address of the company.
Various methods may be used to
advertise the magazine distribution.
Some of the companies have done
sidewalk witnessing with the booklets to good advantage and will find
this experience beneficial in carrying on the magazine, distribution
in
the business districts.
One company
had a table for the booklets
and
a phonograph, with a sign in front
of the table identifying
the work.
Two publishers
were assigned
at
1 o’clock Saturday afternoon,
two
others relieving them at 3 o’clock,
and so on until 9 p.m.
One publisher may carry an overhead placard advertising
The Watchtower and Consolation on one side
and perhaps on the other side a no-.
ration such as "Uncensored truth",
"The Bible made clear," etc. Another
publisher with him could have a good
supply of the magazines, both, however, equipped with magazine bags.
Saturday afternoons
and evenings
seem to be the best time for this
type of work, as a great majority
of the people are doing their shopping and can be found in the business districts.
However, any evening,
at the rush hour, would be good.
As you try out various methods
and find them successful, let us hear
from you, so we can pass the information along.
Organization
This is a new work to all of us,
and we don’t expect all of the companies or publishers to get thoroughly established at once; and so, until
the publishers
do know how many
magazines they will use regularly,
no doubt many will be running out
and will be wanting more of the
same issue. In order to get additional copies of a particular
issue
to the advertising servant as quickly
as possible, he may order these from
us at the rate of 40 copies for $1.00.
Remittance must accompany the order unless the company has a magazine distributors’
account, in which
ease they may be charged to the
account.
Rush orders
should be
marked on the envelope ’:Urgent,
Magazine Desk". in lower left-hand
cornel’.

New Publications

Government and Peace--Chinese, German. Portuguese. Fascism or Freedom-Japanese Polish. Warning-- Cinyanja,
Hungarian, Polish, Xosa. Safety--Chishona, Malay, Sesuto. Face the Facts-Cinyanja. What You Need -- Chishona.
Cause of Death--Spanish. His Vengeance
--Bohemian. Supremacy--French, Hungarian. Model Study--German. Armageddon--Sesuto. Protection---Ilocano.
IN STOCK:Crusade Against Christianity,DISCONTINUED
In Polish. : Consolation
in French.
WILL ,NOT

BE PUBLISHED:

book in French.

1940 Year-

Notice to All
Kingdom Publishers
This article
is to be cut out and
pasted in back of the booklet Ad
vice
for Kingdom Publishers.
Keep it as
a permanent part of that advice.
Should you be convicted of violating an ordinance of a village, town,
borough, city or any otherwise-named
municipality,
he sure to secure a
"certified
copy" of the ordinance of
the municipality,
which "certified
copy" should be filed with the appeal papers or attached to the appeal papers. This instruction
should
be drawn to the attention of your attorney if you employ one, and should
be followed without fail by you.

The

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

"Myheartshall rejoicein thy salvation."Ps.13: 5.

MARCH, 1940

"BATTLE

SIEGE"

Begins

World-wide

Campaign

their territory, because the publishers will be talking Watchtower at
every door they go to. If the people
"The
Watchtower"
Featured
for
Three
Months
say they do not want The Watchtracer for a year, or cannot afford
feel inclined to take the Watchtower it, but would like to read it, then
"Refugees,"
by Judge
Rutherford,
Released
offer immediately, then present one tell them that the provision is made
book and a copy of Refugees on a for delivering the. Watchtower magMemorial First
Day of Siege paign will begin .with that date, contribution of 25c. If this is not azine the first and fifteenth of every
It is with real joy that we look March 23. This falls on a Saturday, accepted, then offer three booklets month at five cents a copy and tha
a contribution of 10c, including if they cannot at the moment take
to the Memorial of 1940. JEHOVAH,which should give almost everyone on
through His Theocratic Government, of the Theocratic Government an Refugees. Wherever the people are advantage of the special offer of
in the Kingdom a book and booklet with the magaarranges for the "BATTLE
SIEGE"Tes- opportunity to be in the service that really interested
timony Period, and all of the anoint- week-end, March 23 and 24, and con- and show the spirit of good will, zine, then you can place the book
ed and their companions will join tinue thereafter for three months. but are too poor to make the reg- later when making regular delivin this "BATTLESIEGE" having in The campaign includes the "BATTLEular contribution, leave them Ref- eries. The Watchtower routes should
mind the vindication of Jehovah’s SIEGE"Testimony Period, in April, ugees free, or for a penny. When be greatly increased during April,
and closes with "Locust Army" Tes- you do this, tell the people you will May, and June of this year.
name.
timony Period, in June. What a war- call back a little later with some
"Refugees"
Quota
of the records and publications
The president of the Society has fare for those in the Theocratic more
of the Society, and really help them All will remember with what ex!
been blessed of the Lord in bringing Government
to find the wayto life.
cellent success the Watchtower camforth the booklet Refugees, which
This special offer of a bound book paign of 1939 went over, when we
TheOffer
will greatly aid the people of good
and
a
self-covered
booklet
free
with
had approximately 30,000 publishers
the most important publication
will in taking their stand. Refugees
a year’s subscription for The Watchis a new weaponof warfare for this that the Lord has given us today tower applies in all languages in in the field. Nowwe have well over
"BATTLESIEGE" Period which will is The Watchtower. We learned last which The Watchtower is published. 40,000, and look to 50,000 soon; so
the dquota in newsubscriptions s
expose religion and help people wire year, beginning with the campaign Have in mind that the regular year- houl
love righteousness appreciate the in January, that thousands of peo- ly subscription rate of the magazine equal that of last year’s four-month
campaign. It is expected that, beple were anxious to read this m
agTheocratic Government.
is asked for and they receive free
Ten million copies is the first print- azine regularly. Thespecial offer this a book and a booklet in their lan- ginning with the "BATTLESIEGE"
Testimony Period and ending with
year will be the Watchtower maga- guage.
ing of this new booklet, and those
"Locust Army" Testimony Period,
of The Theocracy should do great zine with any book, particularly
100,000 new Watchtower subscripCampaignWill Help
work in the advertising of that gov- Salvation, Enemies, or Riches, and
tions, in all languages, throughout
"Watchtower"Routes
ernment through the booklet Ref- the booklet Refugees, all on the conugees.
tribution of one dollar, which is the
The magazine publishers who be- the world, will be obtained. Additionally, 1,000,000 bound books, in
amount usually received for The gan the new work of distributing
World- wide Campaign
all languages, and 12,000,000 bookEven though our brethren in the Watchtower alone. This means that The Watchtower and Consolation
particularly Refugees.
war-stricken territories
are unable the people will get the Watchtower February 1 will find that the Watch- lets.
Howcan this quota be reached?
to put in as muchtime as they would magazine for twelve months, twenty- tower campaign beginning March 23 Brother Rutherford, in his letter of
like to or used to in the Kingdomin- four issues, and, besides, will receive will help them increase the number January 20, said that the brethren
terests, they are, nevertheless, work- free a clothbound book of their of Watchtowers needed in their
America should take advantage
ing with the literature that is gotten choice and the new booklet Refugees. routes. This will be an excellent in
If in our regular door-to-door wit- opportunity for all the publishers of the freedom we now have. He
to them through great difficulty. In
pointed out how our brethren in
the last Informant it was pointed nessing or back-calls people do not of the Kingdomto begin routes in other lands have been working
out that in October, during the
against great odds. Will the great"Theocracy" Testimony Period, there
est portion of this quota be made
were 73,469 publishers in the field.
up in the United States by the pub52,495
Publishers
h March?
It is believed that during April, May, Why Not
lishers here? It can be, if every one
and June, this new peak of publishof the publishers diligently strives
ers will have gone up to 100,000, be- Possibilities
for Many More! home to us. which is: "There must to put in his sixty hours a month
cause the refugees will be seeking
Brother Rutherford’s letter of Jan- be a lack of appreciation on the part and makes his twelve back-calls. If
God’s organization and taking their
each strive to attain to this high
stand for the Kingdomand will as- uary 20, "To the publishers of the of some. Everyone who is consecrat- we
of serving the Theocratic Govsist in advertising The Theocracy. Theocracy," provided food for seri- ed to Jehovah, and who appreciates mark
should now be an ernment, then this quota suggested
It is hoped that in the United ous thought for all companies and THE THEOCRACY,
by
the
Society for the world-wide
States 10,000 more publishers will for each publisher. It seems profit- active publisher, bending his effort
can easily be reached.
Join the great multitude that is now able also to consider this letter from to bear witness to others. Those who report
See how simple it is: One Watchproclaiming the message. The fac- the standpoint of the country as a fail to do this fail to meet their tower
subscription
per month for
obligations and miss many joys."
tory has been working day and night whole.
Checking over the reports of the Please note that if all the regular each publisher. That would mean,
and week-ends in order to provide
the United States alone, well over
large quantities of Refugees for Eng- company publishers in the United active publishers and the 16,172 ir- in
new Watchtower subscripland, South Africa, Australia, Can- States, it is found that there are regular publishers went "out in March 120,000
Weshould easily have these
ada, and the isles of the sea. Trans- 73,156 persons who are associated there would be 52,495 reporting in tions.
NEwWatchtower subscriplations of Refugees have begun in with the organization, and only 36,- one month. Why can’t it be done? 100,000
323 are actively engaged in the field
Each company should check its tions, in addition to manythousands
many languages, and we hope tha
that will be added to the routes
shortly these will be off the press. service. This is less than fifty per- local figures and see to what extent which
publishers will be
Everyone is pressing hard in the in- cent of those associated! In addi- it is contributing toward this delin- buildingall upthe
by that thee.
itial preparation for this, the great- tion, there are 16,172 irregular pub- quency as a company and see what
As to the books, one million copest of all world-wide campaigns, the lishers, that is, publishers who are can be done to reduce this gap.
not dependable and do not get out
Each individual should examine ies would mean about seven a month
"BATTLESIEGE" Testimony Period.
regularly in the field. There was a himself and see "whether he is a reg- per publisher if the United States
Time
peak of 46,307 publishers in the field ular publisher and meeting his obli- were taking on the whole burden
The "Battle Siege" Testimony Pe- during the past three months; tha
gations and experiencing the joys of 350,000 bound books per month.
As to the booklets, twelve million
riod marks the spring campaign and is, this number were in the field that may be his. The attainment of
the pressing of the siege against re- service at least once.
50,000 publishers reporting in one being the quota for the world, the
ligion and all Its allies. Because
As we consider the figures above month is easy if all those associ- 50,000 publishers in the United States
Memorial comes late in March, the shown the force of Brother Ruther- ated with the companies, the 73,156, would have to place 80 booklets a
spring world-wide Watchtower cam- ford’s further remarks is brought begin service in March.
(Continued on page 4, column 2)

How
Many
Magazine
RoutesHaveYouUnder
Way?

dora News, and folders containing
the address of the local Kingdom
hall of the company. Let each one
be so supplied in order to properly
satisfy the inquiry and interest
of
the people who ask for information
about the WATCHTOWER
work, whether such people take a magazine or
regularly.
All people very much need not. Do not enter into long discusboth magazines, as well as the other sions with the people while distribhelps the Society continually
sup- uting magazines on the street corners..Neither
are the magazine pubplies.
As far as possible, it would be well lishers to openly offer the other pubfor the children and those who for lications (books and booklets) ; for
any physical or other reason are un- their specified job is to distribute
able to witness much from door to the magazines, and these other pubare on hand only for the
door to carry on this magazine route. lications
This work must be carried on effi- purpose of caring for additional interest when inquiry is made.
ciently,
and if a magazine publisher
becomes careless or indifferent
or
Magazine Bags
can no longer do his job, then the
the Society
has magazine bags
one in charge of the magazine work
available now and is filling
orders
(the advertising
servant)
should
promptly arrange for a zealous pub- for them. They are very appropriate
lisher to take over the route. Routes for this work, for use in routes and
in street corner distribution.
The
should continually be on the increase,
and this despite the opposition that bag has printed oil both sides in
two colors very attractive
letteris bound to arise.
ing. When you are distributing
the
Watchtower
magazine primarily,
Street Corner Distribution
that being the issue of the week,
This should prove to be the most then you can display
the side of
interesting
feature of the magazine the bag saying,
"The WATCHTOWER
distribution
work. Care should be explains The Theocratic Government.
taken to see that every busy inter5¢ per copy." The reverse side of
section is properly covered with mag- the bag can be used during the week
azine publishers.
In every town or that the Consolation
magazine, is
city schedule as many magazine pub- stressed.
This reads, "The WATCHlishers on the street corners as pos- TOWER and CONSOLATION,
5¢
per
sible and at different
times of the copy." The word "Watchtower"
has
day. Also, with a number of pub- almost become a household
word,
lishers simultaneously on street cor- and tying the Consolation magazine
ners and before railroad terminals,
in with The Watchtower will arouse
etc., it will greatly attract the at- much interest
in the Consolatio
n
tention
of the passers-by.
As has magazine as well as The Watchbeen demonstrated
with the infortower. In both instances
the "5¢"
mation marches,
by the time the is made prominent, which will show
last
march has gone by even the the people the price of the magamost blase have taken a folder; so, zines and thus will aid in the disby the time the people have passed tribution.
Many will spend the nickel
by the last magazine publisher, they; on curiosity
and in this way may
will have, at the very least,
been eventually obtain the truth.
impressed that there is a magazine
The bags are 15 cents each ; seven
like The Watchtower or Consolatio
n
for one dollar,
when mailed to one
and that it is evidently
backed up address.
Remittance
must accomby a big and growing organization.
pany the order; they will not be
This will all tend to awaken their
charged to account.
Magazine pubcuriosity,
and when the publishers
lishers
should order these bags
come to their doors in the regular
through the company servant.
Each
witness work they will be found anx- company should find out how many
ious to investigate
further.
It is bags they need, :rod order them.
therefore now advisable for all publishers,
when witnessing from door
to door, to carry along with them
Your Back-Call File
at least one or two copies of both
The Watchtower and Consolation,
We frequently
receive inquiries
so as to leave them with the people from companies for the names of
who show more than the ordinary
Watchtower and Consolation
subthey hold.
interest.
From now on there will be scribers in the territory
a demand for the Watchtower and
The Society is not in position to
Consolation magazines by the public,
supply this information now, and it
especially in all the territories
where should not be necessary. If the names
sent to the company last year have
the route and street corner distribution is carried on on a large scale. been properly filed and the back-call
While on the street corners, the: names from that date up to the prespublishers
should point out to the ent have been properly taken care
people passing by that the magazine of, each company should have an
they are offering "Exposes the reliup-to-date file containing all these
gious racket",
"Publishes
facts no names. We send you each month the
other magazine dares to print,"
is names of those who do not renew
"Free of advertising",
and that "The their subscriptions.
These may be
Watchtower explains The Theocratic
called upon, and if there is no real
Government". the magazine publishinterest manifested your files might
er should cry out some such brief be adjusted by removing such names.
statements
so as to arouse the in- The names of any who manifest interest of the people, and not merely terest and renew their subscription
stand on the corners
offering
the should, of course, be kept on file.
magazine at 5c a copy. By boldly!
advertising
the high points and arCompanyPublishers’
ticles of the magazine, the publisher
Field Report
creates a more than ordinary interLAST YEAR
THIS YEAR
est in the magazine. We want people
Company Av.Av.
Company Av.Av.
to know what we have;
and the
Pub’rs
Hrs B.C Pub’rs
HrsB.C
only way they can find out is for
Oct.
29,550 13.1 2.1 42,436 19.1"2.3
us to "tell"
them.
25,863 10.9 2.4 41,146 15.4 2.1
It has already been demonstrated Nov.
that it is well for the magazine pub- Dec.
28,371 12.1 1.9 42,020 14.5 2.1
31,679 14.9 2.7 37,475 15.2 3.7
lishers
at street
corners,
and on Jan.
29,599 14.4 3.0
?
? ?
routes,
to have along with them a Feb.
? ? ?
Salvation book, some booklets, King- March 31,729 15.2 2.9

HasYour
Company
Ordered
a Good
Supply
of Magazines?
Watchtower
Campaign
Will
Speed
Up
Route
Arrangements
The much wider distribution
of
the Watchtower
and Consolatio
n
magazines which began February 1
has started Jehovah’s witnesses and
their companions on the most farreaching
campaign in which they
have ever been privileged to participate. This magazine work will gain
added impetus and tie in with the
three - month world - wide campaign
for new Watchtower subscriptions
which begins March 23, the date for
celebrating
the Memorial. It is expected that by Memorial time all
publishers
will have engaged to
some definite
extent in this magazinc work, either in developing
a
route or in street corner distribution.
This wide distribution
of the
Watchtower and Consolation
magazines will go a long way toward
bringing
out into the open the
"sheep" and "goat" classes,
as well
as proving the faith and integrity
of the servants of the Lord. Since
1920 to September 30, 1939, there
has been distributed
throughout the
world the stupendous total of 309,484,991 books and booklets.
During
the January campaign just ended
over 500,000 bound books alone were
placed. Millions of people have our
literature,
and a large number of
them have yet to seriously
look into it. One of our big tasks is to
awaken the people to the necessity
of reading our publications,
and this
Watchtower and Consolation
magazine distribution
will greatly aid in
this respect; for it will most forcibly draw the attention
of the people to Jehovah’s witnesses and their
part in the "strange work" of advertising
the Theocratic
Government.
So many people have told us in just
so many words, if not by their actions,
that what we have just told
them about the Kingdom message is
all very good and that they have
two or three or more of our publications and they have all the intentions in the world to read them, but
after we leave them their interest
dies out and they permit the cares
and duties of life to so envelop them
that they "forget"
to read. Even
though the witnesses come to their
doors four to six times a year, this
is still insufficient
to get them to
really read. Such people, and there
are many, many thousands of them,
must be reminded often in order to
get them to study and from there
become interested
enough to want
model studies
in their
homes and
eventually
become fully associated
with the company. The magazine
work, by means of regular
routes
and street corner distribution,
is
just the thing to arouse these people to action. Not only will they take
and read the magazines,
but they
will also look into the other publications, ¯ all of which is necessary for
them if they are to come from under
Satan’s organization
to Jehovah’s
Theocratic
Government.

than 15,000 publishers
the brethren
4n Germany were distributing
440,000
copies of each issue of The Golden
Age, most of which were placed by
means of the route method. With
already 45,200 publishers (including
pioneers)
reporting in October, or
more than three times as many publishers in the field here in the United States, it is possible for us to increase the distribution
of The Watchtower and Consolation to at least
500,000 copies of each issue. But, to
do this, it will mean that each publisher will have to be continually on
the alert to develop the magazine
route in his individual territory and,
as opportunity
affords,
get out on
the street corners in the busy sections of the town whenever he can,
lind especially
on Saturday afternoons and evenings.
This wide distribution
of the magazines will open the way toward getting in direct touch with the people
of good will who have their permanent addresses in hotels and private
or exclusive apartments, which residents up to the present time have
been practically
inaccessible
to the
publishers.
A case of this kind very
much to the point has just come to
our attention.
A person living in a
hotel writes the Society, in part, as
follows, in letter dated February 3:
"Not more than yesterday,
your magazine, Consolations, dated January 24,
1940, came to my attention,
and in
looking over the same I find it is a
mighty fine little
magazine, and it
deals with interesting
facts. I have
already read it to a friend of mine
and he, also, proclaims it as such,
too. It is too bad that this little
magazine has not more publicity.
It should be distributed
more among
workers, so they could become acquainted with what is going on." He
then orders 14 books and also subscribes for Consolation for one year.
He additionally states, "I assure you
that I will loan these books to whoever I think will be interested,
and
I will not be a bit surprised if they
order Consolation by the year, too."
For the benefit of persons similarly
situated and for the welfare of all
people of good will everywhere, we
are determined that it can no longer
be said, "It is too bad that this little
magazine has not more publicity";
for from now on the Watchtower
and Consolation distribution
will increase to such an extent that almost
everyone will know of these two
magazines and that religion
is the
biggest of all rackets.

Organize Regular Routes
As it was successfully
carried on
in Germany, magazine routes must
be organized in every territory
and
these must be served regularly without fail. Start a route even if there
are only two or three persons at first.
Serve these promptly and regularly,
getting
the magazines to them as
quickly as you receive them. All
people in your territory
on whom
you are now making back-calls
or
with whom you are having model
Distribution Has
studies,
and who are not yet subLarge Potentialities
scribers
for both The Watchtower
The Watchtower and Consolation
and Consolation,
should be on your
distribution
work has just started
magazine route---you
will find that
and is but on a small scale as yet.
they will be only too glad to take
Just to what extent this distribuadvantage of this service.
Another
tion can be increased is clearly il- thing, don’t be satisfied to leave reglustrated
by the work that was done ularly
either
The Watchtower or
in Germany in 1932 with the Golden Consolation with the people ; encourAge magazine. With a peak of less
age them to take both magazines

23. Co-operation on the part of all
Make Your Plans
Now
publishers (including pioneers)
to Enjoy Pioneer
Service
necessary in order In keel) these files
Already in response to the Januin proper order. Back-Call FollowInformant, for more pioneers in
Follow
Up Expired
Subscriptions
When Mailed
to You Up Reports should be turned in ary
promptly on all back-calls and model the spring, we have received a good
and when the territory is number of applications for and inCalendar Pad Instructions
already has some knowledge of the studies,
turned
in
all Back-Call Slips should quiries about this very important
for March
Kingdom or is expecting you. You likewise be turned in, so as to be work. The brethren who have not
The Calendar pad, for March, calls are not calling there merely to place available whenthe territory is again as yet written us about the full-time
our attention to both the back-calls additional literature, but your pri- assigned. Somepioneers still persist service, and who are seriously givand the model studies and the scrip- mary purpose is to stimulate his in- in refusing or failing to report to ing this matter thought, should write
ture "Visit the fatherless and wid- terest in the Kingdomand show him the company the progress of their us about their plans as soon as posows". the two are directly related, his privilege of also saying "Come". back-call work, and we urge these sible, so that we can arrange to get
for our commission from Jehovah
to consider carefully the "Organiza- them properly located by springtime.
ModelStudiesNecessary
We know that there are many comis to "comfort all that mourn; . . .
tion Instructions" under the headAs
with
back-calls,
so
likewise
any
to give unto them beauty for ashes,
panies who need and would welcome
ing
"Pioneers".
the oil of joy for mourning, the gar- publisher can conduct model studies.
For the convenience of those who pioneers in their territory. In order
ment of praise for the spirit of heav- the equipment necessary for this desire.it, the Study Conductor’s Re- that we can be certain to have all
iness; . . . that [Jehovah] might work is your phonograph with one port may be used in addition to the these on our list, we request the
be glorified" (Isaiah 61); and this of the series of recorded lectures, Back-Call Follow-Up Report in the company servant or zone servant on
comforting work must be done by and its companion booklet and the matter of reporting model studies, his visit to each company wanting
continually calling and back-calling Model Study booklet. You should in this way: ALWAYS
turn in a Fol- or needing pioneer assistance to
have sufficient Model Study bookon those of good will.
write us to that effect and to state
low-Up
Report
for
every
model study how
In the ’widow’ organization of lets and several Bibles with you, (which is, of course, also
many pioneers they need at
a back- one time
so
that
all
can
have
a
part
in
the
for their territory. In addi"Christendom", which claims God
call) ; where a model study lasts
study.
It
is
in
the
model
study
that
as its Husband and Head, but which
tion to companyterritory, there is
month
or
longer,
a
Study
ConducGod has rejected and turned away the proper groundwork is laid for tor’s Report should be turned in, much open territory
for pioneers;
from Him, are sincere persons to one’s becoming a publisher; for the filling in all information called for. so no one need be afraid of not getfundamental
truths
so
necessary
to
whomthe word ’widow’ might rightting sufficient territory.
fully apply. Having been misled by a proper appreciation of one’s relaIt is brethren who make the Kingtionship
to
the
Creator
and
to
His
their false shepherds, they mourn
dominterests their first interests in
Theocracy
and
the
necessity
of
shunand are in great affliction and cry
The King’s Memorial of Joy life that get ahead in the pioneer
because of the abominations that are ning religion are there clearly set
and company publisher service. It
forth,
and
the
scriptures
bearing
on
As announced by The Watchtower, takes careful planning to make piodone in "Christendom". These of
each
point
under
discussion
are
read
the
time
for
the
yearly
feast
in
celegood will in such organization of
neer thee; also, to reach the comthe Devil are "fatherless" because and applied for the satisfaction of bration of Jehovah’s name and to pany publisher quota of 60 hours a
the
inquiring
one.
the
sacrifice
of
the
Lamb
of
God,
they are ignorant of God’s provimonth. Just how much this helps is
Christ Jesus, is after 6 p.m. on Sat- illustrated by a letter received from
sion of salvation, and are suffering
Start Your OwnModel Study
urday,
March
23.
At
that
thee,
thereaffliction even as the "fatherless".
companypublishers who stated,
A very small percentage of the fore, all companies and units of The two
It is, as Brother Rutherford points publishers
in substance, the following:
have
engaged
in
the
model
Theocratic
Government
on
earth
will
out in his letters of January 1, :1939, study work in the past, and, as a re’They first were convinced in their
and January 20, ]940, our privilege, sult, the work has not progressed meet together for the purpose and own minds that the "60 hours a
will
invite
all
persons
of
good
will
month" quota was the Lord’s will
obligation and joy to be used by the as it should. Where this work has
in their territory to attend, so these and therefore could be accomplished,
Lord in informing the people of the
been
taken
up
enthusiastically
the
may
become
acquainted
with
the
"complete change from wicked rule Kingdom interests
though both were engaged in
advanced Lord’s provisions as represented in even
secular work. They then began to
to righteousness" and that "those in the Lord’s glory. have
Every
publisher
the
Memorial
and
the
reality
which
figure the best way to do His will.
whofail to do this fail to meet their who makes back-calls,
as well as it prefigures.
They decided to adopt a budget plan
obligations and miss many joys". those who have not previously
done
Many have thought that they were
and to follow it regardless of any
Service Announcements
so,
should
enter
into
this
model
fulfilling their commissionby merely study work with the conviction tha
or opposition.
They
It will be entirely in order for interference
placing the literature in the hands
planned as follows: 7 hours every
the
one
conducting
the
Memorial
to
it
is
a
provision
of
the
Lord
and
of the people. But experience has therefore to he seriously considered. point out to all attending the Me- Sundayin general door-to-door work ;
shown that many people, take the Whynot, in addition to setting the morial the great privilege that is 3 hours every Monday night with
literature because they think it is newquota of three back-calls a week now set before the anointed as well back-calls and model studies ; 3 hours
every Wednesdaynight in back-callso reasonably priced, or because they
yourself, also determine to get as their companions in sharing in ing; and at least 3 hours Saturday
think it is "helping some religion for
along", or to salve their conscience at least one model study a week the vindication of Jehovah’s name: evening. Total, 16 hours weekly;
Brother also to make announcements con- making 69 hours monthly. They do
and they do not appreciate the fact going in your territory?
letter urges all pub- cerning the local service arrange- not always reach this mark, but the
that the books contain information Rutherford’s
the service meetings and
that, if properly acted upon, will lishers of The Theocracy in this ments,
is set high as a mark toward
Watchtower studies, and an invita- figure
connection
to
advertise
THE
THEOCresult in their salvation and without RACY"by devoting more hours to tion to take part in the "BATTLEwhich to aim.
which they may suffer destruction.
’They hold an individual territory
Testimony Period with its and
This fact must be impressed upon tim field service and endeavoring to StaGE"
have 55 names of interested perspecial
campaign.
increase the number of backthem; and, as Brother Rutherford largely
sons
on file. If there is a bad storm,
further points out, "back-calls are calls and gather together groups of SendIn Attendanceon Report Card they call back on these interested
and show them how to
one of the best means of informing interested
ones;
hence it is not a hardship, no
Each companyor unit should show
conduct a model study".
those who are somewhat interested
on the bottom of March report card matter what the weather may be.
of their privileges and the necessity
ExpirationBack-Calls
to the Society and zone servant the They daily consult their schedule
of service."
The Society is sending out a con- total number attending the Memorial and try to keep ahead or at least
All Publishers
siderable number of Watchtower and and the number who partook of the abreast of it. When they do fall
Can Make Back.Calls
Consolation expiration back-calls to emblems. Pioneers who attend Me- below par they put on steam and
Brother Rutherford’s letter of this the companies. These should be tak- morial with companies should make catch up even if it does mean missJanuary sets a new quota for the en care of promptly and the people no notation on their report cards; ing a meal or getting less sleep.
publishers of The Theocracy, name- urged to again subscribe. As indi- but where isolated pioneers meet to- Whenthe weather is fair, or on the
Devil’s holidays, they make up all
gether, one of them should makesu
ly, three back-calls per week, or cated on these slips, six colored-cover ch
twelve per month. If it took special booklets may be left with such per- notation. Use the following method: the extra time possible to compenNumbersate for the missed because of sicktraining to do this work, then this son, not associated with the organi- Memorialattendance .............
If your companyness or some other cause. By makquota would be burdensome; but zation, for whomyou enter a year’s partaking .............
anyone can make back-calls who en- subscription,
and this may be re- attends the Memorial service of an- ing their quota of hours--and they
gages in the regular door-to-door ported as a back-call and as a new other company, then state on the have thus far averaged better than
service and who appreciates
the subscription. If preferred, a bound bottom of your report card "In at- 60 hours a month--they have exceeded every other quota suggested
Kingdom and is anxious to advance book maybe left in place of the six tendance
with........................................
in name of com- by the Society: in books, booklets,
the interests thereof. On an initial
booklets. These are all good pros- company" (filling
subscriptions, and back-calls. Thus
back-call a publisher should take pects for model studies.
pany).
proving IT CANBE DONE.
with him his phonograph and recAll who attend the .Memorial
Co-operation
’They have signed up as magazine
ords and play for the person one
should be able to obtain sufficient
The companies should have all copies of the new booklet and such publishers, and look forward to Febor more records. He should have
sample Watchtower and Consolation, back-call names in proper order and other supplies as are required to he ruary 1, whenthis new work begins.’
-for calling attention to these meg should periodically call on all those properly equipped for the "BATTLE Isn’t it easy to understand why
azines, and folder with the company for whom they have slips in the SIEGE" Testimony Period. The com- these brethren succeeded? They
and, having a
address and time of meetings, and, back-call fileS. Wherea territory re- pany stockkeeper, therefore, should planned carefully,
of course, the necessary books and mains unassigned for a period of see that Refugee?, sample Watch- true vision of the Kingdom, let
booklets. At this back-call he should time, back-call slips should be turned tower copies, bound books, etc., are nothing interfere with their plans.
endeavor to arrange to call back over to someone to make the back- on hand.
If each one will also take to heart
Please note that you are to in- the Kingdom interests the results
later, at which time a model study calls, so that the files may be kept
could be started. The difference be- up to date. Those companies whose elude on yore" 5Iarch report card will be proportionately greater, to
tween engaging in the regular field files are up to date will be in posi- all work done during March, includ- the honor and praise of the Almighty
witnessing and doing back-call work tion to notify these people by card of ing your work from March 23 tO 31, Theocrat, Jehovah. Will you be a
PIONEER
by springtime?
is that, in the latter case, the person the Memorial celebration on March also the Memorial report.
"Back-Calls

and

Model

Studies"

All

Bound-Book

Records

Shattered

Refugees"

New Booklet

by Judge

Rutherford

First Printing, 10,000,000
proper way, and only way to life;
January Results
Nearly
stand but a few hours of door-totherefore this 64-page, self-covered
door
witnessing;
they
were
thereReleased
March 23
Double Previous
Record
booklet should be placed in every
fore forced to devote muchof their
Here’s
the
way
the
new
booklet
homewhere the people will promise
It is with the keenest of pleasure time to making back-calls, and it
opens
up
:
nto read it. The first printing is te
we announce the excellent results
was by means of these back-calls
"Why
are
there
so
many
people
which were obtained during Janu- that most of the books were placed.
million copies, and already millions
fleeing
from
their
homes,
and
huntary, a month which witnessed the The number of back-calls made in
of them have been sent to foreign
ing
in
vain
for
a
place
of
security?
lands where they will be distributed,
severest winter weather in years. January by the companies was 140,In
’most
all
the
nations
multitudes
Despite this and numerous other 173, which is a good average of 3.7
and millions more are being printed
have
been
driven
from
their
native
for the publishers of THETHEOCRACY
obstacles,
the publishers of THE back-calls per month per publisher.
land,
and
are
wandering
aimlessly
in the United States. Place just as
THEOCRACY
in America placed the This is an encouraging start in the
astounding total of 552,178 bound right direction of three back-calls throughout the earth. ’Most all peo- many of these new booklets as you
ple
now
seem
to
be
in
fear
of
losing
possibly can in the hands of the
books and, besides, 578,507 booklets. per week per publisher.
This surpasses by 261,662 bound
One reason why there were not everything they have. What are we people. You will enjoy this booklet
coming
to
?"
yourself; read it carefully and take
books the previous record month many more publishers in the field
Just those few lines from the first it with you on all back-calls. Jehoof December with the Vindication
during January was that not all
page
of
this
new
booklet
will
cervah richly blessed Brother Rutherbooks, when at that time 290,516 the publishers had back-calls to make
The front ford in the preparation of the bookbooks were distributed.
or some failed to take advantage of tainly arouse interest
cover
itself
shows
these
refugees
Some of the companies and pio- the back-calls available. There were
let, and great is our joy that we have
neers fairly outdid themselves dur- only 40,278 publishers out during from every nation, kindred and the opportunity of distributing it
tongue
on
the
highway---one
road
now to the refugees.
ing this campaign. A number of January, which is 4,922 publishers
company publishers placed as high under our peak of 45,200 in October. will lead them to destruction, and
You can have a booklet immedias 100 to 300 books, and there were We hope that from now on all the another to life. It is the great priv- ately on a contribution of 5c. Read
ilege
now
of
Jehovah’s
witnesses
and
it
and be prepared for the wide disa good many companies that aver- publishers will take to heart Brother
aged from 20 to as high as 45 books Rutherford’s timely admonition for companions to show these people the tribution beginning March 23.
per publisher. The Lord certainly
manymore back-calls and thus make
richly blessed every publisher who it easily possible for all publishers three months, but when the Lord’s from the Society will be covered in
earnestly engaged in this book cam- to engage in the witness work some people carry on a siege as they are these three months?
paign, as these results so clearly time during every month, regardless going to do March 23 and thereDo you have enough Watchtowers
indicate.
after, a tremendous amount of work to supply each of your publishers
of weather or other conditions.
A very interesting
fact driven
Let us now take the fullest ad- can be accomplished. Let’s prepare with the required number of sample
copies? Do you have a good stock
home during this campaign was the vantage of the books placed during now
!
great importance of having back- January by getting the people to
of Salvation, Enemies, and Riches,
Consignments
of "Refugees"
and of other books? Do you have
calls available for all kinds of read them. This we can best do by
weather and for special offers. The calling back on them, and by pressplenty of Watchtower subscription
the
Society
is
preparing
a
conweather was so extreme everywhere ing the distribution of the Watchblanks? Is your secretary prepared
signment of booklets for each com- to send in the subscriptions the same
that most of the publishers could tower and Consolation magazines.
pany. The consignment that it is
last year, using the Subscription
making will probably only keep the as
Record Sheets (S-10) for the concompany
publishers
going
for
the
venience of the office here? Do you
Foreign-Language
Subs.
Notice to All
first monthof the campaign, because keep a copy for your own files? Do
for Watchtower
Campaign
Kingdom Publishers
it is impossible, prior to March23. you check to see that you have a
Those companies that have DisSomepublishers write to the So- for the factory at Brooklyn to pro- back-call slip in your file for all
tributors’ Copies accounts can get ciety concerning threats of arrest duce all the Refugees booklets that subscriptions sent in to the Society?
any number of foreign- language for work of distributing
Consola- will be needed for the entire three Have you informed the publishers of
Watchtowers they desire and have tion and Watchtower magazines, and months and longer. In making the the special record which announces
consignments the Society will charge the Watchtower magazine. The title
them charged to their accounts. Oth- wanting to know if the authorities
er companies requiring any sample have the right to interfere. This is the companies at a lower rate than of which is "Instruction" (P-154)?
copies in foreign languages will re- to advise that no official or other usual for the self-covered booklets. This record is a very good one to
mit with their orders at the retail
person has the right, under the guise The pioneers also receive a special use in obtaining Watchtower subrate. The only way to get distribof any kind of ordinance or law, rate; and this special rate to com- scriptions.
Some brethren may deutor rates is to have an account to interfere, because (1) this work panies and pioneers will remain in sire a testimony card. The Society
opened, by ordering ten or more of is commandedby Almighty God, Je- effect until the end of June. There- will provide these on your order.
The Watchtower or Consolation of hovah, to be done thus, and no man after the booklets will revert to the There are many things for the comevery issue published. We recom- has authority to interfere; and (2) regular charge made companies and
pany servant and each one of his
mend that the brethren in the Unit- the United States Supreme Court’s pioneers for self-covered booklets; assistant servants to look after.
therefore
the
companies
disposing
ed States obtain Watchtower sub- protection to distribution
of the
Check all the details and be prescriptions in the following languages books and booklets, as expressed in of their consignments should order pared for the "BATTLESIEGE". Reearly
to
replenish
their
stock
and
only (because of difficulties in other the case of Schneider vs. Irvington,
it is a battle siege that will
on hand member,
countries)
308 U. S. 147, 60 S. Ct. R. 146, like- have sufficient literature
affect every part of your territory
for
the
publishers
to
attain
their
early
Y
ublic
P
wise extends to distribution on the
every publisher will be needed
Pub- Sub. Per Per
set out above. Keep all the and
angue
L
lished Rate Copy Copy streets and from house to house of quotas
to make this the most successful onpublishers
of
the
Kingdom
well
supEnglish
against The Devil’s organizaSM $1.0o .02
.05 the Consolation and Watchtower plied with literature,
Watchtower slaught
Greek
magazines. If arrested for doing
M
S
1.00 .02
.05
tion and his demon-operated reliItalian
sample
copies,
plenty
of
the
books
M
1.00, .05" .10
this work, report to the Society’s
h
Polis
SM
0
1.0
.02. .05 office and prepare to defend your- Salvation, Enemies, and Riches, and gious system ever carried forward.
Russian
M
1.00 .05
.10
Slovak
M
1.00 .05
.10 self in line with booklet Advice for thousands upon thousands of copies
Results
Spanish
5I
1.00 .05
of Refugees.
.1O Kingdom Publishers.
Ukrainian M
1.00 .05
.10
As this siege is carried on against
As your initial
consignment of
M onthlyS
S
i-m
em
dat ed t he f ir st and
Refugees is used up, order more. the Devil’s organization, thousands
With This Informant
the fifteenth.
will receive no consign- of people of good will will read of
M: Monthly,datedthe first.
The Society is sending along with Pioneers
ments; they should order now the the truth and leave the prison-house
The following does not affect the this Informant twelve Remittance Refugees needed.
of the Devil and comeinto the "cities
Watchtower campaign, but has to do Forms and twelve Magazine Distribof refuge". Whata glorious privilege
with your Consolation routes. The utors’ Blanks, which will last you for
is ours during this world-wide tesEquipment
Society can furnish Consolation in six months at least. Use these forms
timony period! What a privilege is
foreign languages for routes or street in making remittances and ordering
Is your local company prepared ours here in America, where we still
corner distribution as follows:
your distributors’ copies, and please to take care of the siege in your have the freedom to go forth adverYearly Dist. Public fill themout accurately. Donot write territory? Is each of your study con- tising THE THEOCRACY
This camPub- Sub. Per Per on the reverse side. We appreciate ductors ready to lead into the field paign, beginning with the Memorial,
angue
L
lished Rate Copy Copy your co-operation.
those attending his study and see to should be the greatest of all testiW
B
h
s
i
l
g
n
E
$1.oo 02
.05
1/
it that the territory around his Sal- monyperiods to bring to the people
Greek
M
.75 02
.07
(Continued
from
page
1,
column
4)
ish
an
p
S
M
.75 .04
vation study or Watchtower study is the greatest offer, the message of
.07
1.00 .05
Ukrainian M
.10 month if they carried the whole thoroughly covered with the Watch- The Watchtower, a bound book, and
BW
:
Biweekly,
ever
other
Wednesday.
load. That’s something each publish- tower magazine, Salvation, or some the new booklet Refugees. Will your
M: Monthly, dated the first.
er can strive for; but even if they other bound book, and particularly
company have a new peak in numdon’t make it, this world-wide quota with Refugees? Are all your inter- ber of publishers? Watch your chart
New Publications
will be reached, because the breth- ested people being furnished a copy and compare it with last year’s
Enemies--Cinyaja, Yoruba.
ren in Canada, England, Australia,
of the Informant? and are you point- Watchtower campaign, which began
nglish.
Refugees--E
ing out to them the importance of in January, and keep apace; in fact,
Gocernmcntand Peace---Finnish, Nor- South Africa, and in war-torn Eu- becoming
publishers during the "BAT- keep ahead of it. Watch your perrope, and elsewhere, are all going
wegian, Swedislb Ukrainian.
Protection--Bicolano.
THESIEGE’" Testimony Period? Have sonal quota of hours in the field and
to do their share of distributing
OUT OF STOCK:
the literature; but with the greater you arranged for all your back-call of back-calls; and as this is taken
The Harpof God--Spanish.
TEMpORAaILY
OUTOF STOCK
:
responsibility placed upon us here names to be called upon again with care of by you the final results of
The Harpo.f God--English.
in America, and the opportunity of this special offer? Is your territory the "BATTLE
SIEGE"will be the reachDeliverance--English.
freedom, we can try, can’t we? It servant arranging his territory so ing of the world-wide quota--a great
Reconciliation--English.
is a big quota to accomplish in that every part of your assignment !witness to the name of JEHOVAH
Light 2--Engli
sh

APRIL, 1
0
4
9

"My heart shall rejoice in the salvation."--Ps. 13: 5.

"Watchtower"
Campaign
Begins
"BattleSiege"Testimony
PeriodFirstFullMonth
HaveYouYour"Refugees"?
dpaign,
Biggest Part of Quota
to Be Cared for
by U.S. Publishers
Our work for the next thre
months will keep all of us very busy.
Commencing with Memorial, through
"BATTLE SIEGE" Testimony Period,
up to and including
the "Locust
Army" Testimony Period.
in June,
we have a great responsibility.
The Lord has entrusted
his consecrated people with the work of delivering to the people of good will
the only message of real hope and
prosperity for the people now. In a
world confused and blinded by international
diplomacy, intrigue and
hypocrisy, there are millions of people of good will hungering
and
thirsting after righteousness, feeling
after God, if haply they may find
him. The only hope for these people
is the Kingdom message. The meat
in due season provided by the Lord
is the only torch to enlighten their
pathway. The Watchtower contains
this light in its most vital form, and
it is our duty to see that it is m
ade
available to them.
Consider for a moment some of the
articles appearing in the recent issues of The Watchtower:
"Rejoice in His Salvation" ;
"The Reproach of Men" :
"Power of the Demons" :
"Refuge" ;
and now "Instruction",
based upon
the prophecy of Zephaniah, which,
according to The Watchtower, every
person consecrated to do the will of
God, including the remnant and the
Jonathan class,
should now in the
fear of God study with the kenst
interest because they are involved in
the fulfillment of this prophecy. This
prophecy
shows to everyone,
who
hopes to receive Jehovah’s approval
that he is now in need of the instruction contained in that prophecy.
This information
is necessary not
only to those now consecrated,
but
to those people of good will who are
feeling after the Lord but have not
yet found him and who will, by the
Lord’s grace, be a part of his consecrated before Armageddon.
With these vital facts before each
of the Lord’s people no one call
close his eyes or side-step the responsibility
resting upon him now.

but, as Brother Rutherfor
forcefully called to our attention in
his letter of January 20, "in a num
ber of countries of the earth the advertising
work seems to be practically done. There are increased opportunities
on the American continent." this means that by far the
major portion of the distribution
of
literature
during this campaign must
take place on the American continent. Therefore, let each of us, one
and all, tighten up our belt and go
to work, truly thankful to the Lord
that the door of opportunity is still
open to us. Let us start off with a
bang by making well over our portion of one-third of the quota during
the "BATTLE SIEGE" Testimony Period. World-wide quota for the first
month will be 4 million booklets,
333,333 bound books, and 33,333 subscriptions.
How much of this shall
we do in the United States?
We do
not think there is any question about
making our portion of the quota, but
what we want to see is how much
ADDITIONALwe are going to make,
over and above the quota for this
month.
The Offer
High points of the campaign are:
12 million booklets,
1 million bound books,
100,000 subscriptions,
in a period
of three months,
The Watchtower,
one bound book
and a Refugees booklet on $1.00
contribution.
When you speak to persons of another tongue and you do not have
Refugees in stock in foreign languages, use any other self-covered
booklet as a substitute
for it and
present The Watchtower,
one book

and a booklet on the regular contribution
for The Watchtower in
that particular
language.
Any one of the bound books may
be used, particularly
Salvation, Enemies, and Riches.
Offer a bound book and booklet on
a 25c contribution where a subscription cannot be obtained.
Leave Refugees
in every home
where it will be read, accepting any
contribution
they are able to make.
Leave it free if the people are too
poor to contribute and the interest
warrants it.
cThe publishers
will deduct 25
from the yearly subscription
rate
for The Watchtower to cover the cost
of the book and booklet,
and turn
in the balance of the contribution
with the subscription blank properly
filled out.
Where you cannot place a subscription,
always mention the route
arrangement
for delivering
The
Watchtower on the 1st and the 15th
of each month.
Reports
The March report
is not to be
divided,
but is to be sent in complete,
one report for the entire
month. This report should also show
the Memorial attendance, separting
the number attending
from the number partaking of the emblems. Each
subsequent
month during the campaign will, of course, be complete in
itself.
Always show cl ea r l y how
many subscriptions
and how many
individual magazines were placed.
Report all items of outstanding interest.
Make the "BATTLE SIEGE"
Testimony Period a month of really
intense
action
on behalf
of THE
THEOCRACY.

FiftyThousand
Publishers
Has Your Company
Reached a New Peak
in Publishers?

We started our present fiscal year
with 45,200 company and pioneer
publishers in the United Stales, with
a goal of 50,000 to be attained during the year. Due to the fact that we
had experienced an increase of more
than 12,000 publishers
during the
preceding year, we really anticipated
reaching
our 50,000 by Memorial
time; and when the March reports
Our Job
are all tabulated
we may find this
World-wide quota !
to have been reached. However, dur12,000,000 Refugees booklets,
ing no month since October have we
1,000,000 bound books,
reached the peak of 45,200, and we
100,000 Watchtower subscriphave averaged only 43,225 during the
tions, in three months.
five months of this fiscal year.
Not a difficult proposition if all the
The severe winter, which has been
consecrated
throughout
the earth
general throughout the country, with
were free to participate
in the cam- the sickness it brought, has doubt-

less been responsible to a large degree for the drop in publishers. Now,
however, with milder weather in evidence and three of the best months of
the year ahead of us for the Watchtower Campaign, we should be able
to show a substantial
increase,
and
we may confidently
expect to reach
that 50,000 and more by the tim
e
"Locust Army" Period rolls around.
Our attaining
that goal of 50,0O0
publishers boils itself down to this
one quota: Every publisher
of The
Theocracy setting
a quota of one
publisher--himself
or herself;
then
seeing to it that he or she gets
out in the service
EVERY MONTH.
Additionally,
every publisher
making back-calls,
conducting
odel
m
or Salvation
studies,
should have
always in mind the point Brother
Rutherford stressed
in his letter

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Theocratic
Convention
Columbus Again Selected
for General Convention
The April
1 Watchtower
announced the 1940 THEOCRATICCONVENTION OF JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES,
and we know that great is the joy of
all people of good will because now
they can prepare and make their arrangements for attending this great
convention. The dates, July 24 to 28
inclusive,
bring the middle of summer, when the weather is fine, and
all the brethren should arrange for
their vacations at that time.
The Watchtower pointed out that
Columbus will be the central
point
of activity of the Theocratic Convention for 1940, and that many other
cities throughout the country will be
tied in by direct wire communications so that in all parts of the country the "other sheep" not able to
come to Columbus can go to the one
near by and be assembled with all of
the Lord’s people on this great occasion.
Jehovah’s witnesses
have always
felt at home at the Ohio State Fairgrounds at Columbus, Ohio, and have
enjoyed its.
spacious
accommodations.
There is ample room for a
trailer camp and the parking of cars.
It is expected that pioneers from
all parts of the country will gradually be working their way toward
Columbus. As the pioneers
finish
their present assignments and would
like to work toward Columbus during the next four months, please
write the Society for asignm
et
to the larger
cities
and smaller
towns along the way, unless
you
prefer to make your trip to Columbus in one hop.
NOWis the time to plan so that
you can attend the THEOCRATIC
CONVENTIONOF JEHOVAH’SWITNESSES.Be
sure to mention this important event
of 1940 on all your back-calls;
be
sure all the "other sheep" are informed and invited to attend.
of January 20, namely, "informing
those
who are..,
interested
of
their privileges and the necessity of
service."
They must realize that a
knowledge of the truth will not bring
them into the "cities of refuge", the
Theocratic Government, unless they
have an active share in proclaiming
the message of THE THEOCRACY.
They must become Kingdom publishers. and it is our duty to make this
point clear to them. When this is
done, the 50,000 publishers
will be
assured.
No doubt all companies had a good
turn-out
for the Memorial, many of
good will there being blessed with a
clearer vision of The Theocracy and
of their responsibility
thereto. Encourage these to become active servants of Jehovah and thus meet their
obligations and be assured of the joy
of the Lord. Your company should
reach a new high in publishers
in
March and April.
Remember the
"BATTLE SIEGE"; yOU will want to
be in it!

Magazine
Campaign
Well UnderWay
Magazine
Routesthe Big Feature
Have on Hand a Good Supply
of Watchtower Magazine
The first
month of the magazine
campaign, February,
resulted
in
159,836 individual
magazines placed
by the publishers
of The Theocracy
in the United States. Most of these
were distributed
by means of the
street
corner witnessing.
All who
have engaged in this magazine work
enjoy it and look forward to many
interesting
experiences in the days
to come. The boldness of the brethren in so advertising
the Watchtower and Consolation magazines not
only is having a good effect on the
people of good will but is aiding the
brethren
to be more fearless
and
lefficient
d
in their house-to-house fie
service. The Lord is certainly dividing the people, and this division enables his devoted servants to direct
most of their time to the people who
love righteousness.
In view of the importance of regularly getting in personal touch with
the people of good will and the backwardness on the part of many to
take the magazines from the publishers
on the street corners, the
necessity
of establishing
magazine
routes throughout the entire territory becomes more and more evident.
So far the magazine work has lagged
behind because the majority of the
brethren prefer the more interesting
feature, street corner witnessing, and
devote their energies to it. While
street
corner witnessing
is very
necessary and should be carried on
as much as possible,
yet the magazine route feature of the campaign
should be pushed to the point where
all the known interested
people of
your territory
are regularly
being
served with either The Watchtower
or Consolation or both. Those w
ho
have conscientiously
tried to establish routes have been doing well. One
pioneer reports having a route of 100
names and expects to increase this.
The advertising
servant
should
check with each person holding a
territory
assignment and find out
whether the interested
ones in the
territory
have been asked to regularly take the magazines. It is well
as a start
to leave a sample copy
free with each interested
party and

Companies, Take Notice!
The companies are NOT to supply
pioneers with literature
at pioneer
costs.
This arrangement
applies
ONLYto zone servants.
In fact, as
repeatedly stated in the Informant,
no transfer of stock is to be made except upon authorization
from the Society or the zone servant. In all cases
where authorization
is given, the
transactions are to be reported to the
Society on the regular Transfer of
Stock blanks.

then call back with the next issue
and ask for the regular contribution,
.and so on
Dispose of Back Issues
The company should not keep on
its shelves and the publishers should
not keep on hand back issues of The
Watchtower or Consolation.
If you
cannot distribute
the current issues
on the street
corners or magazine
routes by the time you receive the
next issue,
then such magazines
should be promptly distributed
from
door to door in the regular field witnessing. Do not offer back issues to
the people on the street corners, for
they rightly
expect to receive and
should receive up-to-date issues. Any
publisher
finding himself with too
many back issues should promptly
take the matter up with the company
servant or advertising
servant,
so
that they can be placed without delay. Of course, the company should
at all times keep a limited supply of
The Watchtower
for use at the
Watchtower studies.
In view of the Watchtower subscription
campaign now under way,
each company and pioneer
should
have on hand an extra supply of the
Watchtower magazine.
During the
next three months the publishers
will need extra copies of The Watchtower in the field service and in
back-calls,
so as to obtain as many
subscriptions
as possible as well as
to build up their routes.
Street Corner Witnessing
All companies have the privilege
and are urged to establish
street
corner witnessing
with the magazines in the downtown sections
of
their territory,
whether or not the
company holds the assignment from
us to cover their business districts.
In carrying on this feature of our
work, the magazine
publishers
should be moderate in their speech
on the street,
and not holler
so
loud as to disturb anyone, but pursue a dignified course. The magazine
publishers should not get rough with
anybody, so that they will have no
occasion to charge the publisher with
disorderly
conduct. Care should be
taken so as not to obstruct traffic.

Special Notice
to Company Servants
and Secretaries

Ever since the last Watchtower
campaign companies have been negligent in listing subscriptions on their
Subscription
Record Sheets (S-10).
Also many are failing
to sign the
subscription
slips with the name of
the company. Have in mind the present Watchtower
campaign and the
use of the Subscription
Record
Sheets and please sign each subscription slip by placing on it the name
Suggestion for
of the company (or of the pioneer
Washing Magazine Bags
when they are sending them in). You
Cut a piece of board or stiff heavy will save the office much extra work.
cardboard to the size of your magaSubscriptions Cannot Be Charged
zine bag so that the bag will be
Even though companies or piostretched
taut when pulled over the
magaboard. Wash with brush, using luke- neers have a distributors’
warm water and a mild soap. Rinse zine account, subscriptions cannot be
charged. This account is only for disoff well, removing all soap solution,
copies. Subscriptions canand hang by straps to dry, leaving tributors’
the board in the bag. By using this not be charged to any account exmethod there will be no trouble with cept of those pioneers who have a
colors running, and there will be a credit balance. Pioneers without a
minimum of shrinkage
of the bag. credit balance in their account must
When dry, remove the board, and remit with the subscriptions.
The
save it till the next time your bag Society prefers that even the pioneeds washing.
neers who have a credit balance en-

Have
You
Considered
thePioneer
Service
?
Increased Privileges

the prophet : "Here am I, Lord ; send
On March 11 a letter
addressed me." Those who are unencumbered
"To All Publishers of the Theocracy" should be able to so answer this
Others
was sent to each company with in- question without hesitation.
structions that it be read at a service will be seriously considering how to
meeting
and a Watchtower
study
make some arrangements
so that
during the month. That letter may be their encumbrances will not be the
considered again in connection with determining factor. Surely the privthis article.
ilege was never greater, nor were the
The purpose of that letter
is to gi
people
vi ng more in need of the lifeplace the privilege of engaging fulltruths which it is now our obligation
time in the Kingdom service as pio- to supply them with.
neers before all who are vitally inOne company after another writes
terested
in seeing the message of us in this vein: "Due to the imporGod’s kingdom being given "in all
tance of stressing individual territhe world as a witness unto all na- tory, we find much of our territory
neglected. Send us a couple of young
tions" NOWbefore the "end come".
The information
concerning
THE zealous pioneers";
or, "We find it
THEOCRACY, with which we have difficult to care for all the good-will
been so abundantly furnished in The interest
in this territory.
Can you
Watchtower, comes as an answer to send us a couple of pioneers to help
our prayer,
"Lord,
increase
our out?" One zone servant writes confaith";
because we realize that our cerning a company just enrolled:
salvation
comes only from Jehovah "They are all new in the truth, with
knowledge of how the work
God, through His Theocracy.
This little
should be done. They need to h
information
is given us not merely ave
that we may have the food so neces- some pioneers work with them and
sary for our spiritual sustenance, but get them started out right."
Truly ’the harvest is great and the
particularly
that we might step out
on that faith in full-lime service and laborers few’. So carefully and pray"freely give" to others that which erfully consider your individual conwe have ’freely received’
from the dition, and if you can arrange your
Great Provider of all things good.
affairs so as to meet the pioneer reThe question is, What will we do quirements, we look forward to hearabout it? We might answer as did ing from you.

PlanYourWitnessWork
Result:
Much More thee
and Many More Back-Calls

on the alert, while witnessing anywhere, to seize every chance to call
on interested persons. In fact,
The report of the company pub- back
the publishers
who seem unable to
lishers
for the month of February
find
interested
persons
then
shows a decided increase in the num- arrange to call back on should
perber of publishers
as compared with son with whom literature every
has
been
February 1939, there being an inleft. Take down the address of each
crease of almost 10,000 publishers.
with whom you left any litHowever, there has been a decrease person
Casually call back, two or
in the average number of hours, from erature.
weeks later, to find out what
14.4 in 5939 to only 13.6, and the three
they think of the publications
left
average number of back-calls
fell
them, and thus, as has been
from 3.0 in 1939 to 2.8. The average with
tried out successfully,
succeed in
of 13.6 hours is the lowest since establishing
regular back-calls
and
Brother Rutherford set forth as our model studies. Let each one who does
objective
the quota of 60 hours a not now have back-calls
try This
month.
method, and you will be pleasurably
In January, 1939, Brother Ruther- surprised
with the results.
Rememford, in a letter to all publishers,
ber we can all make back-calls
and
emphasized the importance of put- put in time; in fact, more time and
ling in much more time in the field
back-calls.
service,
and a year later,
by the more
Let each publisher
arrange his
Lord’s grace, he was used to point time
affairs. Definitely set aside
out to us the necessity
of making certainanddays
and times for field witmany more back-calls.
And for what nessing; back-calls
and model studpurpose? That we could all fully
ies;
magazine work, routes
and
realize on our privileges and respon- street corner witnessing;
and tim
e
sibilities
of furthering the interests
for service and study meetings. In
of the Kingdom, that the name of other words, arrange your personal
Jehovah might be glorified
and the affairs
so that you can devote all
people of good will benefited by our the time possible now ci
to ngadvan
increased activities.
the Kingdom interests.
Do this and
The company servant
and the the Lord will richly bless your efback-call servant should check on the forts and great will be your joy and
record of the publishers,
with the strength.
purpose of aiding those who are putCompany Publishers’
ting in little time in the field and are
making few, if any, back-calls.
Let
Field Report
those who are making back-calls regLAST YEAR
THIS
YEAR
ularly
and holding model studies
Company Av.Av.
Company Av.Av.
take along with them the publishers
Pub’rs
Hrs B.C Pub’rs
Hrs B-C
who are delinquent in this respect.
OCt.
29,550 13.1 2.1
42,436 19.1 2.3
Show them how to carry on and keep Nov.
25,863 10.9 2.4 41,146 15.4 2.1
back-calls,
and leave an established
Dec.
28,371 12.1 1.9 42,020 14.5 2.1
back-call for them to take care of
Jan.
31,679 14.9 2.7 37,475 15.2 3.7
personally.
Let each one be "back- Feb.
29,599 14.4 3.0 39,454 13.6 2.8
call-conscious",
that is, be always March 31,729 15.2 2.9
?
?
?
April

close a remittance with all subscriptions for The Watchtower and Consolation,
Do not order
magazines
on the
regular order blank. Use the special
magazine order blank for this purpose.

36,247

17.2

2.4

?

New Publications
Yearbook--German.
Safety--Tagalog.
Reprints

in

Stock

The Harp of God--English.

? ?

MAY, 1940

"My heart shall rejoice In thy salvation."--Ps. 13: 5.
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"Watchtower"
h
Campaign
in Its SecondMont
How
DoesIts Progress
Compare
withLastYear?
Why Are Subscriptions Slow?
Much Work to Be Done
"The year 1940 is certain
to be
the most important year yet, because
Armageddon is very near." It behooves all who love righteousness
to put forth every effort to advertise THE THEOCRACY
while the privileges are still open.
A special
privilege
"made to
order" is now ours of offering
to
those of good will the opportunity
of having one year’s subscription for
the Watchtower
magazine,
one
bound book and a Refugees booklet
on a contribution of one dollar, and
the Watchtower will come to them
by mail twice monthly thereafter.
Our work during this three-month
Watchtower
Campaign
compared
with last year should be interesting
to every company. The question is,
Are you doing better on subscriptions,
books, and booklets?
You
should.
Have you a progressive
chart or thermometer,
the same as
last year, showing the quota for
each of the three months for the
entire
company, and then marking
it up week by week so that the
publishers
can see what progress is
being made on the Watchtower Cam
paign? This is important and will
undoubtedly help all companies to
make their quotas. All publishers
fully appreciate
that The Watchtower is the means whereby the
Lord instructs
the people who love
righteousness.
By His grace let us
attain our quota during the Watchtower Campaign.
Why not fix up a chart immediately, based on the quota of three
Watchtower subscriptions
for each
of the publishers,
20 bound books,
and 250 booklets?
That would mean
that the quota for a company of
100 publishers
for the three months
would be 300 new Watchtower subscriptions,
2,000 bound books, and
25,000 booklets.

member that quota.of 12 back-calls
per publisher.)
Those unable even to
leave the house should mention the
Watchtower offer to those who call
to collect, deliver, solicit, or for any
other reason. Those on their sickbeds or in hospitals
should have
sample Watchtower copies and subscription
blanks handy and call the
special offer to the attention of those
who call and of the doctors
and
nurses and visitors.
Those whomyou
have on your magazine routes should
be shown the advantage of having
The Watchtower
come direct
to
them by mail. If you have relatives
and want them to have life, see that
they get The Watchtower,
even if
you have to subscribe for them. In
short, during this important campaign don’t overlook any privilege to
get Watchtower subscriptions.
It is
important that every one do his part
during this campaign that the Lord
has so graciously arranged for us.
Endeavor to get more than your
quota of three subscriptions
and of
bound books and booklets.
Get Busy with These
With the March statements
we
sent out around 30,000 expiration
back-calls
to the companies and
pioneers. Every one of these should
be called on promptly and the people given the privilege of again subscribing
for The Watchtower. They
have been taking The Watchtower,
and are familiar with the valuable
information
it contains.
Show them
the latest
issues and point out to
them why they should be receiving
The Watchtower regularly
and continuously.
Endeavor to obtain
a
year’s subscription,
or at least one
for six months. Subscriptions
obtained from those whose names are
shown on these slips should be reported as new subscriptions.
If they
do not subscribe,
agree to personally deliver The Watchtower to them
on your magazine route.
Use Instruction Record
The importance
of having and

have one of these records and use
it in his door-to-door and back-call
work during this campaign. Order
this record through your company.
Now that the cold, rainy weather
is over, use should be made of the
doorstep-setup
method of using the
phonograph. You will find that many
Watchtower subscriptions
will be
obtained
in this way. Where the
phonograph cannot be used, present
the Watchtower Testimony Card ; it
brings the special offer to the people very plainly and briefly.

Magazine Bag an
d
Phonograph Orders

All publishers should please note
that the Society is one month behind
in filling
orders for magazine bags,
and twelve weeks behind on filling
phonograph orders.
We fill
these
orders according to the dates received. Companies should continue
to send in their orders, and we will
give them as early attention
as we
can.

brethren,
making it very difficult
for many of them to do much witnessing, this is very good. April,
with its spring weather, saw most
of these obstacles
removed and we
fully believe that what was not accomplished
in March will in all
probability
be attained in April-50,000 publishers.
Each one should
carefully
consider this matter, and
Remember
"Salvation" and "Refugees" if anyone finds that for one reason
or another he has nor participated
While we should keep stressing
in the service
during March and
subscriptions
as the primary offer April and has not contributed
toand always open our witness at the ward the 50,000 publishers,
now is
door with The Watchtower,
we the time to do something about it.
should be prepared to quickly pre- The question for each one is, Have
sent Salvation
and Refugees on a I borne up my end in striving to at25c contribution
when the subscriptain the quota of 50,000 publishers?
tion is not obtained. Also, be prepared to offer three booklets on a
COMPANY
PUBLISHERS’
FIELD
REPORT
10c contribution, or finally Refugees,
on a contribution
if possible,
but
LAST
YEAR
THiS
YEAR
free if the person cannot contribute.
Company Av .Av.
Company Av.Av
Don’t let the door be shut without
Pub’rs
Hrs B-C Pub’rs
Hrs B.C
your having properly presented the Oct.
42, t36 19.1 2.3
29,550 13.1 2.1
Refugees booklet.
41,146 15.4 2.1
Nov.
25,863 10.9 2.4
28,371 12.1 1.9
42,020 14.5 2.1
REMEMBER: Your quota is one Dec.
31,679 14.9 2.7
37,475 15.2 3.7
Watchtower subscription,
7 books Jan.
Feb.
29.599 14.4 3.0
39,454 13.6 2.3
and 83 Refugees
monthly. If you Mar.
31,729 15.2 2.9
4t,648 14.5 3.1
did not reach this during April, put
April
?
? ?
36,247 17.2 2.4
forth a special effort during May to May
?
? ?
35,629 16.7 2.2
make up what you were short.
Despite an increase of approxiPlace "Refugees"
mately 13,000 publishers
over the
same month last year, there was a
Twelve million booklets are a lot;
drop of over 150,000 pieces of litdo your share in getting them out.
placed.
Our bound books
Leave one at every call you make, erature
increase,
but our
if at all possible.
Have them with showed a slight
you wherever
you go. Take them booklets fell very far short of last
year. For some reason the brethren
along with you on your magazine
route and on your street-corner
wit- are not pushing the booklets with
that they deserve.
nessing.
Ask those upon whom you the seriousness
are making back-calls to take a sup- The Refugees booklet, with its message of vital importance to every
ply and be responsible
for placing
person of good will that will ever
them with their friends and neighbors. Make the second lap of our attain to life, should now be pushed
with energy and zeal and made acthree-month campaign count !
Let Every Publisher Participate
cessible to each and every creature.
If every publisher strives for the
Those who are interested
but cannot
above quota during the three-month
afford to contribute should be left a
Watchtower Campaign a marvelous
copy of this booklet free.
witness will be given in the United
Our hours are slipping,
pared
com
States. Just now we know there are
with last year. This was also true
Why Not 50,000?
47,091 publishers,
because there
within bearing
even though they
for the month of February. Note the
were that many out in March. April
The month of March, with 58,874 cannot induce the obstinate to hear -comparison and let each one deter
should find many more; May, still
and
obey."
different
persons attending
Memomine to do something about it in
an increase, all in preparation for rial services throughout the country,
However, even though we did not May.
the great convention in July.
was the one month when we fully
reach our quota of 50,000 publisher
Our back-calls are struggling
upAll who are physically able to do expected to attain to at least 50,000 in this country, we did take a very ward, but very weakly. We are still
so should thoroughly cover their in- field publishers.
definite stride toward that end. We far from the 12 back-calls
a month
The May 1 Watchtower,
paraattained during the month of March recommended by Brother
dividual
territory
(and work with
Rutherthe company and study groups in graph 41, presents the matter: "The an all-time peak of 47,091 publishers
ford in his recent letter.
of Jehovah’s witnessgroup witnessing)
presenting
the responsibility
in the United States. This includes,
Regional servants,
zone servants
Watchtower special offer from door es is to proclaim the truth, and this of course, regional servants,
zone and company servants
should take
they
cannot
avoid.
The
responsibilservants,
pioneers,
special
pioneers
to door. These, as well as others not
these points into consideration
in
able to go from door to door, due to ity is now upon Jehovah’s witnesses
and company, publishers.
When all
their planning of the work and in
physical infirmities,
should present
and servants to take the kingdom things are considered,
the weather,
their presentation
to the brethren.
the offer to everyone in the territory
message to all such and sound it grippe, flu, bad roads isolating other Every publisher
should examine
who has shown interest
in the past,
them with an eye toward increasing
by making back-calls
on them. (ReTHEOCRATIC
CONVENTION
OF JEHOVAH’S
WITNESSES!
COMING?
their personal Kingdom efficiency.

New
PeakReached
in Publishers

"Watchtower

Back-Calls

Subscriptions"

So the 1940 Calendar pad, for mium for the campaign. Also, as
May, announces, and adds as an ar- surely as the Government mails
gument therefor the text, "All thy
operate he is assured of getting the
children shall be taught of the Lord ; magazine promptly, at the earliest
and great shall be the peace of thy
delivery, direct, not second-handedly,
children."--Isaiah 54 : 13.
and which relieves
the Kingdom
Howappropriate all that! Mayis publishers
of just that much dethe middle month of the intensive
livery work. Let the Governmentdo
campaign for at least 100,000 new the work, so relieving the tax-paying
subscribers
for The Watchtower. publishers of the transportation
Quoting Isaiah 54:13, as above, work involved, in behalf of their
emphasizes that the Master Teacher other field activities.
of the universe, Jehovah, has a publication on earth by which He sends
Are You a Subscriber?
Biblical instruction to His people,
The above applies not merely to
and that publication is admittedly the general reading public, the
The Watchtower. Every subscriber
100,000 in prospect during the
and faithful reader of that maga- Watchtower campaign; it also apzine is convinced of that fact. Phys- plies to the Kingdompublisher who
ical facts today show that those who presents to them the special camrefuse Jehovah’s teaching through paign offer. Why be inconsistent
His chosen channel cannot get into and urge upon others something
or under His organization nor re- of which you do not personaly
main there, neither can those who avail yourself, namely, a subscripnever have the chance presented to tion? Do not put yourself on your
learn of the Great Teacher by Christ own magazine-delivery route and deJesus. Only those who do will ever liver it copy by copy to yourself by
enjoy the real and enduring peace extracting a copy from among the
mentioned.
magazines you receive at a reducIn the face of this our duty and tion for route-delivery. There m
ay
obligation is plain, to wit, to get be economyin that, but it is better
more Watchtower subscriptions, tak- to be a regular subscriber at the
ing advantage right now of this regular rate and get your Watchpremium-featured three-month cam- tower direct through the mails, as
paign; this besides route work of soon as it is released. The magazine
delivering individual magazines to is worth its weight in gold, and the
the homes. The paid-up subscription contribution to the Society for the
goes right into the
is preferable in every way. It as- subscription
sures the subscriber of his regular Lord’s organization, and is not misreceipt of the magazine over six spent. Let your own personal submonths or a year; no further finan- scription boost the Society’s Watchcial worry during that period, but a tower list. Every financially able
sense of independence, as it puts the Kingdom publisher who campaigns
Society under obligation to him. It for more Watchtower subcrie
is like having wisely laid up for the should be a subscriber himself.
future. It is cheaper, considering the There is a feeling of assurance and
24 issues for the year as delivered wisdom and satisfaction
about it.
individually
on a route, besides Ask any regular active subscriber.
which there’s the free special pre- He knows !

Frequent

Calls

and Model Studies

Get Results

Brother Rutherford’s letter of January 20 and the results of the January bound-book campaign strongly
emphasize the importance of arranging for and making back-calls. It is
the people who have already shown
a kindly interest
in the Kingdom
message to whomthe publishers are
under obligation to call back on
them with additional information,
and thus obey the Lord’s admonition to ’feed the other sheep’. All
people on your magazine routes are
excellent prospects for back--calls,
and the publishers should take advantage of every opportunity to
call on them with the phongra
recordings. It it by repeatedly and
regularly calling on the people that
we aid them in keenly realizing the
grave importance of their taking a
definite stand on the side of the
Theocratic Government. We know it
is a matter of life or death to them
and that the Lord has chosen us
of all peoples of earth to bring forth
His life-giving provisions. Let us
therefore do our part by frequently
calling on all interested persons in
our territory
with the magazines,
!Pioneers!

Pioneers

literature,
and phonograph recordings.
The ultimate purpose of backcalls is to get the people of goodwill
sufficiently interested to want to
study the Kingdom message and
make it their own and become publishers.
In all your back-calls and model
studies begin to bring to the attention of the people the importance
of attending either the Columbus
convention or the nearest convention
city. And, of course, begin planning
now to attend yourself.
Reports show that we are not
placing as many of the R
efugs
booklet as has been expected. We
must all put forth more diligent efforts to place a Refugees booklet
with each person to whomwe witness, even if necessary to leave a
copy free where interest is manifested. Also, get all the persons who attend model studies and upon whom
you makeback-calls to put out these
booklets. Leave a few copies with
them and request they distribute
them amongtheir neighbors, friends,
and relatives.
A copy of Refugees
should be in as manyhomes in America as possible.
Please
Watch Your Ordering
The cheapest way to ship literature is by freight, either track or

As a result of the letter dated
; but in order to take full advanMarch 11 and addressed "To ALL rail
of the freight rate 100 pounds
PUBLISHERS OF THE THEOCRACY"tage
must
be shipped., Quite a few of the
many have written for further inlarge companies and some pioneers
formation about pioneer service,
and we are pleased to state that send orders in every week for 30,
during March and April over 300 40, or 50 pounds, which means that
the Society sends it by mail or expioneers were enrolled. Another let- press
because it costs a little less
ter was sent all companies under this way
than 100 pounds of freight
date of April ]2, and by the tim
e
cost.
this Informant: is received this letter would
example: A company ordered
will have been considered by all 47 For
pounds of literature.
By express
companies at least twice.
the cost would be $2.87; by mail,
While the 300 newly enrolled pio- $2.61; by freight, $2.72. The Society
neers will be quite an aid, they will shipped it by mail and paid $2.61;
Company Servant
and
Phonograph Spring Repair
by no meansbe sufficient to properly but the Society could have shipped
Some brethren have complained care for the needs of the various
Treasurer
to this large company 53 pounds
that the Society has sent them the companies and the unassigned iso- more of books and booklets for the
Companies should use the remit- wrong kind of mainspring for their lated territory.
So
each
company
tance slips in sending moneyto the
$2.72 instead of 47 pounds for $2.61.
Society on their accounts. Please fill phonograph motors. All phonographs will receive with this Informant one
them out correctly. Always.showthe made by the Society from No. 2001 copy of Application for Pioneer
Co-operation
name of the company at the top of up to the present number use the Service and letter outlining the reIf the companyservants could set
each form. Be sure you have an exact
duplicate for your files, so you can same size and type of mainspring. quirements of pioneers. Have some- a date, such as the first and fifteenth
check with the monthly staem
n
one discuss these at one of your servevery month, if necessary, on
sent you from the office. All items are The difficulty is that the party who ice meetings, preferably a pioneer of
which orders are mailed to the Soto be included in the companystock removes the broken spring fails to eassociated
with the company. If on ciety, then you could almost alw
accountlisting except those for maga- reclaim the center-sleeve from the
ys
zines ordonations to the Society. Do broken spring. Brethren repairing
in the companydesires to use this order 100 pounds, especially if you
not cross out any items or write in phonographs should please note this
application, turn it over to him and combine pioneer orders with comanything else.
FOR EXAMPLE:
If your remittance and take the center-sleeve out of the write us for any additional copies pany orders.
is for magazinebags, Bibles, or phono- old, broken spring before throwing required.
It would be well for companies to
graphS, that remittance should appear it away. Then you will have no
announce a few days in advance of
on the line of the companystock acof
effort
and
time.
The
very
next
count. If your remittance is for maga- trouble in using the springs we sup- time you go witnessing, call on these when the next order is going to the
zine distributors’ account, then show
so that companypublisher
what portion of the remittance is for ply.
interested
ones with either The Society,
wanting any special items can order
the Watchtowermagazine distribuWatchtower or Consolation
and them through the stockkeeper, and
tors’ account and the Consolation
briefly explain to them the purpose, the pioneers living in the company
magazine distributors’ account. The
Magazine
Route
same is true when you send in suband object of your call. Leave a copy territory could also turn in their
scription;
’ show The Watchtower
of the magazine with them. on con- orders to be shipped along with the
and Consolation separately on the
You Can Have One
tribution or free, arranging to de- company order.
linesprovided
forthatpurpose,
This
is necessary in connection with our
in Your Territory!
liver the next issue. You cannot exWhere pioneers group their orders
Post
ati
onOffice permit. The don
line
The magazine route work must be pect people to ask you to bring the together to make up 100 pounds, it
is used only for that purpose.
magazine
to
them.
You
must
take
will be sent to one address under the
It would be a great help to the So- done on a country-wide scale if we
ciety if the company servant and are to adequately care for the good- the initiative and just bring it to same bill of lading and then the littreasurer carefully check these re- will interest. All brethren who are them. They will take it. Get your
will be distributed by the
mittance forms and fill them out prop- fully awake to the "times and sea- magazines now and see how many erature
stockkeeper or the pioneer to the
erly and list all amounts sent to the
persons
you
can
"bring"
it
to
reguSociety under the six headings men- sons" will see that this part of the
pioneers ordering. Companies that
tioned.
Kingdomwork is vigorously carried larly.
are too small to order 100-pound
Please remember that remittances on
Without a doubt the magazine shipments should order what literain their territory assignment.
must accompanyall renewals or new
subscriptions. Companiessending in
It is not because the brethren do route work is a big avenue for ar- ture they need, and it will be shipped
subscriptions should showthe nameof not see the many merits of the ranging back-calls and model stud- the cheapest way. Companyservants,
the companyon each slip and should magazine route work that they fail ies and getting more publishers in
stockkeeper and pioneers, please corecord these names and addresses on
the Subscription Record Sheet. Be- to put this into operation. It is the Kingdom work, which work is operate in ordering and give your
fore inserting slips in the envelope, mainly due to the fact that they increasing by leaps and bounds. It orders careful thought before sendbe sure that you have an individual have a hard time "starting".
Let is of the utmost importance that the ing themin. Fill out the order blanks
subscription slip to comparewith each
name on your sheet, and vice versa. each one "start" by making a full people of good will in your territory properly, please, and you will be
er
atchow
As the Kingdominterests increase list of all the names and addresses regularly receive the W
able to save the Society money and
throughout the land every company of the persons of good will in their and Consolation magazines. This is considerable time.
servant and his assistant servants assignment. Put these names in such your personal responsibility, and you
should strive diligently to co-operate
PUBLICATIONS:
order that they can be should "start" this now, if you have NEW
in line with the instructions of the territorial
Enemies:
Bohemian,
Japanese,Tamil.
Society, which will help to dispatch called upon with the least amount not already done so.
Jehovah:
Hollandish.
the work more quickly.
:REPRINTS IN STOCK
Deliverance:
English.
--Don’t Forget Subscriptions-COLUMBUS,OHIO, JULY 24-28, THEOCRATICCONVENTION
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*’My heart shall rejoice In thy salvation."--Ps. 13:5.

Theocratic

Convention

July

30

Convention

Nation-wide

24

Cities
Advertising

Begins
In a world of turmoil, war, bloodshed and distress,
Jehovah, through
His Theocratic organization,
arranges an assembly of Christian
people
at Columbus, Ohio, July 24 to 28.
Columbus will be the key city of a
chain of conventions that ties together thirty cities by direct wire
communication.
This nationwide
convention
will make it possible
for persons everywhere to attend.
At this thee. when we see dictators carrying
on an onslaught
of
"Rule or Ruin" policy it is appropriate that the people of good will
in America should assemble together
to receive comfort and edify one another. As The Watchtower of June 1
states,
"There may not be many
more such conventions before Armageddon. Those who love the Lord
will do what they can now to aid
others to see and to appreciate
the
great convention that shall follow
Armageddon."
Everywhere you go you will hear
the brethren say, "Everybody’s coming to Columbus or to one of the
other conventions."
That means all
the pioneers, zone servants, regional
servants, the Bethel family, publishers in the field, brethren in Canada
and Mexico, and reports
come in
from Europe that the brethren
are
coming over from there. It will be
a blessed assembly and something
that the "other sheep" should not
miss. A responsibility, therefore, falls
on all of Jehovah’s witnesses
and
companions who are now publishers
of the Kingdom to see that everybody is informed of this convention,
from coast to coast, and if they are
looking for peace and righteousness
then assist them in every way possible to get to one of the conventions as published
in The Watchtower and Consolation
and elsewhere. The list
also appears in
the Informant.
LOCATION
Tim biggest
assembly will undoubtedly
be at Columbus, Ohio.
There the city officials
and the
state authorities
have made it possible for the Society to use the
spacious Fair Grounds in Columbus,
and this will accommodate a great
multitude.
the Society will be operating at this place its own cafeteria,
book room, rooming assignments, etc., and a trailer
city will

to

Tied

of

In

with

Jehovah’s

Judge

28

Columbus

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

"Religion

witnesses

Rutherford

as

Speaks

a

World

on

Remedy"

be built
up by those who come in Special
who wish to attend be informed.
Convention
Record
their trailers
and house-cars. Ample
Another handbill will be printed
provision is made for free parking
and distributed
at the convention
for those who come in their autoMade
cities and near-by territory.
The dismobiles. Arrangements will be made
tribution of this second handbill will
Advertise THE THEOCRACY,that’s
for immersion, hospital and nursery.
begin on July 20. At all convention
For the details on these matters see the thing! The Lord, through His cities
handbill No. 1 should be out
has arranged to have before that thee. The second handThe Watchtower of June 1, 1940. organization,
Other conventions that will be tied produced a phonograph record of bill will have the name and address
4½ minutes which record is to be of the local auditorium and the thee
in with Columbus will have similar
the Columbus con- of the lecture.
arrangements for the comfort of the used to advertise
vention.
It should be widely used
brethren.
At the convention
information
the United States and marches will again be used to pubFrom the Columbus Coliseum will throughout
be directed all the activities
of the Canada for six weeks prior to the licize the big meeting, "RELIGIONAS
Everybody in America A WORLDREMEDY." These informaconvention,
not only for Columbus, convention.
but throughout the country. The con- knows that this will be the greattion marches will begin on July 20
vention opens Wednesday, and it is est convention ever had on the earth in all convention cities and near-by
expected that the president
of the and they will want to advertise this towns, and will increase in intensity
Society will deliver the opening ad- event. Get your record quickly; or- each day until the time of the pubdress. Everyone who can possibly be der it through your company serv- lic meeting. The information marchthere at the opening of the conven- ant. The records will be shipped
es will be as follows: Two advertisThis record is a 12- ing publishers
tion should be ready for field serv- immediately.
on each street;
that
ice Wednesday morning and be on inch, double-faced
disc and can be is, two publishers
placed in each
hand to hear the opening address by had at 45e. Pioneers will be fur- busy city block and walking back
the president.
This address will be nished them free by the Society on and forth on that block. Each perreceipt of their order, one to each son will be equipped with placards
carried to all convention cities.
The peak of the convention will pioneer. Every person using a phono- on the front and back of his person
be Sunday, July 28, at which time graph should have one of these rec- and be distributing
handbills.
Hunthose assembled will hear the ad- ords to be used in the door-to-door
dreds of thousands of leaflets
will
witnessing,
doorstep
setups,
sounddress delivered by Judge Rutherford.
be distributed in this manner. If you
on the subject "’RELIGIONAS A WORLDcars, and every back-call and every can get to a convention city a few
model study. Use this record any- days before the convention you can
REMEDY".The time of this address
so that the enjoy these additional privileges
will be 4 p.m. Eastern Standard time where and everywhere,
of
(Columbus, Ohio). 5 p.m. Eastern people will know of the THEOCRATICservice.
CONVENTION
Daylight Saving time, 3 p.m. CenWherever possible the Society will
tral
Standard time. 2 p.m. Mounfurnish large banners for outdoor
Nation-wide
Publicity
tain Standard time, and 1 p.m. Paadvertising.
Local companies can
cific Standard time.
Not only will this record be used also make up their own signs,
to
widely, but, in addition. 15,000.000 be put up wherever possible.
Much
Advertising
handbills
are now being printed on work is at hand for the advertisOne of the big things that must the presses of the Society and will ing servants at conventions.
be taken care of between now and be consigned to every company and to
A Jonadab letter
will be printed
the convention is the ADVERTISING
of pioneers not associated
with compa- by the Society and mailed out by
this great assembly, and the Society nies. Pioneers in company territory
the convention cities to all of the
has made arrangements to advertise
will get them locally. They are free. "other sheep" whose names are on
it widely with the full co-operation
Distribute these wisely, leaving them their back-call list. This letter will
of all publishers
of the Kingdom. at every home; and after running
be a special invitation
to the peoOne of the biggest means will be the record advertising
the conven- ple of good will near convention
the use of the phonograph and new tion, give them the folder as a re- cities to attend the entire convenrecord entitled
"REMEDY".Every per- minder of the time and place. These tion, and particularly
to hear "RELIson who has a phonograph will want folders should be distributed
within Y
GION
" . AS A WORLDREMED
as
one of these records to use between the next six weeks, beginning
soon as you get them, and having
Special Attention
now and the convention;
and there
are 15,000.000 handbills
to be put them all out by the time the conCities within 50 miles of a conout as your local advertising.
In ad- vention begins. Point out to those vention city should get in touch with
dition, you will be talking conven- people who are particularly
interthe convention city within the next
tion from now until the time of the ested that your local company is week and tell them how ninny letconvention.
Every company should making arrangements
to transport
ters they will be able to use, so that
very carefully
consider the article
all people of good will to the near- they can order the proper quantity
in the Informant on advertising,
and est convention
point or Columbus. from the Society. Convention cities
do everything they can to assist the Have this information for the interand near-by cities
can now begin to
people of good will to get to one ested, so that they can travel with address their
envelopes
in which
of the conventions.
Are you coming the brethren. Leave these folders on they insert these letters
when they
to Columbus or one of the other con- your magazine routes,
place them get them. The letters
will require
ventions?
Let every one of us now with people taking the m
agzines
1½c postage, sent by third-class mail,
keep in mind that we are going on- on the street corners, having in mind unsealed. In a good many instances
ward to the THEOCRATICCONVENTIONthat the greatest event of 1940 takes the publisher will want to deliver
OF !JEHOVAH’S
!
WITNESSES
(Continued on page 2, column 4)
place July 24 to 28, and let those

Convention Letter
for Pioneers
On April 30 Brother Rutherford
Please Co-operate
gle beds, 3 persons to a room, $2.00 addressed a letter to all pioneers,
per person per day.
with Rooming Committee
Large-capacity roomswith bath, sin- advising that all the pioneers who
All of the convention cities are gle beds, 4 persons to a room, $1.50 per were on the pioneer list on March 1,
per day.
1940, and continued thereon until
busy at work lining up rooms in person
If anyone wishes to stay in a lowergood, clean homes,as well as hotels, rate hotel, please make request for the convention would be assisted by
The convention rooming commit- the Society financially on their acfor the accommodation of the con- such.
will see what they can do for you. counts with their convention expensventioners. This work begins gen- teeYour
accommodationswill be mailed
erally throughout the country on to you. It will not be necessary to re- es. and, further, that all pioneers
port
at
the rooming assignment booth on the list on June 1, 1940, and conJune 1, and any time after: June 1 at the convention
arrival, but tinuing thereon until the convention
you can write to the convention city you can go direct ontoyour
your accommowhere you will attend, at the ad- dations. Those comingin trailers or would receive a ticket entitling them
dress given below, for your accom- house-cars or with tents will be in- to their meals at the convention.
by the rooming committee This ticket would also be their idenmodations. In writing for accommo- formed
wherethe trailer campis established,
dations be very specific as to the and thus save time upon comingto the tification card by which they would
requirements, setting out the fol- convention. Columbustrailer campis obtain literature at pioneer rates.
in the Fair Grounds.
This letter and identification card
lowing in a letter:
were mailed out to the pioneers with
Special
Request
Name,
street, city, stateor province. All brethren attending a convention their April statement about May14.
Nationality,andwhiteor colored. should
make their arrangements for Therefore they should be in the
Dateyouexpectto arrive in the con- rooms
through the rooming commitof all pioneers, special pioventioncity.
tee in the convention city where they hands
Dateyouwill leave.
attending; otherwise there will be neers, zone servants and regional
Kindof accommodation
youdesire-- are
servants
by this time. Any who have
much confusion. Please don’t hunt
residence
or hotel.
your own rooms or try to stay where not received their letter: and card,
Number
of personsin party.
you
did
before
unless
you
have
that
Number
of roomsrequired.
assignment from the rooming commit- please write the Society at 117
Number
of marriedcouples.
Persons hunting their own rooms Adams St., Brooklyn, immediately.
Numberof single men. Numberof tee.
get rooms that are assigned to
single women.
Single or doublebed. might
New pioneers coming on the list
someoneelse and thus inconvenience after
State definitely the amount
youwant the
June 1, ]940, will be forother
brethren. Your co-operation
to pay per personper day.
will be greatly appreciated by" every- warded an identification card which
and particularly by those han- will entitle them to obtain literaGood accommodations can be had for one,
75c per person per day in rooming dling the rooming assignments.
out below for the convenience ture at pioneer rates at the convenhouses, two or more in a room. One of Set
all are the city and state of each tion. These tickets will be honored
in a room, $1.00 and up. In almost all
the convention hall. the
convention cities there will be some convention,
other cities of
committee address, and the at Columbusand all
accommodationsat 50c per person per rooming
CONVENTION
OF JEexpected to support each con- the THEOCRATIC
day in rooming houses. Very good zones
rooming houses will charge as high vention, if they are unable to go to HOVAH’S
WITNESSES
July 24-28, 1940.
0as $1.0 per person per day. Hotels Columbus.
will vary. The committeein every city
GREATFALLS, Mont.
will try to get the very best rates
H Civic Center Auditorium
Code
W310 10th St. S. (2-1659)
obtainable.
of convention auditorium, Z Montana 1 and 2.
So that the brethren may have an H--Name
followed by address.
Idea of what can be obtained in firstJACKSON,
Miss.
class hotels in Columbus, and most W--Address of Watchtower Convent- H
likely in other cities, the following
tion Committee(parenthesis af- W P.O. Box 235
rates are set out:
ter address gives local city tele- Z Louisiana 1; Mississippi 1, 2 and 3.
Single rooms with bath, $2.50 and
phone number for rooming com$3.00 per day.
mittee).
Double rooms with bath, double bed:
KANSAS
CITY,
Me.
Ivanhoe
Masonic
Temple,
$3 50 and $1.00 per day.
Z
-Zones. The Society suggests that H LinwoodBlvd. & Park Ave.
Double rooms with bath, twin beds:
publishers
in
these
zones
attend
$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00 per day.
W3114 Paseo (VAlentine 7518)
the convention there named if ;" Kansas1 and 3; Missouri3, 5 and 6.
Large-capacity roomswith bath, sinconveniently possible and if not
going to Columbus. If it Is to
LINCOLN,Nebr.
the publisher’s advantage to at- H 4-H Building,
State Fair Grounds
tend the nearer convention he W3341S. 42nd (4-1763)
may, of course, do so.
Z
Kansas
2;
Nebraska
1 and 2.
"The
Messenger"
COLUMBUS,
Ohio
LONG
BEACH,
Calif.
Coliseum, Ohio State Fair Grounds H Municipal Auditorium,
The THEOCRATICCONVENTION
OF H
W,187½ S. HighSt. (MAin2645)
270 E. Seaside Blvd.
JEHOVAH’S
WITNESSES,in July, is
W6599 Atlantic Blvd. .
ATLANTA,Ga.
(Long Beach 21926)
certain to be the greatest assembly H Municipal
Auditorium,
Z California 1.
of Christians ever held in the United
Courtland & Gihner Sts.
States. For the convenience of the W203; Spring St. N.W.
MEDFORD,
Oreg.
(HEmlock251 l-W)
H MedfordArmory,410 N. Bartlett St.
brethren throughout the world, and
Georgia
2
and
3.
Z
W
922
N.
Central
Ave.
(1741)
particularly in the United States,
Z California 3; Oregoni and 2.
the Society will publish The MesBANGOR,
Maine
of Brewer Auditorium,
senger. The Messengerwill cover the H City
MEMPHIS,Tenn.
State St., Brewer, Maine H the Auditorium,
general report of the Columbuscon- W52 Outer
HolyokeSt., Brewer, Me. (3604)
Poplar Ave. & Front St.
vention, and include manypictures, Z Maine 1.
W59 N. Willett St. (2-1621)
Z Ark. 1, 2, 3, 4; Missouri1; Tenn.3.
as well as .all the high points of
BEAUMONT,
.Texas
the other conventions throughout the H
MONTGOMERY,
Ala.
United States. This report will be WLouisiana 2 and 3; Texas 1 and 3. H Municipal
Auditorium, Corner
N. Perry, Monroeand MadisonSts.
of great interest to every Kingdom
W 2 S. McDonoughSt.
publisher,
ot
he r
and for those "
BOISE,Idaho
(Walnut 1301-M)
sheep" who will be unable to at- H ColumbianClub Hall,
Z Alabama1, 2, 3 and 4; Florida. 4.
9th
t
s.
&
Washington
S
tend the convention it will be a W2026 N. 16th St. (2670-J)
PUEBLO,Colo.
real blessing. It will refresh the Z Idaho 1 and Utah 1.
H Memorial Hall, 100 N. Union
memories of all who had the priviWZColorado
1317 East1 4th
(5087-R)
.BOSTON,
Mass.
and 2;
Kansas4; Okla. 6.
lege of attending the convention and H Symphony
Hall, Huntington 8:
will bring them much Joy. The MesMassachusetts Ayes.
ST. PAUL,Minn.
senger will be a good publication to W294 Huntington Ave. (Kenmore2133) H
W
leave with the people of good will. Z Massachusetts 1 and 2.
Z Minnesota2 and 3; Wisconsin3, 4, 5.
Publishers having outstanding items
BURLINGTON,
Vt.
of interest or good photographs tak- Z NewHampshire 1 and Vermont 1.
SANANTONIO,Texas
H Municipal Auditorium
en at the convention may turn them
DES MOINES,Iowa
W134 Devine St. (Fannin 0421)
over to the convention chairman, H Poultry Industries Building,
Z Texas 6,7,9 and 10.
who will forward them to the SoIowa State Fair Grounds
SANDIEGO,Calif.
ciety with his report. Mark on the Z Box
Iowa483
1, (3-3313)
2 and 3.
H Plata Rae, U. S. Grant Hotel,
back of the photograph the city and
326 Broadway
DULUTH,Minn.
W828 Seventh St.
state and what it is about.
Shrine Auditorium, 201 E, 1st St.
Z California 5; Arizona 1.
Orders for The Messenger should H
WFond du Lac (Douglas 510-W)
be placed through the local company Z Minnesota 1 and 4.
SANJOSE,Calif.
H Civic Auditorium,
servant, so that a bulk supply can
PASO,Texas
be sent to the company and redis- H Liberty EL
Carlos
& Market
Sts.
Hall
Civic
Auditorium,
San Jose,
w San
tributed to those ordering. The Mes- W
Calif. (Ballard 1441)
Z California 2 and 4; Nevada 1.
senger may be obtained at 10c a Z NewMexico 1; Texas 11 and 12.
copy. Remittance must accompany
FARGO,
N. Dak.
SAVANNAH,Ga.
all orders, as no charges will be H Fargo Auditorium, 13 S. Broadway H Bijou Theater, BroughtonSt.
W318E. 36th St. (4097)
made on the accounts. All orders W67 4th St. N., Apt. 5 (7481)
for The Messenger should be in Z Minnesota5; North Dakota 1 and 2. Z Florida 3; Georgia1; S. Carolina1, 2.
Brooklyn no later than July 1, beFORT WORTH,Texas
SEATTLE,Wash.
MasonicTemple,
cause we should like to have all the H Fort Worth Municipal Auditorium H Seattle
Harvard & E. Pine Sis,
Lancaster Ave.
labels (for shipping The Messenger) W601W.
Conner (5-5251)
W900 Broadway(EAst 0800)
made out before the vacation period. Z Oklahoma5; Texas 4, 5 and 8.
I Z Washington 3.
Rooming

Accommodations

a

Big

Problem

Convention

Expenses

Local conventions will be held in
manycities of the United States and
tied in with Columbus, the key convention of Jehovah’s witnesses, July
24-28. Each local convention will embrace a certain zone or territory. It
will be the privilege of those within
that zone or territory to take care
of the expense of hall and local advertising. Contracts for such halls
should be closed and signed as soon
as possible, together with a down
payment, so that there will be no
question about the use of the hall
at the time appointed.
Persons desiring.to participate in
hearing this expense in their respective zone or territory
may make
their contribution for that purpose
to the treasurer of the convention
where they attend. Each treasurer
will make a duplicate list of the
contributions for convention expenses, mailing one to the zone servant
and one to this office.
WIREEXPENSE:All the conventions will be connected by land wires
with Columbus, the expense for
which will be charged to the Society. Any person or companydesiring to participate in the general expenses of the convention and wishing to make a contribution may do
so by sending the same to the Society’s office at 117 AdamsStreet
and marking the same "Convention
Expenses".
SIOUXFALLS,S. Dak.
H Coliseum, 5th and Main Ave.
310 MinnehahaBuilding. (1745)
Z South Dakota 1 and 2; Wyoming1.
SPOKANE,Wash.
H Ice Arena. 1407 N. ElmSt.
W1420 N. MonroeSt.
Z Washington 1 and 2.
Fla.
H MunicipalTAMPA,
Auditorium, Plant Park
1110t, Franklin St. (M-53021)
Z Florida 1 and 2.
TULSA,0kla.
H ConventionHail, Boulder & Bradby
W8 N. Vancouver
(38752)
Z Arkansas5; Oklahoma1, 2, 3 and 4.
HONOLULU,
T. H.
H KingdomHall, 1228 Pensacola St.
W1228 Pensacola St.
(Continued from page 1, column 4)
these letters personally and make
some arrangement for aiding these
people in their transportation to the
convention.
No paid newspaper advertisements
will be used at any of the convention cities. News releases will be
furnished to the newspapers from
time to time by the Society. The
publicity of the convention will be
done by Jehovah’s Theocratic organization, and it will be intensified as
the day draws near for the big meeting which Brother Rutherford will
address on Sunday, July 28.
From now until the convention,
talk convention; but let your record do the talking. Avoid all controversies.
Have in mind that our
commission is to aid those persons
of good will. Controversies are undesirable. If anyone attempts to
engage in controversy, merely say,
"Come to the convention and your
questions will be answered." Remember that you are an ambassador of the Theocratic Government
and should deport yourself with
calmness and dignity in keeping
with that government.
Many companies are preparing
signs from the handbill material
that is furnished and will put these
on automohiles and buses in which
they travel to the convention. Every
local advertising servant can do
something to assist the brethren to
advertise the convention which they
are attending. Make your signs neat
and attractive,
but ADVERTISE,
ADVERTISE, and ADVERTISE.

Almost

Reached

50.000

The 50,000 quota of publishers for
the United States to be reached during this fiscal year is in sight as
the "Battle Siege" ’Testimony period
reports a new peak of publishers
(company and pioneer) of 48,196.
Over 10,000 who attended the Memorial in March, however, failed
to ereport any time in April. Th
es
should seriously consider the matter
in the light of revealed prophecies
as brought to our attention in "The,
Watchtower and make every effort
to become regular publishers of The
THEOCRATIC
GOVERNMENT.
If they do,
we shouht be well on our way toward a new quota by convention
time in July.
There is a strong indication, upon
analyzing the April report, as well
as previous reports, that a minority
of publishers are "carrying the load"
SO far as time and back-calls are
concerned; because, in spite of quite
a number of publishers equaling and
exceeding the quota of 60 hours and

Publishers

Comparison

of

Publishers

in

Various

Lands

How Is
12 back-calls per month, no increase
Ttal persons for each publisher
Your Territory
Covered?
nis shown for these two items. I
Canada
1,911
fact, as the following table shows.
There is a t emendous amount of
2,547
compared with March there was at work to be done if all the peopl e of United Stales
(and NewZealand) 4,086
slight decrease, and compared with good will are to be properly informed Auslralia
5,208
April of last year, quite a large de- about The Theocracy and how they England (United Kingdom)
crease, in average hours, Each one may gain protection
therein For
Jus t wher e do you as a com
pany
should ar r a nge t o schedul e hi s tim
e
that reason the necessity of be- stand? What is the population of
so that he can be sure of having ing regular publishers is continually your assigned territory? Are there
at his disposal a goodly share of brought to our attention
in The sufficient publishers to adequately
his time for service Of the THEOC-Watchtower and throuhh the col- care for the people therein? How
RA
Y
C
umns of the Informant. The people often do you cover your territory
must be continnally impressed with in the door-to-door work? Are the
Y
N
A
P
M
O
C
PUBLISHERS
the importance of definitey align- people called back on and model
FIELD REPORT
ing themselves on the side of Jeho- Studies started? Are they supplied
LAST YEAR THIS YEAR vah; and, therefore, as the publish- with The Watchtowcr and ConsolaCompany
Av.Av. Company
Av.Av.
Pub’rsHrsB-CPub’rsHrs B-C ers increase these people can be tion and invited to the meetings
on more regularly.
at your headquarters?
Have you
Oct.
29.5501:1.12.1 42, t36 19.12.3 called
An interesting comparison is set reachead your 25-percent increase in
Nov
25.862109 2 4 41,14615 4 2.1
out
here
showing
the
population
per
numberof publishers over last year’s
ec
D
28.37112.11.9 42,02014.52.1
Jan.
31,67914.92.7 37,175152 3 7 publisher in four countries. Note peak? These are questions for your
FoIL 29,5!1914.43.0 ?,9.451136 2 8 purticularly
the very good show- serious consideration and action. See
Mar. .9
31,72915.22
41,544145 3 1 na
ingda .for Ca
that you do your part.
April 36,217172 2.4 045,55914 3 3
2day 35,62916.72.2
?
? ?
June 33,90116.62.5
?
? ?
Proper Conduct in Magazine Distribution

Read Carefully
religion. Whenexhibiting the magaLetter of May 10
zine, speak kindly to the people,
Information
on the
Convention
using expressions similar to the for
On Mny 10 Brother Rutherford
BookRoom
lowing:
Each convention will have its own thosedesiring to be immersedwill be directed a letter cto the Theoerati
book room, and those publishers who properly
publishers regarding the proper conequipped.
Religioninjures.
do not bring literature with them can
duct while engaged in the magazine
Christianityblessesyou.
obtain a supply there. Publications to
MUSIC
distribution
in
the
street.
This
letRead
"The
Watchtower".5¢
be otfered will be one bound book and Whereverorchestras can be arranged
three booklets, on a contribution of it will be done. Musiciansshould bring ter is most timely and should be
Religion
is
ruining
the nations.
35c. Bring with you your phonograph with them their instruments so that read at the service meetings a numChristianitywill savethe people.
and your new record, your witnessing orchestras can be formed. Those at- ber of times.
Read
"The
Watchtower".
5¢
case and magazine bag. Be ready to tending the Columbusconvention who
witness andaid the people of goodwill are able to play in an orchestrashould AS emphasized in the May 15
Religion
is
a
snare.
with the maternalthe Lord has given please write the WatchtowerConven- Watchtower, the people must deThe Bible answers
why.
us to use.
tion Committee,117 Adams
St., BrookRead"The Watchtower".5c
lyn. stating their nameand what in- sire to be on the Lord’s side. God’s
Cafeteria
strumentthey play, so that this in- Word cannot be forced upon anyReligionworksevil.
At practically every convention the formation will be on hand prior to the one, and none will receive it until
Christianitybringsgood.
Society will operate its owncafeteria. convention at Columbus bring
your they desire a better condition then
Read"The Watchtower".50
Good, wholesomefood will be served, own song book with you.
and a small charge will be ma de so
that which they have previously enAbandon
religion.
as to cover the cost of the food and
Servicein the Field
joyed. Our purpose therefore, is to
ServeGodandChrist.
expense of operating the cafeteria.
Certain
hours
at
each
convention
Read
"The
Watchtower".
5c
help
m
honest
people
get
out
fro
Pioneers have been furnished meal er
vi cewill be devoted to field s
tickets which will provide them free city
that proper publicity maybe given under religion to tell others about
Righteousness
exalts
a
nation.
meals at every convention having its so
Theocracy, and particularly
the Kingdom blessings.
It is our
Chcistlanlty
IS righteous.
.owncafeteria
Every convention will to The
public meeting. "Religion as a privilege to engage in the magazine
Read "The Watchtower5C
need sonic volunteers to work at the the
World
remedy."
Everyone
should
try
convention, and anyone desiring to to engage in someform of field serv- work. So let us advertise the KingSeek righteousness and hve.
offer his services can send his name ice, during th. convention, so that all tdom
Read "TheWatchtower". 5c
and address to the rooming commit- publishers will be able to tun in a h and not just find fault wi
tee at the convention, stating that he report. There are two distinct ways
desires to help, and mention in what :of witnessing
Attention,
Pioneers
Magazine Distributors’
capacity his services can be used It
I. Door-to-door witnessing with litwouldhe especially appreciated if ex- erature,
Accounts
phonograph
and
special
recThe
Lord’s
organization
ia
a
THEperienced cooks would write to con- ord, handbills, and the combination OCRACY.
All who come under it m
ust
Companies and pioneers who have
ventions they are going to attend. If offer of one book and three booklets
fully co-operate with one another opened with the, Society a magazine
you are qualified to be a sandwich con a contribution of 35
maker, counter attendant, cashier, or
2. Magazine publishers with maga- to receive the Lord’s blessing and distributors’
account should make
stenographer, please state that in your zine
bags
will
be
assigned
special
terin order to gan the best results in regular r emi t t ance on t hi s acount
letter, but bare in mind. too, that you ritory at the convention and near-by the
field.
Pioneers,
because
they
put
will be pleased to accept any assigned cities, for distributing the latest magmonthly. You need not wait until
duty. Those expecting to work in the azine, as well as handbills.
in all their time, can be used to you receive your magazinestatement
cafeteria should bring with theln their
3.
Special
group
for
back-call
work.
accompIish
much
g,ood.
provded
they:
own aprons, Have in mind that every- All conventioncities will arrange their
one who volunteers his services at back-calls beforehand,and those will co-operate with the other parts of ’;
but can m
ake it any tim
e during the m
onth
the convention should bring with him be given to publishers desiring" to the organization. Whenpioneers are Remittances
will appear
on
his field-service equipment,because we spend their time making back-calls sent a county assignment, notation
feel that not everyone whovolunteers and arranging to bring those newly
the statemennt only if they are reis
made
on
the
assignment
sheet
as
for other services can be given an interested to the meetings These pubceived before the first of the month.
assignment
should bring with them the to any companies in the territory
If for three months no remittance
If it is your desire to work in the lishers
that
Should
be
contacted
before
any
full
series
of
the
lecture
"Government
field all the time except when at- and Peace" or "Victory". or some witnessing is done by the pioneer in, is received on your account this
tending the conventionsessions, then other series. Publishers obtaining new
automatically cancels your distribdo not volunteer.
namesin the territory assigned to them the towns assigned to the company. utors’ supply, Publishers should be
for
door-to-door
witnessing
should
pioneer’s exclusive assignment making remittances weekly for magPublic-Address
System
themselves make at least one or two The
andSound-Cars
on these during the conven- is only for the portion of the terri- azines, and in turn the company
All publishers having sound - cars. back-calls
tory not assigned
to the companies
;
tion
time,
before
turning
the
name
in
particularly No. 3 or No 4. should for the Ioca] companyto take care of and, as companies in manyinstances shouht remit monthly on their account. Some c ompa ni e s ha ve ben
bring them to the convention they
4.
Information
marches,
using
placcover rural routes emanating fr
are m
attending Be sure you have the
and distributing handbills. This om
negligent.
in good condition It would be well for ards
theirassigned towns, it is necessary
will
be
done
in
all
convention
cities
all sound-car operators bringing their w
and
i
t
hi
other
n
small
or
large
towns
privileged to assist companies with
equipmentto write the local conven- reasunablo dlstane( of the convention that mut ually agreeable boundari es be arnged
tion they are attending, telling them
their studies when requested to do
y
t
i
c
they are bringing their sound-car and 5. Sound-carsassigned special terriInformation is also given the pio- so. They should always direct goodwhatthe equipment is. It may be that tory and using the newrecord contin- neer
as to the zone in which the will interest to the companymeetthey will have special use for it The ually along with the musical record
following questions sholild he answered on the reverse side,
county is located and t he name and ings and assist them into the field
in your letter:
In making field reports each car address of the zone servant. I n m
any
work.
Kindof sound-car, in goodcondition? driver
or group captain should add instances we have sent on to the
Whenwriting in for territory do
Nameof the operator?
up
the
publishers’
field
reports
and
Howmany days will you be at the turn in the report each day Publish- zone servant all good-will namesfor not ask to be assigned to a zone,
convention?
not working in groups should tur the county so that when opportu- or with a zone servant. |but always
Is the sound-car available for ANYners
in their individual rcports for any of nity affords, he can get in touch
with what company you wish
use?
the abovelisted field activities. A com- with these persons. Whensuch ter- state
assignment, or what county you
Hospital
plete report, lncluding your convention
Doctors and nurses attending the activities also, should be turned in to ritory is assigned the pioneers, they desire.
sconvention should register as soon a your
home companyfor the month of should immediately write the zone
they arrive or wr i te i n advnce
he
that July All those associated with T
theirablserviccs
vail
e.
are a
Theocracy now knowthat the time is servant, inquire if he has any names,
Report on
short for" giving the witness. Between and co-operate with him in developImmersion
Watchtower
Campaign
n,ow and the convention, and during ing any good-will interest. This will
The immersion service is being ar- the convention particularly, everyone
ranged for 8 o’clock Sunday, morning, will desire to have a part in the mag- also be advice to the zone servant
UP TO MAY 25
at all convention cities Those desir- nifying of Jehovah’s name and word. that the county is being covered, as
28,812 new Watchtower
ing to symbolize their consecration All roads lead to Columbus or some we do not advise him direct. To get
should bring with them a bathing suit other assembly of theTheocratic
Consubscriptions
were entered
and towel, it would be well for com- vention
ofJehovah’s
witnesses.
Beon results in such territory, co-operaby the Society.
pany servants to mention this so that your way.
tion is very necessary. Pioneers are
General

"Locust

Army"
"Watchtower"

Testimony
Campaign

Period
Extended

the
to

time

to

Redouble

Efforts

Convention!

!
Booklets
Shall
We Make Our Quota? person you call on and arrange to as reports to date of the Watch- !Booklets!
The far-reaching and swiftly mov- call back within a week or ten days tower Campaign clearly show. It
Make June the Biggest
ing events that have occurred in the with the "Instruction"
record and now becomes essential for each pubBooklet
Month Yet
last few weeks have greatly stirred for a subscription. Makethe "Locust lisher to plan his field service for
up the "locusts" in the United States Army’" Testimony Period the big- each week; otherwise the publisher
The time is here for us to give
to the acute realization that it is gest witness of any one month to will find himself neglecting one or serious consideration to the placealmost all up to them to make good date. This just before the assembly two features of the service. Be sure ment of books and booklets as well
the world-wide quota set for the of the THEOCRATIC
CONVENTION
OF to engage in every feature of the as obtaining subscriptions. For the
Watchtower Campaign. The armed JEHOVAH’S
WITNESSES.
witness, but do so in a proper man- month of April this year we are aphordes of evil are running wild
ner and thus obtain the greatest
proximately one million booklets bethroughout Europe. They have ruthMoretime In the Field Service amount of results from your labors. hind April of last year. The offer
Howare you getting along in your
lessly disrupted organized witnessfor this year was identical
with
ing in Denmark, Norway. Holland, individual quota? To be up with your
that of last year! Why this treAttention,
Company
Servants
France and Belgium, and the wit- quota, you should by the 1st of June
mendous difference in the number
ness work in all countries is greatly have obtained two Watchtower subCompanyservants should exercise of booklets placed? Someone says,
menaced. It therefore becomes im- scriptions and placed 14 books and more care in making remittances to "Magazine work is responsible for
perative for the "locusts" in the 166 booklets. No doubt a number of this office. Before mailing a check it": but even the 383,503 magazines
United States to zealously direct all publishers have done this and more, examine it carefully. See that it is placed hardly offset a drop of a miltheir energies and time towards ful- but the majority are far below their properly signed, and that you have lion booklets.
filling the responsibilities committed quota and must put forth every effort sufficient funds in bank to cover
This matter is too serious to be
to them by the great Theocrat. The in the field service if they are to check when presented. See that the lightly overlooked, particularly in
days are indeed evil, and Armaged- gain it by July 24. Carefully exam- figures and written amounts agree. view of the very important mesdon is not far distant,
We must ine and consider the progress which Errors are expensive both in time
contained in the Refugees bookclear the decks and put aside all the company has made "is shown on and in money. Time is expended to sage
let. That message must be placed in
hindrances and obstacles that are your chart. This chart should be look up the accounts ; for extra book- the hands of the people promptly.
in the way of complete devotion to kept up weekly, so that every pub- keeping entries; for writing for ex- April is past; we cannot do anylisher can see just what must be planations. There is extra postage thing about it; but we can do someJehovah and the Kingdom service.
During the "Locust Army" Testi- done in order to reach the company and delay in settling accounts. Some thing about this condition during
monyPeriod of June and for the re- quota. The company servant should banks make an extra charge of 25c June and July. The excuse that
maining extended days of the Watch- keep the publishers advised weekly for every error returned. Following magazine work is responsible for
are some of the most commonerrors : the drop can be accepted only as
tower Campaign to July 24, every of just how many subscriptions,
Signature lacking, or incorrect or
lover of righteousness will diligently books, and booklets each publisher
an excuse, at best; it is not a reamust
place
if
the
company
is
to
incomplete.
and zealously do everything in his make its quota. The publishers, in
Magazine work is an additional
Insufficient funds in bank. (Some son.
power to help make the Watchtower turn, must promptly submit their
privilege of service to be done Satbanks
enter
a
protest
fee
for
quota. There are ever so manythings field reports, so that the chart can
afternoon and evenings when
insufficient funds, of from $1.50 urday
in our favor: the best of weather; be properly kept up.
we are not engaged in other branches
to
$2.50.)
long days in which to witness in the
One thing is very certain: and
Figures and written amounts do of the service. It was never intended
evenings, until 9 p.m. : more publishto replace the distribution of books
that
is,
that
much
more
time
must
not agree.
ers: plenty to do, and lots of literaand booklets.
be
devoted
to
house-to-house
field
Checks
dated
ahead.
ture with which to do it : and. above
What are we going to do about it?
service
by
all
the
publishers.
June
Title
missing.
all, the Lord’s rich blessing upon
is a month in which we can all
There is no need for such errors. The answer: Put in more time in
our every effort.
put in more time in the service
Exercise more care and save time the service. Daylight saving time is
in effect in a large portion of the
than in any other month. the weath- and trouble.
Subscriptions
! Subscriptions !
country, find in all sections the dayer is ideal and the days are long
The most important phase of the and the publishers can arrange to
light extends well into the evening,
Watchtower Campaign is the pro- put in one or two evenings (to about
enabling all of us to put two or more
curing of subscriptions for the most from 6 to 9 p,m.) a week witnessing
hours in the service after supper.
500
New
Pioneers
vital magazine in the world, The with the Refugees booklets, taking
Let us utilize this time for a wider
Watchtower. The reports up to the along a few books and some Watchdistribution of the Kingdommessage
More Responding
and
time this Informant goes to press tower magazines for those who show
contained in the books and booklets
Many More Still
Required
show we are far below our quota real interest.
particularly. Arrange special group
Such evening work
of subscriptions.
To make up this with booklets has been very proJesus instructed his followers to witnessing parties for evenings. Spedeficit and make our quota during ductive in the past, and all com- pray, "Thy kingdom come." Never cial campaigms with the Refugees
the remaining days of the campaign pany servants and zone servants
has this prayer been more appro- booklets can be put on during these
(now to July 24). we must greatly should stress and arrange for this priate than at this time. The world periods, having magazinesalong also.
impress upon the people of good will feature of the work throughout all is in utter confusion, with the blood These may be left where the interest
the absolute necessity of their sub- June and up to the convention. Start of hundreds of thousands being shed, warrants it, and then go over the
scribing for The Watchtower and witnessing groups from the homes and literally millions are losing their same territory shortly with the reghaving it come to their homes reg- of those with whomyou are conduct- lifetime possessions. No one of the ular campaign offer. Let us catch
ularly, twice a month. As Brother ing model studies, returning from world feels safe and secure. The only up on our booklets as well as our
Rutherford emphasizes in the "In- the field to hold the studies. The remedy is this kingdom for which books and subscriptions before construction" record. "The means pro- same procedure can be carried on all sincere followers of Christ pray vention. Let us manifest to the Lord
vided for the instruction and aid wherever there are book studies. It to our Father in heaven. To hon- our appreciation of the wonderful
of his people on earth is the publi- may be possible to start the studies estly utter this prayer, however, one table He is spreading for us in the
cation of his message in The Watch- a half hour later than usual, dur- must be willing to do his part in midst of our enemies, particularly
tower and kindred publications ....
ing June and July. to allow for advising the people of good will in this country, where the privilege
Every person who hopes to be of the more time in the field service. This about that kingdom. (Matt. 24:14) of service is still available to the
’great multitude should possess and arrangement will have the added in- In doing so one must put forth every Lord’s people.
diligently study The Watchtower.’" centive of encouraging the people of human effort, withholding nothing,
Weourselves know how necessary it good will who attend the studies to and so consecrating one’s all to the
We have enrolled over 500 pubis to our eternal welfare to diligently take an active share in distributing service of The Theocracy. This was lishers for pioneer service since the
study each issue of The Watchtower. the Refugees booklets, and people stressed in the letter of May 10 call went out recently, and there are
In the regular field service and at of good will living near the studies "To ALL PUBLISHERS
OF THE THEOC-a number of others waiting to start
every back-call and model study, can be invited to attend the meeting RACY",concerning pioneer service. out around convention time. Whynot
point out the numerous advantages being held that very same evening. The company should read and study now begin to make your plans to
of now subscribing for The Watchthis letter carefully.
get started by that time? The comThe Magazine Work
tower, especially in view of the exThose who can now possibly ar- pany servant can send for necesThe brethren everywhere are much range to devote their entire time to sary questionnaires for the use of
cellent offer of a book and the Refugees booklet as a premium with a enthused over the street-corner mag- the service of our King should lose brethren in the company that are
year’s subscriptions. With the won- azine work. This is fine. However, no time in volunteering for pioneer considering putting in all their time
derful publicity given the Watch- each company and publisher should service.
The May 15 Watchtower in the King’s business. Don’t delay,
tower magazine by the street-corner
see to it that the enthusiasm for aptly states: "Privileges wasted and
but act now. while there is still
witnessing and magazine route, we this phase of the service does not let to slip by unused are gone, and time to do so.
should find the people of good will cut down the time spent in book now what is to be done to buy back
Companiesare writing us of their
in a ready frame of mind to con- and booklet distribution. There is a time or recover from such lost op- need of pioneer help. No doubt right
sider our proposition of subscribing proper place and time for every fea- portunities must be done quickly. in their midst are publishers who
for The Watchtower. Repeatedly
ture of the witness. The new work There is no time to waste .... The can. by putting in pioneer time, take
speak to your friends, neighbors, with the magazines should not be faithful delight in the law of God care of those needs. It is not necesand business associates about sub- carried all at the expense of the and hasten to do his will." It is sary for pioneers to go elsewhere;
scribing for The Watchtower. (’Oil- house-to-house and back-call work, the joyful doing of the Lord’s will consider your home territory first.
tinually leave sample copies of The but IN ADDITION
to our other field that insures one of Jehovah’s apHow many pioneers will be enWatchtower with each interested
service. This is evidently being done, proval and salvation.
rolled by July 24? We hope 3,0001
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BROOKLYN,N.Y.

"Myheart shall rejoice In thy salvatlon."--Ps. 13: 8.

Rutherford

the

Title

Uncovers

of

a

New

32-Page

Fifth

Booklet

Column"

Released

July

13

As soon as the company can send
DIFFICULTIES
to the front. in the contribution received for these
Brother Rutherford made the fol- nessesmoreprominently
To Be Distributed
in 10 Days lowing stalement the other day:
It will also makethe enemymore booklets more of them can be printprominently
againstthem,andthis will ed. Whenyour supply of this bookJehovah’s witnesses in the United
"l amsurethe difficulties that the havemuch
to dowith dividingthe peoLordhaspermittedthe enemy
to bring ple. TheLord’schildrenshouldbe en- let is exhausted and more are needed
States have encountered an intense
by thesecircumstances
rath- to cover your territory, place an orHis peopleHewill causeto work couraged
wave of persecution on every side. upon
than discouraged,I amsure they der immediately. Wewill try to fill
His ownglory. Wehavethe assur- er
A few weeks ago, in Texas, organ- to
will
rejoice
to
bear
any
burdens
that it as quickly as possible.
ancethat all thingsshall worktogether
ized mobs. formed at the instance for our goodanddoubtlessthe great comeuponthem,whichthe LordperThe time has come to inform the
mits,
and
which
will
redound
to
His
of the Hierarchy to "get" Jehovah’s oppositionwill bring the Lord’swit. praise andglory."
people of these momentous events.
witnesses, went into action. Since
Brother Rutherford has given the
then magazine publishers have been llis people through His organiza- or so later, have your special meet- public press an opportunity to so
stormed on street corners by mobs tion. Therefore they obey with glad- ing and all preparations made and inform the people, but up to this
and run out of town; automobiles ness of heart and ready hand. the go to work as soon as your supply time they have refused. The booklet
have been upset, and run into lakes; Society’s factory at Brooklyn is arrives.
will tell why. All who are on the
officers of the law have protected the working day and night printing this
Pioneers who have orders now side of the great King will enjoy to
mobsters and incarcerated Jehovah’s new 32-page booldet.
being filled from Brooklynoffice will the full this new booklet and will
witnesses. Jehovqh’s witnesses’ halls
The booklet is being consigned to find that such orders will be in- express to the Lord their appreciahave been burned, people have been companies on the basis of from 20 creased by 100 copies of this new tion of being allowed to have some
dragged out of their homes, many to 40 booklets per publisher. Each booklet. Pioneers in isolated terri- part in its distribution. Press on in
have been put in jail without trial
publisher in the companyshould get tory should order as many as they this battle, putting your full trust
or just complaint; no one has been his supply on or before Friday night, can use immediately. These booklets in Jehovah, having full assurance
allowed to see them. They have not July 12. A special meeting should be will be charged on companyand pio- that "to Jehovah belongeth salvaeven been permitted to communicate arranged by the company servant
neer accounts alike at ½c a copy. tion".
with a lawyer. Zone assemblies have for that night, that final preparabeen broken up; decrees set forth tions for this campaign may be comby city officials that no longer may pleted and publishers receive their
Jehovah’s witnesses meet in halls;
literature,
assignment of territory
A Petition
Sweeps
the
Country
conventions canceled, and brethren and final instructions. Go forth into
being ordered out of the state. These the field Saturday and Sunday and
"Locust
Army" Period
conditions have prevailed in many let those who wish to know read!
brethren throughout the land were
This booklet is to be placed on a Winds Up with Swift Action
states in the Union. the same Nazi,
thrilled.
As soon as the companies
Fascist, Catholic Hierarchy method contribution of 5c a copy or whattheir sample copies of the
It came as a shock and great sur- received
is being used in this country to stop ever contribution the people are able
petition and letter of instructions a
the witness work as has been used to make; and if they are too poor prise to all the publishers of the great many o£ them began mimeothroughout Furope. The Hierarchy to contribute but really manifest in- Kingdom that the Theocratic Con- graphing forms so that they could
declared years ago that 1940 was terest and want a copy, leave it vention of Jehovah’s witnesses might start to work immediately and later
their year to take America. They with them free. Take their name not be held in the Ohio State Fair use up the regular petition forms
Grounds because of the cancellation
are trying to do it through mobac- and arrange for a back-call.
which were coming to them by mail.
tion. The time has come for them to
Most publishers should be able to brought about by the politicians in
A total of more than 160,000 petistrike and they are striking.
The dispose of their allotment of book- charge under pressure from the Cath- tion blanks have been sent out from
only organization on earth today that lets in a few days’ time and then olic Hierarchy. Not only on Colmn- here, in addition to all the homeis completely free from their influ- help those who may be unable to bus was the strenuous opposition by made ones. This would be sufficient
ence is Jehovah’s Theocratic organ- handle all of theirs. This work of the Catholic Hierarchy brought to for over three million names. If half
placing the first two million booklets bear, to stop this convention, but of these are filled in, what a wonization.
is very important. It is essential that also in manyother parts of the coun- derful witness against the rulers it
What to Do
It was necessary to take legal will be! Scores of telegrams and
It is the privilege and responsibil- we get going quickly ; and whenyour try.
to try to counteract their inity of the Lord’s people to reveal the supply is placed, order more for the action
hundreds of air mail and special defluence.
Roman Catholic Hierarchy in all rest of your territory.
livery letters have been received
Preparations
for
the
convention
The
fight
is
on!
Let
the
Catholics
its hideousness so that reasonablestating that all blanks are filled and
carry
on
their
mob
action
and
try
are
going
on,
however,
and
it
is
a
minded people of good will may be
more are needed. the results of this
to
stop
Jehovah’s
witnesses!
We
do
source
of
real
joy
to
all
who
have
able to distinguish
between what
work have been unparalleled. It is
not
fear
them!
We
know
that
Jehoa
share
therein.
Never
before
has
comprises the Lord’s organization
evidently the Lord’s doing, and marand what constitutes the Devil’s or- wall God is maneuvering the enemy there been so muchopposition to the velous in our eyes. You wilt be adas
well
as
his
own
organization
and
preparations
for
any
assembly
of
the
ganization and make an intelligent
vised of the results of the campaign
choice. The booklet Judge Ruther- will fully back up His work. It is Lord’s people. The Devil knows his after the presentation.
our
great
privilege
now
to
show
time
is
short,
and
he
is
"out
to
ford Uncovers Fifth Column is un- what "theocratie action", inspired
The time spent in obtaining petiget" Jehovah’s witnesses, but, by tion signatures should be counted as
questionably the divinely provided
by
the
spirit
of
the
Lord,
can
do.
the
Lord’s
grace,
he
shall
not
be
instrument for this purpose.
hours in the field.
We are not going to try to de- Let each one give all diligence in victorious.
covering
the
territory
with
this
mesRecord
of Petition Signers
When
Brother
Rutherford
authorscribe the contents of this booklet
ized a petition sent out, first in Ohio,
As the petition sweepsthe country
for you. We could not do justice to sage, regardless of the cost.
the brethren went into the work it is encountering considerable viit if we tried. Read it yourself and
Consignments
with a zeal peculiar to the Lord’s cious opposition from the enemy,
receive the thrill of your life. Then
These 2,000,000 booklets are being house. Mobs were formed in many showing that those who do sign it
go forward and put it out- in the
consigned to all companies. Pioneers parts of the state. Petitions were are people of good will.
strength of the Lord.
A list should be made of all petiIf ever Jehovah’s witnesses were working in companyterritory, if they taken away from the brethren and
required to put on a strenuous ca have not received any, should get torn. in some places. This, however, tion signers and placed in the comm
paign it is now, and, by the Lord’s their supply from the company, rc- in no wise intimidated them; they pany’s back-call file. All of these people will want to hear the series "Regrace, they shall not be found want- mitting direct to the companyfor the went forward.
Following close on the heels of ligion as a World Remedy"as soon
ing. Jehovah’s witnesses know full number they obtain. We hope to have
Therefore
makea
well that Jehovah, through His King, the consignment in the hands of the petition to the State of Ohio, as it is available.
ofallpetition
signChrist Jesus, is directing His Theo- every company by July 12. If you Brother Rutherford authorized a listofthenames
cratic organization and instructing should not receive yours until a day country-wide petition sent out. The ersforthatpurpose.
2,000,000

First

Printing

NewPioneers
byConvention
!I00,000Subscriptions
byConvention
TimeOneThousand
CanYouMakeYourQuotaof Books?
New Booklet Will Help
on Your Booklet Quota
The special offer of a year’s subscription
for The Watchtower magazine, a bound book and a Refugees
booklet, on a contribution
of $1.00
ends July 23. The importance of the
people’s having this literature
now,
of all times, cannot be overemphasized. This is one. of the reasons why
the publishers
of THE THEOCRACY
are
anxious to do everything
in their
power to persuade as many people
as possible
to subscribe
Now. We
realize
that all people who love
righteousness
and hate lawlessness
must quickly
take their
stand on
the Lord’s side if they are to receive his protection
in Armageddon; for, as The Watchtower
and
the physical facts clearly indicate.
the "strange work" is rapidly coming to a close. It is only by studying the Watchtower
magazine and
kindred publications
that they can
get the needed life-giving
knowledge.
There is no other source.
All the 50,000 and more publishers
of the THEOCRACYshould,
during
the remaining days of the Watchtower Campaign, earnestly
push this
special offer. Between now and convention time each publisher
should
make it his or her business to get
one more subscription,
and so help
us to go over the top of our worldwide quota of 100,000 new subscriptions. Even while distributing
the
latest booklet, Judge Rutherford Uncovers Fifth Column keep your "eyes
wide open" and grasp every chance

to make known to all those who show
unusual interest
in the message the
special Watchtower offer.
Many additional subscriptions
can be so obtained, if the brethren will only be
on the alert.
We are behind in our world-wide
quota of subscriptions,
bound books
and booklets.
Each company and
publisher
is aware of what must
yet be done to reach the quota set
for the company and himself. Therefore every publisher
should strive
hard to get at least one more subscription
and to place many more
bound books and particularly
Refugees booklet.
CONCENTRATE
ON T
E
H
HOUSE-TO-HOUSE
FIELD SERV1CEMAK1NG AS MANYBACK-CALLS
AS Y0U CAN.
Company servants
should organize
evening witnessing groups with the
Refugees booklets, and, after July 13,
with the new booklet.
Arrange to
quickly cover all the territory
that
has not yet been gone over with this
special offer. By all means leave a
Refugees booklet or one of the new
ones in every home where they will
read it.
The enemy is doing everything
it
can to break up the witness work.
But, by the Lord’s grace, the work
is going forward,
and with added
zeal and power! This is the time to
set aside everything that can be humanly ignored and to turn one’s full
attention and devotion to serving Jehovah and the people of good will
--and to arrange to personally
attend the convention at Columbus or
nearest convention city.

Watchtower Organ Records

"More
Publishers" recording
The Society has arranged for the
of some fine organ music

July a Monthfor a NewPeak

The Calendar pad, for July, focuses our attention on the fact that
all brethren
associated
with the
Lord’s organization
should now without fail be in the field service each
month. In other words, this means
more publishers.
It further points
out that this increase in activity cannot come by conscription
or force:
it must be an entirely voluntary offering of one’s self as clearly indicated in the text, "Thy people will
freely offer themselves in the day of
thine army."--Psalm 110 : 3, Rotherham.
You will rejoice to know that in
the month of May in the United
States alone there were 51,746 publishers in the field. Jehovah’s people
have looked forward to the tim
e
when we would have over 50,000
publishers in the field in the United
States. We all greatly rejoice in the
fact that we have arrived
at that
time. The persecution forced on Jehovah’s witnesses throughout the United States by the Hierarchy has had
an effect the very opposite of what
they anticipated.
Many of our brethren have been forced out of their
secular employment. Instead of sitting down and bemoaning their fate
they immediately made application
for pioneer service, determining from
hence forth to find employment in
The Theocracy
where neither
man
nor devil can force them out. We
feel sure that, despite all the efforts
of the Hierarchy and the rest of the
Devil’s organization to the contrary,
the month of June will show a very
definite increase.
All the brethren joyfully participated in the petition
work. Many
brethren who never participated
in
the work before have joyfully undertaken this.

which can be used by the brethren
at model studies,
public meetings,
zone assemblies,
on sound-cars,
and
on other appropriate
occasions, and
is pleased to announce that these
are now available.
They are the
regular 12-inch double-faced discs,
and may be ordered
by number as
follows :
WO-1 The Palms (Faure)--To
Wild Rose (MacDowell)
WO-2 Traumerei
and R
anz
om
(Schumann)
WO-3 Second Mazurka (Godard)
WO-4 Caprice Viennois (Kreisler)
These two discs are available
at
the regular rates, 71)c per disc; six
to one address, $3.50.
With the special
work commencing July l:/, when the booklet Judge
Ru t h er f o r d Unc ov er s Fi f t h C
n
olum
is distributed,
everyone who attends
any of our meetings
and who has
a real desire to see the vindication
of Jehovah’s name will want to have
a part in its distribution
and have
a share in exposing the wicked agent
of the Devil. Make every arrangemeat for this campaign immediately. Every company should anticipate
many more publishers
in the field.
We feel that the Lord has directed the details of the preparation
of the Calendar, knowing that this
condition would exist in midsummer,
and everyone who professes
to be
on the side of the Kingdom must
take his stand now in the active
service of the King. " Thy people will
freely offer themselves in the day
of thine army." Now is the time for
the Lord’s army to move forw
ad
as one body praising
his name. We
expect July to see an all-time
high
for publishers in the United States.

It is very gratifying
to see the
wonderful response to the invitations
sent out by the Society for Jehovah’s
Kingdom publishers to engage in fullstime service
of THE THEOCRACY
a
the number of pioneers steadily
increases. As this Informant is being
prepared,
over 800 have been enrolled. This brings the total number
of pioneers in the United States to
more than 2,600.
The pioneer letter sent out to the
companies in June calls attention
to
the fact that this is the time to
"bring all the tithes into the storehouse", that is, to be a full-time pub
lisher. That letter may be considered
in connection with this article.
The Society would be negligent of
its commission from our Lord and
Master if it did not call attention
to the righteous requirements of THE
THEOCRACY,and so these reminders
are brought to the attention
of the
brethren.
As indicated elsewhere in

Theocratic
Convention
In view of the petition circulated
many of the brethren are wondering
regarding
the convention.
The Society is pushing on with this convention believing it is the Lord’s will
to have it. Where it is going to emanate from we cannot say defintly
at the present
time. However, we
will mail to all companies early in
July a letter
giving them all the
details regarding the final setup for
the country-wide
convention.
Pioneers and other brethren en route
should inquire of the various companies with which they come in touch
for the latest news regarding final
arrangements for the convention and
the correct address of the point of
origin. All have the great privilege
of bearing this matter before the
Lord in prayer.

"Remedy"
Record
20,000 Shipped
The "’Remedy" records,
advertising the Columbus convention,
have
all been shipped. 20,000 of these were
made, but this was not sufficient for
all the requests,
However, it seems
to be sufficient to advertise the convention in all parts of the country,
and for the present
no more will
be made. Those who did not receive
their order at all or received it only
in part will receive credit on their
accounts.
Let those who have them
use them diligently in the field prior
to the convention. After the convention this record will be an excellent
introduction
to "Religion as a world
Remedy", which we hope will. by the
Lord’s grace, be recorded by that
time. When playing
"Remedy", inform the people of the opposition
to the convention by the Hierarchy
and thus arouse their interest
and
create a desire on the part of the
people to listen to the series "Religion as a World Remedy", w
hic
will be recorded simultaneously
as
it is sent out to the various convention points. Please do not order this
series of records, however, until you
are instructed
to do so.

Photographs
In view of the mob action now in
operation throughout the country it
seems advisable,
where such conditions exist,
to have some brethren
equipped with good cameras, so that
they can take photographs
and get’
actual scenes of these disturbances
when they are actually in operation,
The brethren should be sure that the
mob does not get their cameras and
destroy their films.

this Informant however, the service
of a Christian must be voluntary and
the Lord Jehovah is not pleading
with His people to be faithful
or to
be active in His service. Nor is there
coercion that any of Jehovah’s witnesses spend their entire time in the
service.
Such (pioneer)
service
wholly voluntary -- a willing, "reasonable
service";
no other kind
would be pleasing or acceptable
to
the THEOCRACY.
Let each one, then, carefully
examine his affairs,
make up his own
mind about the matter, and then act
in harmony with Jehovah’s purposes.
By the time the Theocratic Convention opens, there should be at least
ONE THOUSANDNEWPIONEERS IN THE
FIELD.
We firmly believe that by the end
of July there will be 3,100 reporting
regularly in the pioneer service. Will
you be one of them?

Informant
This issue of the Informant will
not be mailed in bulk as here
with a copy for every publisher.
are mailing to each company four
or five copies. These are for the company servant, secretary,
stockepr
and back-call servant, and, of course,
are to be available to the other servants of the company.
The Informant should be read at
service meetings, and all points thoroughly discussed
and plans worked
out for carrying out in detail the
recommendations
therein.
For the
present the Informant will be mailed
first-class
to each company servant.
This will insure better service and
less likelihood of the enemy’s finding out our organization
arrangements. Company servants will, therefore, have to plan their service meetings with great care, give the brethren all the information,
and go with
them into action.
At the beginning
of the year
Brother Rutherford,
in his letter
of January 20, called our attention
to the following fact: "The year
1940 is certain
to be the most important year yet, because Armageddon is very near." The facts transpiring today throughout the world,
even in the United States, prove this
statement
without any question of
doubt. In the latter part of the same
letter he states,
"The privilege
of
advertising
THE THEOCRACYwill
soon be completed. Be sure that you
do your part."
MOBS
When groups of lawless persons or
public officials acting unlawfully cause
a stop of the publishing work and injure the publishers or their property,
do this. promptly.
Write a clear, brief, but comprehensive account of all the facts. As far
as possible name accurately each op
poser who takes a leading part. Give
his official position, such as mayor,
chief of police, or other. State whether
he is a member of The American Le
gion or other veterans’ organization
(naming it accurately), and what p
ositionhe holds therein. Nameeach clergyman participating,
giving name of
church denomination.
Let all such
names be obtained as accurately
and
as promptly as is possible under the
circumstances.
A competent individual of the local
company or zone can sign this statement as his own and acknowledge it
as a true statement before a notary
public, Typewrite the statement, making eight readable copies. Send the
original to Francis Biddle, Solicitor
General of the United States, Department of Justice.
Washington. D.C.
Send a copy to each of the following
and retain one copy for your file:
American Civil Liberties Union, 31
Union Square West. New York, N.Y.
Governor of the State where event
occurs; Attorney General of that
state;
prosecuting
attorney of the
county where acts occur; editor of
that county’s largest newspaper; Society’s Brooklyn office, legal desk.
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"Myheart shall rejoice In thy salvatlOn."--Ps. 13: 5.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

JehovahPoursOutRichBlessing
Conventioners
Overjoyed
byBrother
Rutherford’s
Talks
PresidentReleasesNewBook"Religion"
Enemies’
BluffFailed

The Vertical-Type

HaveYouOrderedYour
Phonograph
This new design of phonograph
Copiesof "TheMessenger"?
was announced at the Theocratic

sition to the convention soon after it
was announced, and did everything
could to prevent the assembling
Get Extras for
Publishers
Return Home they
of Jehovah’s people in the Theocratic
People of Good Will
with Renewed Vigor
convention;
and they continued to
The Messenger magazine, 64 pages,
Jehovah in his goodness and mercy howl until the close of the conven- with many illustrations,
we hope to
poured out upon his people a blesstion, but showed they are afraid to publish within the next thirty days.
ing to overflowing, a blessing all of come out in the open to carry out This will carry a complete report
which could not be contained by his their boasts.
It was a trem
ndous
of the Theocratic convention, showgrateful people. The Theocratic con- witness
against
them and for The ing the Lord’s leading and arranging
Theocracy. Jehovah gave the victory !
vention of Jehovah’s witnesses cam
e
of this convention and the happenThe Messenger will set out the full
to a conclusion Sunday night, July 28,
ings at Detroit and other convenreport of the activity
leading up to tions tied in with it. It will bring
but what occurred at the convention
will never be forgotten:
for a wit- the convention
and what happened
to you a vivid description
of the
ness began there which will be car- at Detroit and the other places, and high points of the convention, Brothried to the ends of the earth. Brother this will be read with real joy by er Rutherford’s lectures on three difof the Kingdom. ferent occasions, the release of ReliRutherford was richly blessed by the all the publishers
Lord and, because of Jehovah’s faSufficient
to say here is that the gion, the new photograph,
Kingdo
m
vor, was able to come to the conven- Theocratic Convention of Jehovah’s
News No. 6, the threats of the enetion and address
the assembly at witnesses was arranged and directed
my, and their failure to succeed.
Detroit and 17 other convention citof the Lord, all to his praise. JehoNot only will The Messenger be
ies. It was a most joyful occasion
vah’s servants
were refreshed
and a pleasure for those of The Theocto hear the instruction
of the Lord strengthened
and they have retund
racy to read, but it should find its
brought to us. and the climax of the home with renewed vigor to serve
place in the homes of many interconvention came when the presidnt
in the interests
of the Kingdom and ested, now people of good will. The
of the Society delivered the lecture
assist
the other sheep to find the Messenger is ten cents a copy. A lim"Religion
as a world Remedy". How place of safety. (For details,
read ited edition will be printed.
Order
true it was, as Brother R
utherfod
The Messenger. )
through your company servant.
stated, he had to present both sides
of the argument because of the failure of the Roman Catholic H
ierachy
to put up their man to talk in favor
of religion !
Religion received a real beating
period,
"Religion’s
Doom," set so
at Detroit, and the exposing of that
that it would follow immediately
wicked organization continues as the
Campaign Extended
the greatest convention of the Lord’s
dirt of that wicked organization
is
people to date and the release of
to End of-September
brought out and made plain to the
Lord’s new instrument, Religion,
All of the Lord’s true people know the
people.
for carrying
forward his purposes
that religion is doomed. This inforThe Theocracy and the
New Book Released
mation, however, is not limited to concerning
The Lord
The companions, alongside of Je- the Lord’s people. It is the purpose judgment of the nations.
thus prepared the setting.
e
H
hovah’s witnesses,
cheered and ap- of Jehovah to publish this fact far has
has prepared the instrmnenls
being
plauded with real joy the presentaand wide as a timely warning to all
used, and He has prepared His peotion of the new book Religion
by the world.
the president
of the Society. This
The origin of religion, and its ef- ple by giving them such a crystalwas one of the most thrilling
mo- fect on men and nations, and its ul- clear vision of the reasons why religion is doomed and the certainty
of
ments of the convention. There is no timate end, must be brought to the its
being accomplished
that it is
question in the minds of the breth- attention of all people so that those now up to each and every one to
who love righteousness
may for ever
ren who attended
the Theocratic
his part.
Every creature
who
Convention of Jehovah’s witnesses
forsake religion and take their stand do
loves God and The Theocracy will
that it was the Lord’s will that his on the Lord’s side and live and so now take his stand foursquare
for
people assemble this year in Detroit
that those who hate righteousness
the Kingdom.
warned before
at the Convention Hall and the other may be thoroughly
The organization
should go into
convention cities tied in by direct
destruction
comes upon them.
is
There can be no question in the action immediately. All territory
wire. The Lord’s hand was m
anifest
virgin territory for Religion and the
from beginning to end in all the pre- mind of any who heard
Brother
liminary arrangements, in trying to Rutherford’s thrilling
speech "Reli- Fifth Column booklet. Therefore the
territory
servant
find a place for the convention, and gion as a World Remedy", or who company servant,
in all the detailed activity of the have read this book Religion, regard- and back-call servant should get busy
convention itself.
Even as the Lord ing religion’s
doom. Religion’s doom immediatley and arrange their terries
has directed
his organization
for is an established fact decreed by the tory for this work. Back-call nam
in each territory
should be called
many years and continues to do so, va
great
h
Theocrat, Jeho
upon as the territory
is worked. All
so did he direct what should be acThe Lord’s Doing
new publishers
and good-will intercomplished at this convention.
Evidently the Lord directed
the est attending
model studies
and
Bluff Failed
preparation for the great witness to other studies
should be supplied
with a copy of Religion and should
It was a glorious light from start:
be given during this special period.
be encouraged to take Religion to
to finish. The enemies of The Theoc- A year ago, when the 1940 Calendar
their friends and neighbors.
racy manifested their violent oppo- was arranged, he had this special

"Religion’s
Doom"
Testimony
Period

NewBookGoing
to Public

Convention of Jehovah’s witnesses,
and, as was stated at the time, we
are not filling
orders and not accepting orders. Please do not order
this phonograph until announcement
is made later as to its manufacture.
All orders
on hand for phonographs will be filled
with the old
model, and these are being shipped
regularly
until caught up with orders. It will help the office greatly
if you will not order the new phonograph now, until proper announcement is made.

Kingdom News No. 6
The Theocratic convention was full
of pleasant surprises for us. One of
these was Kingdom News No. 6, for
our use in the field work. This new
instrument,
provided by the Lord,
shows the pitiful
condition of the
world today and sounds a note of
warning which all will do well to
heed. It shows, for the information
of those of good will, why the religionists and their dupes are so bent
upon persecuting
Jehovah’s witnesses, and shows definitely
from Scripture, as well as from facts available to all, that the Roman Catholic
Hierarchy constitutes
the chief moving factor in the destruction
of all
democracy, in the regimentation
of
the people, and in setting up a rule
in the earth in opposition
to Jehovah’s Theocratic
Government by
Christ Jesus.
All publishers
should have and
use this new Kingdom News in their
door-to-door
work, as well as on
back-calls
and at model studies.
Their territory
should be thoroughcly covered with it. These are 50
per thousand, remittance with order.
If possible these should be ordered
at the same time literature
is ordered to save expense in shipping.
Pioneers
may have one thousand
free with order for other literature.
If pioneers order separately,
remittance should be sent at 50c per thousand, because of additional
expense
to the Society.
Your Supply
Prior to the convention the Society
shipped out more than 600.000 copies
of the book Religion, ready for use
throughout the world. Consignments
with sealed
orders
were sent to
the larger companies in the United
States,
but we were not able to
supply all companies, by any means.
These large companies have begun
distributing
Religion during the "Religion’s
Doom" Testimony Period.
(Continued on page 2, column 4)

"Judge

Rutherford

Uncovers

September
Will See
More Distributed
The first barrage of this newbooklet was laid downjust prior to the
Theocratic convention. This was nation-wide and so thorough that it
took away the enemy’s breath. They
had desperately tried to stigmatize
Jehovah’s witnesses by accusing them
of being the fifth column In this
country, and then they set their demonized hoodlums to develop and execute mobaction against these publishers of the Kingdom. They felt
they had things pretty well their
own way and had Jehovah’s witnesses on the run, and then came
the withering blast of two million
Fifth Column Uncovered booklets
widely distributed
from coast to
coast in less than one month, exposing who are the real fifth column.
The evidence in support of the argument contained in the booklet was
indisputable. The facts supporting
the charges made were so clear and
forcibly presented that there was no
getting around it. This message in
the hands of the reading public was ;
a terrific blow to the Hierarchy. The
effect of it upon the Hierarchy can
be approximated by their desperate
attempt to stop Jehovah’s witnesses
Quota

for

1940

Exceeded:

by 8,000!!
Not only has that qnota of 50,000
publishers at which we have been
aiming this year been exceeded during June, with a total of 58,009 company and pioneer publishers reporting, but it is gratifying to note that
55,000 of those were company publishers, as indicated by the table
shown below.
The table also shows that we
reached a new peak in hours, for
the first time reporting over 20
hours per publisher as an average.
This good record is undoubtedly due
to the strenuous efforts expended by
manyto attain the 60-hour goal suggested by Brother Rutherford last
January. back-calls, however, took
a drop, being lower than the previous month as well as the same
month last year. This should be
remedied by more publishers’ engaging in the back-call work and
striving to reach the quota of 3
back-calls per week.
As indicated in the July Informant, all who signed the petition in
June should be called back on. Therefore back-call slips should be prepared for this purpose. These will
be glad to hear the lecture "Religion
as a World Remedy", when you receive it in recorded form. They are
all likewise good prospects for the
book Religion and should be given
the opportunity of obtaining it.
During the remaining months of
this fiscal year all should put their
shoulders to the wheel, getting after
the back-calls and model studies and
using the new instruments provided
for us in Religion, Judge Rutherford
Uncovers Fifth Column, and Kingdora News No. 6.
COMPANYPUBLISHERS’
FIELD REPORT
LAST YEAR THIS YEAR
Company
Av.Av. Company
Av.Av.
Pub’rsHrs B-CPub’rsHrs B-C
29,550
13.1
2.1
44,436
19.1
2.3
Oct.
Nov. 25.86310.92.4 41,14615.4 2.1
Dec. 28,37112.1 1.9 42,02014.52.1
Jan.
31,67914.9 2.7 37,47515.23.7
Feb. 29,59914.43.0 39,45413.6 2.8
Mar. 31,72915.22.9 44,6481.t.5 3.1
April 36,24717.2 2.4 45,55914.33.0
May
35.62916.7 2.2 49,02316.92.9
rune 33,90316.6 2.5 55,03920.32.3
luly
37,17218.31.8
?
? ?
Aug. 39,45317.6 2.1
?
? ?
? ?
Sep. 38,37115.2 1.6
?
gear 33,13145.62.2
?
? ?

Fifth

Column"

The

New Book

"Religion"

The new book, Religion, which the
at the Theocratic convention and Lord has provided by the pen of
Rutherford, is what its front
ever since; but, by the Lord’s grace, Brother
they were not permitted to succeed. page so aptly describes, as a timely
The Lord has still kept the door warning to all the world, treating
open so his people can continue in of religion, its influence upon men
the service. Let everyone, therefore, and nations, and the result. Over
350 pages of the greatest material
avail himself of the opportunity
we have ever had. Each one or its
of participating in the service with twelve
chapters tells its own story
greater zeal than ever before.
clearly and forcefully. The book is
interspersed throughout with beautiKeepGoing
Let the enemy know they have ful descriptive pictures, adding much
not heard the last of the Fifth to the force of the presentation.
There is no need to here go into
Column Uncovered booklet, by any
means! Two million more booklets the thrilling messageit contains. You
can and will be distributed during will appreciate that when you read
the month of September!! Leave the book. Each company should arone of these booklets in every home range immediately for Religion studwhere the people will read it. Leave ies at strategic points throughout
one with each placement of Religion. their territory. These studies should
be available to all people of good
Where they cannot take Religion,
drop to this booklet, on any contri- will All model studies and backbution; and where they want to calls should be worked into them
read the booklet but cannot con- so that all who are feeling after
tribute, let them have it free. Our the Lord may have an opportunity
slogan is, Two million more Fifth to obtain the vital information conColumn Uncovered booklets during tained in the book. Religion studSeptember!! It is apparent that the ies should replace ,Salvation studies
Hierarchy does not fear Jehovah’s where the Salvation book has alwitnesses but they do fear and hate ready been covered one or more
the hard, irrefutable truths present- times.
The Author’s Edition is 50c per
ed in the booklet. Let them have
copy; the regular edition, 25e conmore of it.
tribution.
Magazine

Work

Use Routes
and Street
Method
The Lord’s blessing has been manifested upon the magazine work since
its Inception, to a very marked degree. This branch of the service has
done more to draw the fire of the
enemy and thus expose their true
condition to the people than any
other branch of the service in so
short a time.
Have You a Route?
One main objective of our work
is to expose the true condition of
the enemyas well as to aid the people of good will. However, we never
expected the enemythemselves to cooperate so completely in this exposure as they have done. Evidently the
Lord maneuvered them to do that
very thing. Their course of action
in opposing the magazine distribution, and the devilish spirit manifested, has more than verified the
statement contained in the literature
regarding their being a part of the
Devil’s organization. Therefore this
work should be pushed with vigor.
All publishers should establish as
many magazine routes as possible
and see that those people are promptly served with each issue as it comes
out.
Magazine street work should be
consistently carried on and not in
any wise diminished because of the
threats of the enemy. The only time
that it is proper to even consider
withdrawing from the street witnessing in any area is when if is
physically impossible to stay on the
street because of mob action; and
even then we should not completely
desert the territory, by any means,
but rather should, as directed by the
Lord, be wise as serpents and harmless as doves, and plan to counteract the offenses of the enemy by
using a more telling blow against
them.
Even in many of the most violent
mob action areas the brethren are
continuing the street magazine distribution.
They are staggering the
time of their going out, and the
places to which they go so that the
enemy cannot foretell what they are
going to do next and how to organize against them in advance. They
dispatch publishers from the homes

instead of from the hall, and in various other ways outwit lira enemy
so that the work is carried on. In
some places, because of these conditions it is necessary to limit the tim
e
on the street at each service to one
hour or even half an hour. The fact
is that this work can, by the Lord’s
grace, be carried on in spite of opposition. The mOll really works up
interest in the magazines, and it is
up to us to supply the people with
the truth by taking advantage of
every means to keep pushing the
battle to the gate.
The foregoing, of course, applies
to trouble points only. Magazinewitnessing on the streets in other areas
should be carried forward in the regular manner. This is a real war. Let
each one do his part, trusting implicitly in Jehovah and his anointed
King to maneuver the forces of the
enemy as well as his own organization to accomplish His good pleasure
and advance the Kingdominterests.
The following excerpt from a letter received in the office is quoted
here because it is a very good practice to follow in street magazine
witnessing :
"the -- company have found
that a great increase over the number of magazines placed by the
brethren on the street corners has
been accomplished by approaching
individuals who are either standing
or slowly walking along, instead of
the publisher’s merely standing in
one spot all the time and expecting
the public to come up to him and
inquire about the magazines.
Of course, care is exercised in
approaching the people so that they
will not becomeoffended and so that
no excuse can be justly given of any
attempt on the part of the publisher
to create confusion, either by loud
talk or by actions unbecominga publisher. the publishers find This much
more interesting and less ’dragging’
than to merely stand in one place
and let the public take the initiative action."
Pioneer Service
With this Informant, there is being mailed another letter (Aug. 20)
addressed "To All Publishers of the
Theoeracy", concerning the pioneer
work. Quite a number of publishers
at the various conventions obtained
pioneer applications, and these are

78,006

Publishers!

53 Countries
Report During
"Battle Siege", in April
Jehovah’s rich blessing was upon
his people as never before during
the "Battle Siege" Testimony Period,
in April. Despite the turmoil and
distress throughout the world, particularly in Europe, Jehovah’s army
of "locusts" moved into action during the month of April with their
ranks swelled to 78,006 publishers,
the greatest ever. This is indeed a
joy to the hearts of his people, and
a marvelous number, in view of having no reports then from many of
the European countries involved in
the war; however, reports recently
received show that the brethren there
are pressing forward with the work
as never before.
It is gratifying to see the great
increase in the back-call work.
Throughout the whole earth Jehovah’s people are moving forward
in full unity, aiding the people of
good will to take their stand for
The Theocracy. With the back-call
and model-study work on the increase we look forward to the greatest number of publishers ever during the "CHALLENGE"
Testimony Period, in October. Set out below is
the complete report for April.
World-wideReport, 53 Countries
"Battle Siege" TestimonyPeriod
April 1940
Books placed
184,916
Booklets placed
1,850,294
Total literature placed
2,035,210
Pioneers
4,575
Companypublishers
73,431
Total publishers
78,006
Hours in service
1,658,735
Newsubscriptions
20,326
Individual magazinesdist.
572,305
Sound (meeting) attendance 1,478,709
Back-calls (made)
272,531
Attending Memorial
97,611
Partaking of emblems
27,858
(Continued from page 1, column 4)
the Society has made or will,
within the next few days, make
consignments of the book Religion
to companies having more than 50
regular publishers. All other companies throughout the United States,
and pioneers, will have to order their
Religion books. Companies having
already received consignments and
placing their supply must reorder.
As announced elsewhere in this
Informant, this campaign is to be
extended throughout the month of
September, affording everybody an
ample opportunity to have a part
in this witness before the end of
the fiscal year 1940. The issue is
clear-cut now. No one can serve two
masters. It is a matter of either taking a stand on the Lord’s side and
doing his will or staying on the side
of the enemy. This campaign affords
a splendid opportunity for all of the
anointed and their companions and
all people of good will to demonstrate to the Lord their appreciation of the momentous times in
which we are living and their implicit faith in the purposes of the
Lord by uncompromisingly proclaiming religion’s doom, using Religion
and the Fifth Column Uncovered
booklet, on a contribution of 25c,
during the remainder of August a
nd
all of September.
earning in now. As some put it:
"The Devil is forcing us Into the
pioneer work." Perhaps the Lord
would be more pleased if they had
made up their minds to enter the
work sooner, instead of being forced
to do so by "circumstances".
Undoubtedly ninny in the companies
are still makingarrangements to get
into this field of service, and others
wondering if they should or not!
Whynot enroll now and get it off
your mind?
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"Myheart shall rejoice In thy salvatlon."--Ps. 13: 5.

i"CHALLENGE"
od
Testimony Per
"Conspiracy
AgainstDemocracy"
Released

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Pioneers
Still Forming
Almost 4,000 Enrolled
For the past several months the
Society has sent to each company
servant a letter
to be read to the
company, outlining
the great privileges to be enjoyed by those who
elect to spend their full time in serving The THEOCRACY.Those letters
have borne their
fruit,
and the
pioneer list
moves on toward the
4,000 mark !
The Society is pleased to advise
that as this Informant goes to press
there are 3,735 publishers enrolled
in the pioneer service in the United
States. All these enrolled pioneers
should report their activity
each
month.
Quite a number of brethren
enrolled at the Theocratic convention
at Detroit and at the other conventions,
and many others since as a
result of the convention. We expect
to continue to receive many applications for this most important and
blessed service.
There are still
some companies
throughout the country requesting
the aid of pioneers. These companies
will be given the needed help just
as soon as we have the pioneers to
assign to them. However, we are
wondering if there
are not some
right in their own territory
who
would be able to enroll.
Keep this
matter before the brethren,
and if
more applications
are needed let us
know.
England has reached an enrollment of 1,000 pioaeers! Surely we
should have more than four times
that in the United States.

New
Booklet
byBrother
Rutherford
to Have
Wide
Distribution
Book Religion Offered Too
Records Will Play
Important Part

however, if no literature
is taken,
be sure to offer the booklet Conspiracy Against Democracy on an5" contribution,
leaving a copy with the
people free if they promise to read
As the year progresses
Jehovah’s
and can’t contribute
even a penny.
ambassadors can appreciate
more Where the booklet is placed,
unand more the importance
of the
doubtedly they will be sufficiently
campaigns and their
naming. Now interested
for one to make a backwe come to the "CHALLENGE"Testicall and run the series of lectures on
mony Period, which is the first cam- "Religion"
and "The End".
paign in the new fiscal
year. The
month of September closes the SoSpeedy Work
ciety’s
twelve-month
report,
and
The booklet Conspiracy
Against
with joy Jehovah’s witnesses go forDemocracy contains
a message that
ward now with the CHALLENGE.Jethe people of America need, and they
hovah’s servants in the earth will
need it in a hurry. Millions of copies
maintain their integrity
and hold of this new booklet should be placed
high the banner of the Lord, proin the hands of the people prior to
claiming The THEOCRACY.Jehovah’s
November 5; therefore
it will take
witnesses
are persuaded that neicareful organization
on the part of
ther dealh, nor life, nor angels, nor all servants in the company, particuprincipalities,
nor powers, . . . nor larly the stockkeeper,
to see that
any other creature,
shall be abl e to
his order is in early and that he has
separate
us from the love of God his supply on hand in good time for
¯ . . "The courageous pushing On o
f
a real conentrated
witness in the
Jehovah’s witnesses with the Theo- m
thicly populated territory.
The co
cratic message in the face of mount- pany servant, of course, will check
ing opposition is a visible expression all these details
and see that the
of Jehovah’s challenge to the enemy order is in. We suggest that you
organization prophetically
stated at
order, on the average, fifty copies
Joel 3:9-11 and so splendidly
set
for each publisher in your company,
out in modern terms in Religion,
and each publisher should try to the
pages 318-324.
best of his ability to distribute these
50 copies to the people, in addition
New Booklet Released
to five copies of Religion per publishAt the close of the convention
er. This we believe every publisher
Brother
Rutherford
immediately
can do in the 31 days of October.
made arrangements for the publication of a new booklcl,
y
Conspirac
Intensify Back-Call Service
Against Democracy.
This booklet
Special attention
should be given
contains the two wonderful lectures
to the work of calling
back on the
of Saturday and Sunday delivered
people of good will. The order blank
to the Theocratic Convention of Je- enclosed with this Informant makes
hovah’s witnesses.
The initial
disprovision
for your obtaining
the
tribution
will begin Octobcr 1 with new records
"Religion"
and "The
the "CHALLENGE"Testimony period.
End", as well as the special record
"Message of Hope". This matter
The Offer
should be placed before all the pubThe book Religion . a new instrulishers in the company, so that they
ment placed in the hands of Jeho- can order their individual
record
vah’s servants,
along with Conspir- P-229, P-230 for regular door-to-door
acy Against
Democracy,
will be work and as many sets of "Religion"
offered to the people on a contribuand "The End" as they need to effition of 25 cents. Every effort should ciently carry on their back-call acbe made on the part of the pub- tivity.
Since the convention we feel
lishers to set out the importance of sure every publisher appreciates
the
the people’s reading these books.
need of making three
back-calls
This we believe can be accomplished
every week, or an average of twelve
particularly
through the use of the a month. Some day practically
all
record P-230 ("Message of Hope")
of our work may be back-call work;
and P-229 (Part 11 of "The End").
so let’s get in stride now and get the
If the person is not able to contribnames and addresses in our files.
ute a quarter but really wants to
Your Order
read, make every effort to leave some
booklets with him; and it is sugHave in mind that no more congested that a combinatiion of three
signments will be made of Religion,
Against
Democracy,
booklets on a contribution
of ten Conspiracy
Kingdom News No. 6, nor of the new
cents be offered,
these being R
efugees, Judge Rutherford
Uncovers
records.
Companyservants must see
that their orders are placed, and we
Fifth
Column,
and Conspiracy
suggest that at distant points they
Against Democracy. Before leaving,

be sent in by air mail. The factory
is working day and night trying to
catch up with present orders,
and
we anticipate
that by the time you
receive
this Informant
and your
Order Blank we shall be ready to
take care of the onrush of orders for
all books, booklets and records preparatory to the "CHALLENGE"Testimony Period.
Orders will be given
attention according to their arrival
at this office. If because your order
gets in here late, or there are too
many to fill ahead of it, your literature does not arrive by October 1,
then proceed with the same intensity
and vigor with other literature
and
records you have on hand. Make the
"CHALLENGE" Testimony
Period
a
month to be remembered in the witness against the Devil’s organization
and for the Theocracy.
In Brother Rutherford’s
personal
letter
"To the Theocratic Ambassadors" which appears in the Author’s
Edition of Religion he states, "It is
your commission to help the people
of good will to see that religion is
their mortal enemy, and that Christianty is their way of escape, Help
vthem
a h to know and serve Jeho
and Hiss King, and thus gain life
everlasting
....
As ambassadors of
Pioneer Allowance
the Theocratic King hasten to carry
Some pioneers are sending in their
the needed information
to all who
convention identification
cards withwill give heed. That is your privout showing on the face of them any
ilege, the greatest
human creatures
We presume
ever had." May Jehovah guide and request for allowance.
direct you in your preparations
for in such cases that those brethren
a bold witness during the "CHAL- do not desire any convention allowance and we are not crediting
their
LENGE" Testimony Period.
account with any. If some of the
pioneers
who sent in their cards
without
marking
the amount on
Order Blank
them wish the convention allowance
One Order Blank is sent with this
and overlooked this point, they will
Informant
to each company and please so indicate on their Septempioneer. The company servant, along ber report card by stating specifically
with the sound servant,
backhow much they desire,
not to excall servant, and stockkeeper, should ceed $25; also the convention city
check their supplies and fill out this they attended. If you filled out your
order blank as to the company’s re- identification
card properly and forquirements.
At your next meeting
warded it to this office your acyou should find out from each pub- count will be credited;
it will not
lisher
who has a phonograph wheth- be necessary to show this again on
er or not he wants his own personal
your report card.
record, "Message of Hope," for doorto-door witnessing. They should each with all the books and booklets.
have it. It costs only 50 cents when The first
orders received will be
ordered on this order blank. Check given the first
attention.
We sugcarefully
the required
number of gest that you carefully
study the
sets you need of "The End" and Order Blank, discuss it at the serv"Religion" records and order these.
ice meeting and Sunday evening
Do you have sufficient
supplies of meeting, and then get in your order.
Religion
that each publisher
can
Pioneers
in company territory
have five copies for the CHALLENGE" should send their orders in with the
Testimony Period?
Have, you or- Company servant’s
order,
to save
dered sufficient
booklets Conspiracy shipping
expenses.
Company servAgainst Democracy that each pub- ants should check with pioneers for
lisher can have fifty of these? Have this purpose. Remember, the "CHALyou checked all your stock? It is a LENGE" Testimony Period is only
good thing to be well supplied now four weeks away.

New
Seriesof Recordings
Ready
SpecialRecord
for Door-to-Door
Witness
60,000 ModelStudies Weekly!

"Message of Hope"

This is the title
of the new inThe new series of recording comprising "Religion", Sunday’s lecture
troductory
record.
It has everyfrom Detroit,
and "The End", Saturthing--fire,
enthusiasm--and
is a
and convincing
inday’s speech, are by far the two most gripping
greatest
recordings we have had to troduction to Religion, and is a message everyone should hear. Every
date, and for clarity,
forcefulness
phonograph should be equipped with
and powerful material they cannot
one of these. The other side of the
be beat.
The Lord used Brother
Ruther" Message o f Hop e" i s Par t 1 1 of
speech,
"The End"
ford to provide for His people the Saturday’s
most powerful instrument
against
which makes a splendid opening for
the Totalitarian-Hierarchy-Religious
arranging for a back-call.
In fact,
combine we have ever had in recordfor either a doorstep setup or int roduci ng t he l i t er atur e i n t he hom
es
ed form to date. Words are inadequate to describe the irresistible
these excellent
records cannot be
beat . The "Message of Hope" is so
power of the message.
every
All of this means much more to convincing that practically
person who hears it
us than simply listening
to a good unprejudiced
speech and getting
enthusiastic
will also want to hear the other
Every publisher
who has a
about it, It means that the Lord is side.
entrusting
to us the responsibility
p hon ogr aph , t h er e f or e, s hou l d put
in his order immediately
for this
of carrying
this very important
message to the people. As we con- record P-229, P-230.
This record may be had, if orsider how the attending
circumstances--the
opposition to the King- dered with complete
sets before
he
dom, the Devil and his crowd’s de- Oct o ber 3 1, 194 0, at 50c e ach. T
termination
that there should be complete series is being offered at a
no speech delivered,
Brother Ruth- special rate up until October 31.
There are 30 recordings,
15 discs,
erford’s illness,
and other things
that would normally prohibit
the
all of these on a contribution
of
preparing
and delivering
of such
$7.50 . Af t er Oct ober 31 t he regula
speeches--were
all maneuvered by
rate of 70c per record, or 6 for $3.50,
will apply. If you are ordering more
the Lord to give greater
emphasis
and importance to the speeches inof one speech than of the other you
stead of in any wise interfering
with can f i gur e t hei r cos t on t he r at e of
is
them, we realize their importance in 50c a d i s c. ( Cos t t o pioners
His arrangement. This also increasshown on a special order blank.)
This campaign should occupy the
es our responsibility
in connection
evenings of every publisher
in the
with them.
count r y t hr ougho ut t he comi ng fal
Petitioners Should Hear the Truth
and winter. It is of very great imEvery person who signed the pe- portance that this should be pushed
tition
to the governor of Ohio, and with vigor while we have an opportunity
of publishing
the Kingdom
every person of good will in the
records of the various
message in this country. The Watchcompanies
throughout the country,
should be tower clearly proves that Armageddon is not far off. It therefore begiven an opportunity
to hear these
recordings as soon as possible. When hooves all of the anointed and their
making new back-calls
arrange for -companions to work with even great
these new recordings
to be put on er diligence than ever before while
first. At the initial presentation put it is still day. There is no time now
to slack the hand. We s ho ul d have
on each speech complete. Do not try
at l eas t 6 0, 000 model s t udi es goin
to break them up into model studies
ever y week . That i s onl y an averg
at the first presentation.
Arrangeof one model study per publisher.
ments for model studies
for the
present may be continued with the It can be done, and if each one realprevious series of lectures and reizes his responsibility
to The Theoc,tain the new series for back-call
r acy he wi l l put f or t h ever y efort
to attain this quota.
work and public meetings.

"DoorstepSetup"Month
Locust Assault-Method
Foretold
The 1940 Calendar pall designat
September as the month to stress
and courageously
apply the "doorstep setup". In support of this the
pad quotes a portion of Joel 2: 9,
to wit, "’They shall climb up upon
the houses; they shall enter in at
the windows like a thief."
Here is what the new book, Religion, has to say regarding the fulfillment of this ancient prophecy:
"They shall
climb up upon the
houses.’ God’s faithful
servants go
from house to house to bring the message of the Kingdom to those who reside there, omitting none, not even
the houses of the Roman C
atholic
Hierarchy, and there they give witness to the kingdom because they are
commanded by the Most High to do
so. ’They shall enter in at the windows like a thief." They do not loot
nor break into the houses but they
set up their phonographs before the
doors and windows and send the
message of the kingdom right into
the houses into the ears of those
who might wish to hear; and while
those desiring to hear are hearing,
some of the ’sour-pusses’
are compelled to hear."--Page 196.
On the effectiveness
of the phonograph, which is a part of the Lord’s
p r ovi de d s ou nd equ i pmen t , t he sam
e
book. Religion says: "Such burdenbearer are, to wit: . . . the radio;
sound-cars;
phonographs: d
. . . an
such things.
The radio was used as
l ong as i t appeared t o be t he wi l l of
t he Lor d and t o t he ext ent t hat his
will was performed;
and this was
done without regard to the bitter
opposition of the enemy. It has continued to be used only ocasinly
as the Lord permits. Jehovah’s witnesses speaking to the people when
meeting them face to face affords a
better opportunity
than radio does
to prove their faithfulness
and to
maintain their integrity and to claim
the attention
of those of good will.
...
The sound machines are now
even more effective
than the radio,
and the results are muchgreater."

September Report

September Offer

The campaign with the 25c combination offer of Religion and .Judge
Rutherford
Uncovers Fifth C
n
olum
has been extended
to continue
through the month of September;
so why not be consistent with what
is contained
in the book you are
offering the people and persistently
keep at the doorstep setup method of
introducing
the message to those
within the "houses" and behind their
’windows"? The effectiveness
o£
this method has not weakened with
the wearing off of the novelty of it
to the people now quite familiar
with it. True. it causes an instant
protest
from the "goats",
who at
once identify you, but such therefore
forestalls
waste of any time with
the unreceptive
and speeds you
along to those of good will who have
a hearing ear for the "joyful sound".
Increase

Sound Attendance

Those persistent
in the use of the
doorstep method know, and the records bear it out that this m
ethod
increases
the number of sound attendance
and t h us pu t s you r sound
equipment to greater use. A
.
machine
is nonproductive
inatendc
creased sound
eans
m
more good-will
created : it m
s
ean
more literau
placed : it m
eans
more,
cal
ls backand model studies;
in a word, greater results.
That the
Lord approves this method is shown,
not alone by his blessing upon it in
the past, but in that at the Theocratic
convention he caused to be introduced a new model, a vertical-yp
phonograph specifically
designed for
this doorstep procedure and to push
it more intensively than heretofore.
With the thousands
of portable
phonographs
throughout
the land
we should have a larger sound attendance.
Doorstep setting-up exercising will do it. If you have been
timid or indifferent
about using this
method up till
now, faith in the
Lord will be manifested by starting
in with it at least during this September. So doing, we should all together , have the greatest sound attendance
reported
for September
that
we have ever had for one
month.

September closes out the fiscal
year 1940. The report for the m
onth
of September
should
be in the
Brooklyn office
by October 1 (or
Splendid Report
October 2) if at all possible. Weare
During the month of July the
asking the co-operation
of all pub- Watchtower
Campaign was being
lishers
and servants
to this end.
up. But on July 13 a bombAll publishers will do their part by wound
was let loose country-wide in
seeing that all their reports for the shell
Theocratic ambassadors. Fittingly,
the form of a new booklet, Judge
month
are
turned
in
to
their
servthen, the booklets front cover artisants by Sunday, September 29. The .Rutherford Uncovers Fifth Column
t i cal l y di s pl ays t he s ymbol s of the
The r e po r t f o r t he mont h toaled
company servant’s part is to see tha
two greatest
remaining
democra1,640,528 pieces of literature distribonth
cies; to wit, the Independence Hall the r epor t i s t abulat ed for t he m
uted, most of which, undoubtedly,
of
September
and
is
mailed
to
the
tower against the background of the
was the new booklet.
Society
before
ten
o’clock
Sunday
American flag, and the clock tower
Finishing
the month came the
night,
September
29.
Any
publishof London’s Parliament
uildng
B
glorious
Theocratic
Convention of
ers
reports
that
are
not
in
by
a
h
t
against
a Union Jack background.
Jehovah’s witnesses. A total of 52,
time,
do
not
wait
for
them:
show
It should prove very catchy to all
758 publishers
reported over a milthem in the following month’s rel i ber t y- l over s . J us t 5c f or your per
lion hours, with traveling
to and
port.
Distant
companies,
particulars onal copy, t i l l r el eas ed f or public
from the conventions.
Back-calls
ly
those
west
of
the
Rocky
Moundistribution
during October’s "CHALwere weak: everyone will have to
tains,
are being a s ke d t o s e nd in
LENGE" Tes t i mo ny Per i od. The usal
watch this from now on. By the end
their
reports
by
air
mail.
r ate f or s el f -cover ed bookl ets wil l be
of the year probably we shall reach
on company and pioneer
charged
60,000 publishers.
es.
ord
New Publications

July, a Convention
Month

"Conspiracy
AgainstDemocracy"
New Booklet
by Brother Rutherford
Thi s new pu bl i cat i on c omes a s an
answer to the question in the minds
of count l ess mul t i t udes who recivd
the distributed
invitations
to the
Theocratic convention but were unable to attend,
as to when Judge
Rut he r f o r d’ s s pee ch t o t he public
would appear in print. Conventioner s a r e as eager as an y t o r ead it.
In the booklet Conspiracy Against
Democ r ac y you have the full text,
not only of the public address "Religion as a World Remedy", but also
of the special address to the conv e n t i o n Sa t u r d ay o n " Ti me s and
Seasons", including the "Message of
Hope".
The t i t l e " Con s p i r a cy A
gainst
Democracy" cal l s at t en t i on t o the
painful fact that democracy in the
yet remaining bulwarks of this syst em o f g ov er n me nt i s un de r heavy
attack,
and why--because
in the
democratic countries the proclamation of The Theocratic
Government
is still cont i nui ng, wi t increasg
success, and the totalitarian
henchmen of t he De vi l a nd h i s dem
ons
must crush democracy finally
in
order to stop the activities
of the

The In
at
form
Hereafter the Informant wi l l not
be mailed to the companies,
but
only a few copies for the use of the
company servant and assistants
at
the service meetings. No Informant
WILL BE SENTTO INDIVIDUALSON REQUEST.In order to obtain the information they must associate
with
e s t ab l i s he d co mpa ni es an d atend
service meetings where the Informant will be read and discussed.
Pion eer s wi l l , of cou r s e, contiue
to receive the Informant,

Refugees: German. Greek. Hollandish,
ortuges
P
Government and Peace: F
.
h
c
n
re
Italian, Spanish.
Face the Facts: Tagalog.
Model Study No. 1: Ukrainian.
Supremacy:
German.
Angels: Portuguese.
In Stock
Model Study: Spanish.
New Records
P-219 to P-230, "The End."
P-231 to P-248, "Regligion."
PFI-59, PFI-60: PFI-155, PFI-156;
PFI-179. PFI-180.

Oct.
Nov
Dec.
Jan..
Feb.
Mar
April
May
June
ly
Ju
Aug.
.
Sep
Year

COMPANY PUBLISHERS’
FIELD
REPORT
LAST YEAR
THIS YEAR
Company Av.Av. Company Av.Av.
Pub’rs Hrs B-C Pub’rs Hrs B.C
29,550 13.1 2 1
44,436 19.1 2.3
41,146 15.4 2.1
25,863 10 9 2.4
28,371 12.l 1 9 42.020 14.5 2.1
31,679 14.9 2.7
37,475 15.2 3.7
29,599 14.4 3.0
39,454 13.6 2.8
31,729 15,2 2 9
41,648 14.5 3.1
36,247 17.2 2.4
45,559 14.3 3.0
35.629 16.7 2.2
49,023 16.9 2.9
33.903 16.6 2.5
55,039 20.3 2.3
37.172 18.3 1.8
49,648 14.8 1.8
?
? ?
39.453 17.6 2.1
?
?
38,371 15.2 1.6
?
? ?
33,131 15.6 2.2

"Myheart shall rejoice in thy salvation."--Ps. 13: 5.
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Brooklyn

Orders Filled
as Quickly
as Possible
At the time of going to press with
this Informant rwe were filling o
ders in the shipping department that
the brethren mailed in here between
the 13th and the 15th of September.
If your order was mailed in later
than that you will not receive it for
a few weeks. We woul appreciate
very much if the companies would
not write asking why they do not
have their records or books.
At this moment we have made
more than 1,150,000 Religion and
over two million Conspiracy Against
Democracy. All of these are shipped
out and we are working da y and
snight to get you your supplies a
quickly as possible. Please be patient. If you do not have Religion
or Conspiracy Against Democracy
for the October campaign, go ahed
with Sal vation and any other booklets
particularly
. Judge
utherfodPush this
Uncovers
Fifth Col
umn R
with all your energy. As soon as y
ou
receive your order of Religion start
on the new literalure, and continue
with these for the remaining part
of October and all of November.
Someof the orders that are just
now fbeing
f i ce received in the o
(September 26) companies will t
receive until nearly November1 be
cause of the many orders ahead of
them. What is said above about literature also applies to your order
for the new records.

"Challenge"
"Conspiracy

Testimony
Against

New Record,
"Message ef Ilape,"
to Aid Distribution
The "Challenge" Testimony Period, October 1 to 31! What an incentive this is to all publishers of
The THEOCRATIC
GOVERNMENT
as we
start the Society’s new f i scal year
of advertising
the King and the
Kingdom! All indications point to
the fact that this year’s activity
will be the greatest and most interesting yet knownand that the month
of October will witness one of the
most decisive blows ever to be handed to the Devil and his wicked
crowd who are determined to destroy God’s faithful servants.
To merely make the above statements doesn’t make them true, but
it is now the privilege and responsibility of every supporter of The
Theocracy to See to it that he makes
them established facts and faithfully
carries out this assigned part of
God’s side of the "CHALLENGE".
All
of Jehovah’s ambassadors appreciate the meaning of the "CHALLENGE"and realize the importance
of informing others of good will
about it; therefore it is to be expected that the Lord would provide
the proper equipment to use in
sounding this message throughout
the earth.
Equipment
A new booklet, Conspiracy Against
Democracy, which contains Brother
Rutherford’s Saturday and Sunday
talks given at the Theocratic Con-

Notice to Aliens
The Uniled States Government,
Department of Justice, has requested publicity with reference to aliens
registering and being fingerprinted.
The law requires all persons in the
United States who are aliens to report to the Post Office in the community in which they reside for
Those
registering and to submit to being Let
fingerprinted. All aliens should comply with this in obedience to the law. Back-Calls

Period

Democracy"

and

Begins

"Religion"

vention of Jehovah’s witnesses, will
be elected to the public for the fir
st
time beginning October 1. This booklet, together with the new book.
Religion will be placed with the
people on a 25c contribution. These
two publications clearly put the issue before all persons, showing them
Jehovah’s challenge and what course
to take in order to have life under
His righteous government.
To aid in this distribution a new
record has been provided, and every
Kingdom publisher owning a phonograph should have one to use in this
campaign. It is "Message of Hope".
P-230. and Part 11 of "The End",
P-229. Use it extensively! It has been
suggested that those not taking a
combination of Religion and Con,spiracy Against Democracy on a 25c
contribution be offered a 10c combination of three booklets, name]y,
Refugees, Judge Rutherford Uncovers Fifth, Collumn, and Conspiracy
Against Democracy! (or any other
three-booklet combination including
Conspiracy Against Democracy. If
not agreeable to that, the booklet
Conspiracy Against Democracy!!
should be left with the party on tiny
contribution, or free where they cannot afford a small contribution a
nd
yet really want to read the booklet.
Preparation
By this time all arrangements
should have been madefor a successful campaign in your company. It is
tnecessary that the companyservan
co-operate with all servants regard-

Featured

ing the "CHALLENGE"
Testimony Period. and particularly the stockkeeper, territory servant and the backcall servant, to see that sufficient
supplies of the book Religion and the
-booklet Conspiracy Against Democ
racy are on hand for every publisher. Each publisher should be able to
place at least five of the book Religion and 50 copies of the new booklet in the hands of the people during
the month. All thickly settled territory should be thoroughly covered
during the campaign and all goodwill interest called upon at least
once daring the month. Companies
not yet receiving their new literatture
h
should go right ahead wi
what books and booklets they have
on hand, not letting any time slip
by in which a witness can be given.
NewTestimonyCards
The Society is consigning a new
(Religion) testimony card to all
companies, and this should be used
during the campaign. Pioneers will
receive theirs with this Informant.
This initial supply should be preserved: there will be no reprinting
of this testimony card.
Having all things in readiness,
and determined, by the Lord’s grace,
to put forth greater effort than ever
before, all servants of the Most High
will go forward during the "CHALLENGE"Testimony period declaring
themselves entirely against all wicked schemes of the Devil and wholly
on the side of The Theocratic Government.

Our Year’s
Kingdom Work
Nowthat our new fiscal year is
starting, all companies will wish to
who have not he ar d t hi s m
esag
prepare a chart to indicate the progOur Big Work
be given an opportunity to hear it.
ress being made by the company. A
This wondertul fall weather should sample of such chart was set out in
Religion
Testimony Cards
Use "Religion" and
not be wasted, but should be utilized the October. 1939 Informant: howThe .testimony card for Religion
"The End"
to the glory of the Lord, and, in ever. the current chart should have
which is also the identification card
new recordings "Religion"
addition to the various other fea- an additional space for "Individual
for the publishers, has been printed andThe
tures of the Kingdom work, back- Magazines". We look forward to
"The End" are being shipped.
and consigned to all companies.
calls should be made on the people this year with joy and seek Jehoshould be in use everywhere.
These identification cards should be, and
in mind that these lectures
nowwith these new series of record- vah’s guidance in our theoeratic
handed out only to regular company Keep
not broadcast and the only ings.
service!
publishers.
They should NOT be were
who heard them were the comEvery publisher, of course, is gogiven to persons who are not pub- ones
paratively
few persons who were ing to have the special record P-220. of this situation.
Even though in
lishers of the Kingdom.
able to get into the eighteen conven- P-230 ("Message of Hope"). so
practically all cases those writing
tion auditoriums. Tens of thousands to properly introduce the K
ingdom
the news articles for the public press
COMPANY
PUBLISHERS’
were turned away from these places message to the people.
do it with the intent of misrepreFIELD REPORT
because of lack of seating capacThe Lord is evidently maneuver- senting and ridiculing the Kingdom
LAST YEAR
THIS YEAR ity. These and millions of others ing the enemy so that it has been work, those people of good will who
CompanyAv.Av. CompanyAv.Av who have been accustomed to hear- possible for Jehovah’s witnesses to are hungering and thirsting after
Pub’rs Hrs B-C Pub’rs Hrs B-( ing the special lectures by radio are obtain more publicily during the righteousness will be able to get
29,55013.12 1 44,43619.12.3 depending upon the publishers of the past few months than we had ever sufficient out of it to make them
Pet.
Nov. 25,86310.92.4 41.11615 4 2.1 Kingdonmfor this information now. received in the past. This is, un- want to know more. The Lord asDec. 28,37112.11.9 42.0?014.52.1 Every one of us must be up and do31,67914.92.7 37,t7515.23.7
doubtedly, going to create a certain sures us that He will even cause the
Jan.
Feb. 29,59914.4 3.0 39,45t13.62 8 ing to see that they are given this amount of curiosity in the minds of wrath of men to praise Him. Let
Mar. 31,72915 2 2 9 4t,64g14.53 1 opportunity while it is possible to many people. Your back-call will us, therefore, give great diligence to
April 30.24717.22.4 45,55914.33.0
5Iay 35,62916.72.2 49,0?316 9 2.9 still continue preaching the Kingdom help these folks out. They will want the back-call work during this fall
June 33,903166 2.5 55,o3920 3 2 3 message in this country. You who to know more about Jehovah’s wit- with this new series of records. We
July
37.172183 1 8 49,6t814.81.8
Aug. 39.452]7 6 2.1 47,;I09158 2. t have already heard the message nesses and the Kingdom message hope to have something more def?
? ?
know its power and its importance, they present to the people. It is up inite for you on the model studies
Sep. 38 371 15.2 16
and how necessary it is that those to the publishers to take advantage with these recordingsat a later date,
Year a3,131
15.62.2
?
t ?
Who

Have

an

Ear

to

Hear,

Hear!

How to

Place

l

O0-Pound

Orders
Combine Orders
On the first page of the Cost List
there is set forth instructions on
ordering, including how to estimate
l00-pound orders. All companyservants, stockkeepers
and pioneers
should be well acquainted with these
instructions,
inasmuch as we ship
the orders from the factory in the
most economical way, which, is by
freight, it must be rememberedthat
orders weighing less than 100 pounds
cost the same amount to ship as
those that weigh 100 pounds. This
means careful planning, so that it
can be determined when to order
(and to estimate l00-pound orders)
efficiently. If every companywould
keep a progressive
inventory it
would enable them to know well in
advance just what stock will be
needed. Small companies that cannot place l00-pound orders should
also carefully arrange their orders,
so that they will need to make up
only one order about every two
months. Pioneers working with companies (especially small companies)
can make arrangements
with the
company servants to combine their
orders; meaning that the pioneer
can
m
e include his order in the sa
envelope with that of the company,
with instructions that the orders be
shipped together. This will greatly
aid in making l00-pound orders.
Following the above rules will save
the Society money, which can be
used to further advance the Kingdominterests.

"Courage"

Three

Testimony

Million

Booklets

Check Your Stock Now,
and Plan
By the time Decemberrolls around
we shall have had four months in
which to offer the newbook Religion,
and the results will probably show
that this book has had a wider distribution than any other one book
in the same period of time.
December has always proved to
be a good month in which to make
a "special offer"; and so again it
will be set aside for that purpose.
Seven booklets on a 25c contribution,
or three on a 10c contribution, has
always been considered a good offer,
in view of the fact that most publications of that size generally "sell"
at ten cents or more per copy. But
now, for the month of December, all
precedents are shattered,
as we
make available seven on a contribution of ten cents, or three on a contribution of five cents; booklets that
answer practically
any question a
reasonable-minded person can ask.
This offer should certainly "take",
and every publisher of The Theocracy should make upward of ten
placements of seven booklets during
the period.

Take Subscriptions
for
Magazines
Published,
Only
For the information of all publishers :
The Messenger
Due to the war, some of the SoTim Messenger is now being
mailed out, a limited edition having ciety’s magazines have been disconThe Society at Brooklyn
been printed. This is a splendid jour- tinued.
nal for all Kingdom publishers to continues to mail out regularly the
now use extensively,
while it is following magazines :
The Watchtower: English, Greek,
fresh, having in mind the back-call
work in particular.
The people of Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian,
good will on our back-calls, having Slovak, Spanish, and Ukrainian.
heard the new series of records.
Consolation: English, Greek, Porwhich are the best that have ever tuguese, Spanish, Ukrainian.
been made, will be so inspired that
Do not take subscriptions for any
they will want to have a complete other languages. Those brethren
report on the greatest Theocratic who have subscribed for magazines
convention ever held on earth. Now no longer mailed out may have their
the back-call work is being intensi- subscriptions
transferred
to the
fied, and all should possess a copy English edition or any other lanof this magazine. It will enable them guage at the moment available.
to visualize the magnitude of the Please do not take subscriptions for
publishing of the Kingdom message languages not listed above.
and the unity in action of the Lord’s
people. Therefore, order more of
All ShouldCarry the Magazines
The Messenger now, while there is
It is not at all sufficient for the
still a supply on hand. They are magazine publishers to have a good
10c a copy, and a remittance should supply Of the Watchtower and Conaccompany your order.
solation magazines. All publishers
should take along a supply of these
The Inventory
magazines with them when they go
Each pioneer and company is be- out in the field or on back-calls.
ing furnished two Inventory blanks. Each time a publisher goes out witYou will note that these should be nessing he should take along at
made out and one copy sent in to least two copies of The Watchtower
the Society by Octoher 1. As indi- or Consolation, or of both. Every
cated elsewhere in this Informant, Kingdom publisher should become
we are preparing for a mammoth Watchtower- and Consolation-condistribution of booklets during De- scious. Discuss this at your service
cember; and it is therefore impera- meetings, and let the advertising
tive that we receive the Inventory servant order sufficient magazines
blank promptly, so that we can de- to care for the needs of the entire
termine the quantity of booklets on company. Each company.should be
hand throughout the country. Your ordering at least two copies of each
copy will he valuable in determin- magazine for every regular publishing your needs for making up com- er, besides the number of copies rebinations and, maybe, using some of quired by the magazine publishers.
your stock to supply other companies Take this all into consideration, and
INCREASE
your distributors’ order acor pioneers.
cordingly. This is, without doubt, the
A Suggestion
most important work we have ever
Many of the brethren have found undertaken. Let us show we appreit profitable to review The Watch- ciate the great importance of this
engaging
tower of September 15, 1939, and of work by wholeheartedly
November1, 1939. These two articles
in it. Weknowthe Lord’s rich blesscan be read with real profit, con- ing and favor is upon this magazine
sidering carefully all scriptures set distribution;
for His due time is
here to gather together the great
forth therein.

Period

to

Go

Out

In order to be able to make such
a generous offer to the people, all
company publishers will be charged
at one cent each for all booklets,
colored-cover and self-covered, English and foreign. The companies will,
on application to the Society, be
allowed a rebate on all colored-cover
booklets used from their stock.
Everything in stock should be moved
out !
If we are to place three million
booklets with the people, it means
that proper advance preparations
must be made by all companies and
pioneers, so that all will be adequately supplied for the earnpaign.
Your Inventory will have been taken
and you will know what you have
on hand and what additional booklets you will have to order to care
for your needs. If you act promptly,
we shall be able to get these to you
well in advance of the December
campaign. With the September statement, which will be mailed out about
October 10, will be sent inure details and a special order blank which
you will use in acquainting us with
your booklet needs. Do some planrning now for the December, "Cou
AGE"Testimony Period.
Special Notice
The booklets Neutrality and Advice for Kingdom Publishers were
furnished to all publishers free, by
the Society through the company
organization. Some publishers have
been careless and misplaced their
copies of these booklets and have
asked the company servant for a
new supply. The Society cannot continue to furnish these booklets free.
Anyone wanting extra copies can
place an order through the company at 5c a copy, as long as they
last. Remittance must accompany
order.
Mail
The Canadian Post Office advises
the United States Post Office Department that an order has been issued in Canada prohibiting the delivery of all mail addressed to or
coming from the Watch Tower Bible
& Tract Society in Canada, We advise that the American brethren no
longer write to persons in Canada
concerning the activity of Jehovah’s
witnesses, as it is prohibited.
November Witness
Due to the rush of work here, not
all companies and pioneers will receive their supply of Religion, new
records or the new booklet for use
in October. By November 1, however. probably every publisher in the
country will have available to him
all the new literature and records.
So continue throughout November
with the same campaign as outlined
for October. There can be no slacking now in the zeal of the Lord’s
people.
multitude of people of good will.
Truly our hearts rejoice in the salvation of Jehovah, and it is therefore with nmch joy that all those
who have a vision of THE THEOCRACYpress on in the wonderful work
now set before them.
Don’t

Forget

Subscriptions

Have You Considered
Pioneer Service?

Feed the Multitude
The Lord Jesus gave the commission to Peter, and which extends to
the remnant and their companions,
the Jonadabs: "Feed my sheep."
That commission is not fulfilled by
merely placing the literature,
containing the spiritual
food made
available by the Lord, in the hands
of the people. In order that those
of good will may assimilate that
food and take their place in the
"cities of refuge", studies must be
arranged for their benefit.
ModelStudies
Brother Rutherford, in his letter
of January 20 of this year, emphasized back-calls and model studies
us being "one of the best means of
informing those who are somewhat
interested of their privileges and the
necessity of service" And so every
publisher, in order to help fulfill
his commission, should determine to
immediately arrange for, and conduct, model studies in his individual
territory. The publisher should let
the people in his territory knowthat
he is interested in their acquiring
an accurate knowledge of Jehovah’s
provisions and that he will be glad
to go over with them any questions
they may have. A long discussion is
unnecessary (and usually out of
place) at the initial call when the
literature is left. But every placement of the book Religion should
be made the occasion for a back-call
with the ultimate object in mind of
starting a model study ; and this can
easily be done if the new record
"Message of Hope" (P-230) is used
when the literature
is introduced.
Let each publisher set the quota of.
and continuously care for, one model
rstudy and two more back-calls pe
week. The company should set its
quota accordingly. The company, and
back-call servants should assist
every publisher in starting a model
study.
"Religion"BookStudies
As indicated in November, 1939,
Informant, book studies should be
established
at strategic
places
throughout the company territory
-rod such be used as study and service headquarters, under the direction of the study conductor and
company serwmt. The study conductor should follow closely the instructions contained on Study Conductor’s Report, except that hereafter the Informant will not be
available for distribution. (See notice elsewhere concerning this.) The
publishers attending these studies
and living in the territory assigned
to them should recognize their responsibility of attending the studies
and co-operating in every way.
It is proper that such study groups
use the latest book publications of
the Society. Salvation has been the
book so used. Nowthat Religion is
available, this will be used where
Salvation has been covered once.
All new studies established should
use Religion.
"Watchtower"Studies
Of course, every company should
have a Watchtower study and service meeting at its headquarters, and
all those conducting model and book
studies should always mention these
at their studies and if possible arrange to bring the newly interested
there.
Supplies
and Report Cards
A year’s supply of Report cards,
with a letter of instruction on reporting, and three Pioneer Daily
Record Sheets, will be sent to each
pioneer on or about October 1. Also,
and at the same time, each company
will be sent a year’s supply of Report cards, with a letter of instruction on reporting, and one Company
Monthly Record Sheet.
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"Myheart shall rejoice in thy salvation."--Ps. 13= 5.
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Month
15

Special!]

7

Booklets

on

lOc

Contribution!

This is a real booklet
campaign;
let’s do all we can in the interests
of The Theocracy.
Plan Now for Biggest
Month
If each of the 50,000 company
For the month of December,
publishers
will place 10 combina"CoUrAGE" Testimony Period,
the
of 7 booklets during the month,
Lord has opened the way for a tions
that will take care of 3.1, million of
tremendous witness with booklets.
10 million booklets now in the
Now the opportunity
is here for the
hands of the companies.
Can the
the biggest booklet month, and each company publishers
do that?
aml every one will embrace it with
Pioneers, of course, will enthusienthusiasm.
participate
in this camAll publishers
realize that these astically
paign also, although provisions are
booklets conhdn food convenient pro* made for them to include other litvided by the Lord and essential
for erature where desirable.
Each piothe welfare of the people. The mes- neer will try to average 5 combinasage contained
in these booklets
tions, or 85 booklets, per day. 3,800
plays a very powerful
and vital
pioneers, putting in full lime, should
part in the great drama of vindiplace about 3,000,000 booklets themcation now going on; consequently
Therefore there seems to be
they should be in the hands of the selves.
no reason why, between the compapeople, and not on book shelves.
nies and pioneers, at least 5 million
of the 10 million booklets now on
Good-WallPeople
the shelves of the companies and
Undoubtedly there are thousands
pioneers cannot be disposed of durnamong
d
the good-will
names, a
ing the "Courage Testimony Period.
those attending
model studies,
and
The Conspiracy
Against D
ocray
em
even attending
company meetings
booklet
may be included
in each
and going out in the service,
who combimttion of the older booklets
have not read the very important
It will be of interest to see
message contained in many of these placed.
if the 3,800 pioneers will place as
older booklets,
such as Angels lnmany booklets
as the 50,000 comtolerance Dividing the People, The pany publishers.
Crisis, and numerous other booklets.
All of these persons should read
Careful Planning
these booklets.
Therefore see that
The company servant should check
these booklets are made available
up as instructed
in the other corto every person of good-will assosent to him and See
ciated with the company or in your espondence
that there is sufficient literature
on
back-call file; 7 on a 10c contribution, 17 on a 25c contribution,
or hand to make up the quota of comeven 35 on contribution
of 50c. What binations for the publishers in your
company. That would mean sufican offer!!
In addition to these, the message ient booklets for 10 combinations
Accept this as
must be placed in the hands of the for each publisher.
the Lord’s direction
in the matter
tens of thousands of other people
of good-will
whose names are not and see that that many booklets
think
now on our files.
Therefore
each are on hand. Some servants
their judgment in matters of this
and every one should take advannature is better
than that of the
tage of this splendid opportunity
and
to push this booklet campaign with Lord through his organization
vigor and enthusiasm.
The time is they refrain from ordering sufficient
short.
The amount of work to be stock, and, as a rule, the stock they
done is great.
Therefore
let each have on hand is disposed of before
one do his part in devoting as much the campaign is half over and the
rest of the month they just indiftime and effort as possible to this
ferently
plod along with anything
campaign. Take care of your part
they can make up. With the large
of the quota!
number of booklets
awtilable
for
According to the latest
inventory
sheets there are more than ten mil- this campaign there is no excuse
like this to happen
lion booklets in the hands of the for anything
nOW.
companies and pioneers throughout
the country. These should be placed
CheckingProgress
with the people quickly.
The camAn accurate check should be kept
paign includes both English and foreign-language booklets, so that every- of the progress
of the work each
one can participate
in it and every week. At the end of the first
week
type of territory
can be thoroughan average of 3 combinations
per
ly worked, morning, afternoon
and publisher should be in evidence, and
night,
seven days a week. These if the company is falling
behind in
booklets are to be placed at 7 on their quota an effort should be made
the cause and overcome
a contribution
of 10c; or where the to ascertain
people are unable to make a tenit. Similarly.
by the end of two
cent contribution,
3 booklets may weeks an average of 5 combinations
be offered on a 5c contribution,
or per pubIisher should be placed; and
one on any contribution
the people by the end of 3 weeks, 8 combinaare able to offer. Don’t forget, too, tions. By watching the progress in
17 booklets on a contribution of 25c, this manner results can and wilt be
or 35 on a 50c contribution;
try it,
obtained,
By the end of the month
Be

a Publisher

each company should
have a new
peak in publishers,
showing their
"COURAGE"in giving the testimony,
and all average
the 10 combinations.
What will your company do?
These booklets are to be supplied
by the companies to the publishers,
from the stockroom, at lc eaeh. This
includes self-covered
and coloredcover booklets, and applies to both
English and foreign languages.
The
kind of booklets
to eomprise each
eolnbination
will be determined by
the stock that is available
in the
company ; consequently each publisher should eo-opernte with the stockkeeper and the other company servants in disposing
of the booklets
that are in the company’s stock.
Generally speaMng, 4 colored-cover
booklets and 3 self-covered
booklets will comprise a combination.
However, if there is a large supply of self-covered booklets on hand
and not so many colored-cover,
the
number may be changed to 4 selfcovered and 3 colored-cover
booklets. Adjust the combinations to dispose of your local stock first.
Additional supplies nmy be obtained from
the Society
to make up combinations. Instructions regarding this are
supplied
the company servant
and
stockkeeper ; also, the servants are
receiving full information regarding
the adjustment of the account.
The following suggestion
is made
in the interests
of a wider distribution of the booklets.
Those companies west of the Rocky Mountains
should feature Dividing The P
eopl
Angels, His Works, His Vengeance,
Beyond the Grave, Supremacy,
Intolerance,
Righteous Ruler, and The
Crisis,
of all of which we have a
good supply in that territory.
Those
in the vicinity of the St. Louis and
Brooklyn depots should emphasize
Safety,
Government-Hiding
the
Truth: Why? and The Crisis,
Intolerance,
Angels, and Dividing
the
People.
December can be made a month
wherein the Devil’s crowd can see
the courage of the Lord’s people
despite all opposition.

Million

Quota
Hours

Average
60,000
Publishers
Jehovah has poured out a rich
blessing upon tits people during the
past year. The greatest
amount of
work ever accomplished in the United States was done during the past
twelve months. The Yearbook,
now
being prepared,
will give you the
president’s report of the activity of
Jehovah’s witnesses throughout the
world, which, of course, will include
that o£ the United States.
At this
time we look forward to the work
ahead compared to that which has
been accomplished
in the way of
publishers
and their hours in the
field. During the past year there was
an average of 47,762 company publishers and pioneers in the field service every month. In the United States
we reached a peak of 58,009 in June.
The peak that we were aiming at
for the year, of 50,000, was surpassed. Many of the "great multitude" saw the responsibility
and
joined in singing the new song.
This group of publishers
put in
more than 121/2 million hours in the
field service,
The company publishers averaged 15.9 hours per month,
and the pioneers
111.9 hours per
month.
It is estimated that during 1941,
having in mind a like increase over
the previous
year, there will be
an average of 56,500 company publishers in the field "and, on the average, 3,500 pioneers and zone servants
reporting regularly.
The above total
of 60,000 publishers
for the United
States is an average we hope to attain for the twelve months of 1941;
but, as a peak for the year, it is expeeted there will be 70,000 publishers proclaiming
the Kingdom message. That will mean that every
company organization will strive diligently to inerease their number of
publishers
approximately 25 percent
over their peak for 1940.

Hours
Flaying in mind what the publishers have been doing in the past, it
is believed that, with 60,000 publishers
(3,500 of these being pioneers), a total of 15,500,000 hours
Yearbook
and Calendar
will be spent in the proclamation
of the Kingdom in 3_941. By the
The 1941 Yearbook of Jehovah’s
Witnesses and the Calendar are be- Lord’s grace that amount of time
and
ing prepared.
The Yearbook con- can be spent in field service
tains the complete report, written
will be.
Every person interested
in The
by Brother Rutherford,
of the acdiligently
tivities
of Jehovah’s witnesses for Theocracy should strive
and then do all
the past year, which will be a joy to he a publisher
to everyone. The Calendar contains
within his power to put in as many
the text for 1941: " ’Salvation unto hours in the field as possible and
our God . . . and unto the Lamb.’ strive toward that quota of 60 hours
--key. 7: 10." Both of these should per company publisher
or or 150
hours per month for pioneers,
havbe in every home where they will
ing
in
mind,
too,
the
12
back-calls
be a comfort to you.
PublishThe Yearbook
can be had on a per month per publisher.
should be
contribution
of 50c; and the Calen- ers, hours and back-calls
before the minds
dar, 25c (in lots of five or more, to kept prominently
the same address, 20c each). Orders of the brethren throughout the year.
If
the
publishers
of the Kingdom
for the Yearbook and the Calendar
should be placed through the com- put in a total of 35,500,000 hours,
then it can be expected that upward
pany servant.
For the Yearbook
and the Calendar,
company servof 2 million
bound books will be
ants should send their orders
in placed in the field, 15,000,000 bookto the Society around December 1.
( Continued on page 2, column 1)

November
Another!
Prepare

by

Brother

Territory

Consignments

with
Being

Campaign
Beginning January 1, and for the
entire month, all the publishers will
cover as muchterritory as possible
leaving the booklet Satisfied at all

Year

New

Ended

Have You Shared in
the Proclamation?
The Yearbook will set out the detailed report of what was accomplished in the United States, but
sufficient
to say now is that the
greatest number of publishers ever
to engage in the field service in the
U. S. A. were privileged to share in
that blessed work during 1940. In
the United States alone there was
a monthly average of 47,762 publishers engaging in the field service.
the company publishers
averaged
15.9 hours, and the pioneers 111.9.
What are the publishers of the
Kingdom going to average during
19417 It will be interesting to watch
your Kingdomactivities
chart from:
month to month. Our prayer is that
all the brethren will take advantage
of all the opportunities now extended to them; first, of being a publisher and putting time in the field,
making back-calls, arranging model
studies, carrying on the magazine
work, engaging in the door-to-door
witness with the phonograph, attending the Watchtower study regularly, as well as service meetings,
and arranging for sufficient studies
for all the people of good-will in
the territory. Jehovah richly blessed
the Theocratic arrangements of last
year, and we look forward to 1941
for His guidance and direction under the Theocratic arrangement.
COMPANYPUBLISHERS’
FIELD REPORT
LAST YEAR THIS YEAR
Company
Av. Av. Company
Av.hv
Pub’rsHrs B-CPub’rsHrs B-(
Oct.
29,55013.1 2.1 44,43619.1 2.3
Nov. 25,86310.9 2.4 41,14615.4 2.1
Dec. 28,37112.1 1.9 42,02014.5 2.1
Jan.
31,67914.92.7 37,475152 3.7
Fob.
29,59914.43.0 39,45413.62.8
Mar. 31,72915.22.9 44,64814.5 3.1
April 36,24717.2 2.4 45,55914..3 3.0
May
35,62916.72.2 49,02316.92.9
June
33,90316.62.5 55,03920.32.3
July
37,17218.31.8 49,64814.8 1.8
Aug. 39,45317.62 1 47,30915.8 2.4
Sep.
38,37115.21.6 47,15116.2 2.2
Year 33,13115.6 2.2 45,07615.9 2.5
(Continued from page 1, column 4)
lets, and over 3½ million magazines.
This would indeed be a glorious witness to the honor of the only true
God, Jehovah. Follow, month by
month, the campaign as outlined by
the Lord’s Theocratic Organization,
and be blessed.

Booklet

"Satisfied"
for

"Watchtower"

Campaign

throughout the territory means that
the people in your territory will also
expect you to engage in magazine
the homes where the people will street work at definite hours each
read. The contribution asked will week. The booklet Satisfied will be
be that of 5 cents a copy, or any- a very good publication to discuss
thing they desire to give so that carefully at your service meeting.
more copies can be printed. The pur- Portions of it can be discussed on
pose of this work is to prepare the various evenings prior to January 1.
territory
for the Watchtower CamConsignments
paign, which will begin on Februshould the company want a few
ary 1. Each company -rod pioneer
should select for the month of Jan- copies immediately for their own
uary a certain portion of the terriuse amongst the brethren they can
tory which they expect to cover thor- order them right now at five cents
oughly, beginning February 1, for a copy. Consignments will be made to
Watchtower subscriptions. You will all company organizations throughappreciate the need of this arrange- out the country so that you will have
ment after you read the new book- them by January 1, 1941. Pioneers
let Satisfied. It is a splendid booklet will not receive a consignment, but
to prepare the minds of the people should order them and engage in a
for the reading of The Watchtower, similar campaign. The details of this
and the booklet properly distributed campaign will be furnished later.

Made to

Pioneers
Should Order
In these (lays of great distress
and perplexity the new booklet, Satisfied, is something that people of
good-will will want to read and
study. The contents of this 32-page
booklet, self-covered, shows how and
by whomthe heart’s desire of all
men of good-will shall be satisfied
soon. The front-cover picture sets
forth the story as related by the
author, Brother Rutherford.
A copy of Satisfied can be had immediately by contributing five cents.

Another

Rutherford,

All

Companies

Special
Wrapper to Aid
Hundreds
of Thousands
of Foreign Booklets
Booklet Distribution
Can Be Placed
To assist all Theocratic ambas’A definite part pC the "COURAGEsadors in placing booklets in the
Testimony Period, during December, hands of the people during Decemwill be getting out the Kingdom ber, the Society has printed and is
message in their own tongue to the consigning a special wrapper which
people of good-will who do not un- is to be used in making up packderstand the English language so ets of seven booklets each for the
well. There are people of this type "CouRAGE"Testimony Period. Since
in practically
every company and the offer during this campaign is
pioneer territory. Someof these have seven booklets on a 10e contribunever had a fair opportunity to re- tion, these convenient and attracceive the message of the Kingdom tive wrappers will greatly aid all
because the majority of the publish- Kingdompublishers.
ers have carried with them only
All companies are being sent a
English literature.
consignment on the basis of 10 wrapIn order to properly carry on the pers to each regular publisher, while
work of "COURAGE"
Testimony Pe- pioneers will be sent 100 each. Please
riod each company and pioneer
do not order any extra wrappers,
should determine to make the mes- as only one printing was made. Each
sage available to these foreign-lan- company can make their own arguage territories,
so that the peo- rangements for pasting this wrapple therein may know of the King- per together. It may be suggested
dom and its attendant blessings.
that several get together and comQuickly determine what languages plete the entire company consignare required and approximately how ment and have the wrappers all
manybooklets can be used, and send ready for the publishers when they
in your order promptly.
get their supply of booklets. A pastMany of the larger companies ing mark has been printed on the
have a good supply of the foreign wrapper so that all will be uniform.
booklets on hand, and should em- Giving the booklets a slight bend
brace this opportunity of getting wilt aid in putting them in the
them out into the hands of the peo- wrapper.
ple of good-will. Special arrangeThis bright-colored wrapper bears
ments should be made to cover the a testimony on the front and back
foreign-language territory thorough- sides and will be handy for reading
ly, possibly by group witnessing.
however picked up. The top and the
Set at least one weekdayaside dur- bottom booklet can be placed face
ing each week o£ the month for out, thus providing further testimothat purpose. All foreign booklets, ny from either side.
including the old-style, large booklets, will be offered on the same conYour Orders
tribution as the English, namely,
combination of 7 on a contribution
Some companies have written in
of 10c, or 3 on a 5c contribution.
saying they have not received their
There are approximately threeConspiracy Against Democracy bookfourths of a million foreign book- lets or their new records. We feel
lets in the hands of the companies sure that all companies will receive
and pioneers. Place them with the their supplies during the month of
people. The zone servants know of November.Weare still several weeks
foreign territories in their zones, as behind on orders, due to the failure
well as the quantity of such literaof the manufacturers of the records
ture in the hands of the companies. to supply them fast enough. It is
They can materially assist in get- believed that within the next ten
ting these booklets where they are days the manufacturers of the recneeded.
ords "Religion" and "The End" will
have sufficient supplies delivered to
Lost and Found
us to fill all back orders except those
There are a few articles left over being filled from the West Coast
from the Detroit convention "Lost depot. We appreciate very much the
and Found" department for which hearty co-operation on the part of
we have received no inquiry. Any- all of the brethren in being patient
one who lost any articles
at the and waiting until they have received
convention, please write the Society their orders. During the last month
regarding them; they may be on we have shipped out from the Brooklyn office more than 230,000 bound
hand here.
books and 3,800,000 booklets. In fact,
Have You Considered
it was everything that we manuPioneer Service?
factured. We hope to catch up soon.

Work

Use Your Sound Equipment!
"And seven priests, bearing seven
trumpets . . . went on continually,
and blew with the trumpets." (Joshua 6: 13) that is the text for this
month in the 1940 Calendar. Here
and also in Joel 2:9 Jehovah foretold the great work that would be
carried on by his organization at
the present time by means of the
sound equipment, and which is so
vividly set forth in the book Religion in the chapter "United Servants".
Jehovah has provided his servants with the splendid new recordings, "Message of Hope" to aid in
distributing the literature and arranging for back-calls, and the two
new series "Religion" and "The End"
for use in the back-call work. All
publishers of The Theocracy should
put this equipment to good use at
every opportunity. During November
the same offer will be used as that
for the month of October, the latest
book, Religion, and the new booklet
Conspiracy Against Democracy, on a
contribution of 25e.
MakingSetups
In the use of the phonograph in
the door-to-door witness work (always being ready to make a doorstep setup) it would be entirely ineffective and improper in introducing the recorded lecture by asking
the person who answers the door
if he would like to listen to the message of the Kingdom.In answer they
would most likely say "No", or "I
am not interested". On the contrary,
words to this effect should be used:
’I have a very interesting message
on this record, which you will be
glad to hear, I am sure’; and then
set the needle down on the record
immediately; thus doing our utmost
to enable the people to have every
opportunity to hear the good news
of The Theocracy. At the command
of the Lord through Joshua, the
priests of the Israelites sounded the
trumpets, and did not ask for permission to do so, but went straight
ahead, trusting in Jehovah. This
does not mean that we should be
rude and try to force the people
to hear the message, but instead,
if one refuses to hear the record
further, we should politely withdraw immediately and use our time
only to seek those who are of goodwill and who desire to know the
way of escape and safety.
"And
whosoever will, let him take the
water of life freely." (Rev. 22: 17)
Kingdom News No. 7
We are glad to advise that a new
issue of Kingdom News, No. 7, is
now availahle for distribution. This
Kingdom News contains a powerful
message appropriate for this time.
All companies should order a good
supply of these immediately, and
use them in their respective territories. A copy should be left in each
home. They should be remitted for
at 50c per thousand, and, if possible,
ordered at the same time with other
literature, to save expense in shipping. Pioneers amy have 1,000 free
when ordered with other literature.
"Law-abiding"
The Society is including with the
supply of wrappers for each company a supply of the leaflet "Lawabiding".
One of these leaflets is provided
for each publisher in the company
and should be carried by the publisher ahvays. It may be shown to
any police officer or other official
interfering with the prosecution of
the Kingdomservice. These should
be kept neat and clean and carefully
preserved.
DON’T FORGETSUBSCRIPTIONS

DECEMBER,1940

"Myheart shall rejoice in thy salvatlon."Ps. 13" 5.

The Messenger
Attention!!
There are several thousand copies
of The Messcnger left. These have
Company, Zone, and
been found to be very interesting
Regional Servants !
to persons of good-will and easily
Prior to the receipt of this In- placed in back-calls. The few reformant, all preliminary prepara- maining copies we are letting go at
tions should have been completed live cents a copy. Get your extra
by all concerned to make this "Com- supply while they last.
ing" Testimony month the greatest
swampthe territory with
ever in the number of placements literally
and quantity of booklets left with these booklets. Constructive suggestions should be made as to how these
the people.
In order to properly follow through, combinations may be placed in the
so that there may be no ’loopholes’, field. Pioneers who are adept at this
constant attention will be necessary should assist the companypublishon the l)art of the various servants ers, both in the field and by offerin the companies, and especially on ing suggestions at the service meetthe part of the companyservant and ings. Regiomtl servants should also
the zone servant. the zone servant emphasize this special campaign at
will have had information from com- zone assemblies all during December.
panies in his zone as to the amount Every study group should go into
and kind of excess literature
on full swing during this campaign,
hand, so that he can see that this properly covering with the 7-booklet
is properly distributed among the combinations the territory assigned
companies aml pioimers. If NOTALL to the group. The study conductor
of the old booklet stock in his zone should arrange for witnessing on
moves out, it should not be for lack Sundays, and during the week as
of his attention or of co-operation well for those who can put in additional time.
with other servants.
The entire organization should (as
Both the zone servant and the
company servant should endeavor indicated by the "’Ehud" series in
to "pep up" the 7-booklet combina- The Watchtower) go forward in hartion offer at every service meeting. monious action with the end in view
Showthe publishers why they should of disposing of ALLthe old bookput forth every effort possible to lets in stock!

Let’s
Will

Go!

"Courage"

You Place

Testmony

3 Combinations

Period
the

First

Begins
Week?

January
Will

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Witness,

It

Be

60,000

Millions

of

Booklets

"Satisfied"
Publishers
Being

Pioneers
Are Ordering
The November Informant called
our attention to a new booklet by
Brother Rutherford--Satisfied.
We
commencedistributing this booklet
on January 1, using it exclusively
throughout that month in order to
prepare the field for the Watchtower
campaignthat is to follow.
To the anointed and Jonadabs
alike this booklet will be found
thrilling
and refreshing
beyond
words; and to the people of goodwill, indispensable. These are located
in the homes, in the business offices,
on the streets, and even in the airraid shelters. In fact, everywhere
where people congregate such peopie of good-will may be located.
Whythe Campaign?
1. To carry to these hungering
souls the message contained in this
booklet.
2. To prepare the field for the
Watchtower campaign to follow.
3. To direct the people of goodwill to look for and expect to see
Jehovah’s witnesses on the street
with The Watchtower.
The publishers who are faithfully
availing themselves of their great
privUeges now are being used by the
Lord in this manner to feed and
comfort the people with provisions
from the Lord’s storehouse.
The booklet Satisfied is consigned
to each company on the basis of 30
copies for each publisher in the
company, and each publisher should
have a part in the campaign and
see that his 30 copies are placed
in the hands of the people. This
should be done in the regular houseto-house work and in your magazine routes. They amy be placed
with the magazines on the streets,
and, of course, all names on your
back-call files should be supplied

More than 10,000,000
Booklets
with this booklet campaign--prepReady for Witness
aration, courage, and speedy action
By this time the preparations for are essential requisites. There should
the greatest of all booklet campaigns be a peak of publishers in Decemare completed. There are now over ber. There are ten days in particu10 million booklets on hand with lar on which everyone should get
the companies and pioneers, and out, the "Christmas" holiday, when
everyone will be free for
both have ordered several million practically
service, and the Saturdays and
more. Therefore companies and pio- field
neers are fully equipped, and all Sundays. All publishers should arcompanyand pioneer imblishers pre- range their affairs so that every minof time possible will be used in
pared to start off in this campaign, ute
with a BANG.It is estimated that 5 getting out into the field to place
million of the 10 million booklets this special offer with the people.
company publisher should be
now on hand will be placed during Each
the month of December. It will be equipped with his quota of 10 comdone. That is a vast amount of lit- binations for the month. Remember
Proper
erature; life-sustaining food for the also the foreign territory.
New Folders
Prepared
people of good-will, a great joy and covering of the foreign territory with
The Society has prepared a new
blessing in store for all who have a this special offer and preparations
part in the distribution, and a ter- as outlined in the NovemberInform- folder advertising the new series of
lectures "Religion", "The End," "Vicrifying blow to the Devil’s organiza- ant should be stressed.
At each service meeting a weekly tory," and "Fill the Earth". Hencetion. All good-will names, territory,
and sound equipment should be in report should be given. This weekly forth, when orders are sent in for
order and ready. Special wrappers report will show the progress that transcription folders this newfolder
will be sent.
also should be pasted and handed the companyis making in attaining
quota of combinations placed,
Another leaflet has been prepared
out to facilitate the booklet distri- its
bution. Everyone should be thor- week by week. This will enable the advertising the book Religion. It is
oughly familiar with the details of companies to be better prepared to neatly arranged, printed in two colthe special offer and the quota set attain their quota and push forward ors, and on the inside of the folder
for company publishers
and pio- this campaignin their territory with there is a place where the company
can stamp their local address and
neers, as outlined in the November increasing force. Every publisher
will be on his toes to do his part. telephone number. This is designed
Informant.
To make this campaign have a fitto encourage back-calls on the part
Every PublisherReadyfor Campaignting climax it is being extended to of the individual reading this folder
I
A splendid example is given us include NewYear’s Day, on which or having obtained any of the litera- I
If people show interest at the
in Ehud’s being fully prepared when day every publisher will get out into tare.
I
he went forward to meet the ene- the field and begin with the new door upon obtaining the book Relimy. He trusted in the Lord for guid- booklet Satisfied in every combina- gion or other information, and do
ance and strength,
and when the tion, as well as begin covering terri- not desire to give you their name
proper time came he quickly drew tory preparatory to the February and address, it is well to leave with
i
campaign. Let’s go! Make "Courage" them one of these new Religion book!
the sword and with the greatest
force plunged it into the belly of Testimony one of the greatest wit- folders and write in the name and
address of the KingdomHall (if not
the fat king Eglon. The same thing nesses ever given,

Shipped

by

January?

on Consignment

with a copy. This campaign should
be so complete that the booklet Satisfied should be discussed amongthe
people everywhere, and this can be
done by Jehovah’s witnesses’ enthusiastically
carrying on this campaign. Take them with you to your
work. Have your associates in the
office and factory reading and discussing it. Take them to the market
places; magazine publishers holding
them before the people in the streets
and in every other manner possible
keep this booklet prominent during
the month of January; and if we
do that, much will be accomplished
in preparing the field for the Watchtower campaign.
A NewPeak in January
There are over 60,000 publishers
associated with the cOral)antes. Practically all of them can get out some
time during the month. At 30 booklets each, this will run close to two
million
copies. Thereare some four
thousand pioneers and regional and
zone servants on our list, who will
be doing their share, devoting all
their time to the Kingdomservice.
Therefore it is reasonable to expect
that we can distribute between 2½
and 3 million of these booklets during the month of January. If each
one tries conscientiously to do his
part there is not any doubt about
the results. Each one who receives
a copy of the booklet is an excellent prospect for The Watchtower.
We can call back on them and talk
The Watchtower understandingly because of what they have read in
the booklet, and take their subscription or at least pIace a copy of The
Watchtower with them on a contribution of five cents,with good prospects of calling back later and getting a subscription or including them
in our regular magazine route.
ah’eady stamped in), as well as the
telephone number. Let’s make it as
convenient as possible for those prisoners to be freed now, by giving
them all the aid and necessary information required so that they may
get in communication with the Theocratic organization.
Zone Assembly Information
The Society is providing a new
form for gathering information for
the zone assembly. The zone servant
will send these forms to the company servant just preceding, the ;,one
assembly. Each company servant
should fill in the information requested and forward it to the zone
servant as instructed.
The object of this work is to establish closer co-operation between
all servants and publishers of The
Theocracy and aid one another in
mm’eeffectively discharging the obligation that the Lord has placed
upon his people at the present time.

1941
of

"Yearbook

Jehovah’s

witnesses"

When you read the report
by
Brother Rutherford as furnished in
the 1941 Yearbook el Jehovah’s witnesses you will appreciate more than
ever before the power of Jehovah.
The world-wide activities
of Jehovah’s witnesses
under continuous
enemy fire during the past service
year wilt be a joy to everyone. Not
only will this amazing report bring
a thrill
to those already associated
with the Theocratic Government, but
the people of good-will will be astonished
when they read the 1941
Yearbook.
Order your copy immediately. Your
contribution
of 50 cents wilt help
cover the cost of this limited edition.
Large companies would do well to
get a few extra copies for the new
interest
that will be coming in duringul dthe year. A remittance
ho
s
be sent in with all orders. We hope
to be filling orders about the middle
of December.
1941 Calendar
The 1941 Calendar is exceptionally beautiful
and expressive under
the text "Salvation
unto our God
¯ . . and unto the Lamb." (Reg.
7:10, A.R.V.) The artist
portrays
the Scriptural symbolisms in modern !
detail
of Jehovah’s "strange work"
of judgment now fast reaching
a
climax amongst the nations.
The date pad sets out in two eelors the testimony periods for 1941, :
along with other field-service
instruction and suggestions.
The 25-cent
contribution
is asked for each copy,
or one dollar for five copies when
mailed to one address.
Companies
should order the Yearbook and Calendar at the same time, along with
remittance.
The Calendar will be
ready December 15.
Trouble
Affidavits
In response to notice in the July,
1940, Informant under the heading
"Mobs", brethren filed with the Department of Justice
several
hundred affidavits
showing clear violations of Sections 51 and 52 of Title
18, United States Code Annotated.
Where local state
or municipal
officials
have either participated
in
mobs or knowingly permitted
mobs
to assault
Jehovah’s witnesses,
or
have arrested
and oppressed
them,
and affidavits
of such occurrences
have been filed with the Department
of Justice, it is suggested that a letter be written now to that Department at Washington, calling
attention to the violation
of the above
statutes
as shown by your affidavit
on file with the Department. In such
letter
you can ask the Department’s
co-operation and also offer to assist
them in any possible way.
Specific
request should be made
in the same letter as to what action
has been or will be taken against
such officials.
When you receive reply send to legal desk at Brooklyn
the original
or a copy thereof,
together
with a copy of what you
wrote.
New Publications
Salvation:
Finnish, German, Norwegian.
Sat,stied: English.
Conspiracy Against Democracy: ]Portuguese.
Judge Rutherford Uncovers Fifth
Column:Spanish.
Refugees: Spanish, Yiddish.
Fascism or Freedom: Yiddish.
Face the Facts: Yiddish.
New RecordsPS-205 to PS-218, "Government and
Peace," Spanish.
~PIL-101, P-230, "Value of Knowledge,"
Ilocano, "’Message of Hope,"
English.
PTG-101, "Value of Knowledge,"
(Parts 1 and 2) Tagalog.
pCV-101, "Value of Knowledge,"
(Parts 1 and 2) Cebu-Visayan.
PT-154, PT-204, "Instruction,"
"Snare
and Racket," Portuguese.

Magazine
Distribution
As heretofore
outlined,
the magazines Watchtower and Consolation,
may be placed in the hands of the
Hew Peak
on Company
Back-Calls
people (1) by obtaining
subscriptions, (2) by placing them on routes,
Start
Now for
pany publishers’
average number of (3) in sidewalk witnessing, and (4)
New Peaks
for 1941
in connection with the regular doorback-calls
surpassed that previous
peak. Next month these new peaks to-door work. That all four methods
Throughout the year the Informhave been used to good advantage
ant will keep posted, as shown be- will appear in the all-time records.
is evidenced by the year’s report
It would be well for each eorapany
low, the previous
peak (and the
date that
peak was athtined)
of and pioneer to compare their month- appearing in the 1941 Yearbook.
ty averages for their monthly report
company publishers
and of pioneers,
Door to Door
with these tables at at least one
of aver-tge
hours and of average
There is no reason why we should
number of back-calls.
This will be service meeting during the month.
allow old magazines to accumulate.
a good guide for all the publishers
if, because of rain or some other
to follow. If each publisher, whether
PREVIOUS ALL.TIME PEAKS
Comp’yPubs,
Pioneers such reason, the magazine publishhe be company or pioneer publisher,
attains the peak it will not be long Pubs.
55,039 Jun ’40 3,315 Aug’40 ers are unable to get out on the
on a Saturday afternoon
or
until we reach new peaks for postAO. Hrs.
20.3 Jun ’40 125.9 Oct’39 street
26.9 Nov’39 night, or any other scheduled night,
Av. B-C
3.7 Jan’40
ins. Each month the Informant will
the magazines should be pushed in
furnish the latest month’s tabulation.
OCT.1939 the regular door-to-door work at all
We set out below the October reOCTOBER1940
port, and you will note that during
Av. Av,
Av. Av. times, placing them singly at 5c (or
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Hrs. B-C older ones free as samples to be
the month of October the number
Comp’y 51,506 15.7 4.6
19.1 2.3 used as ’seed’ for a subscription
of pioneers in the field surpassed
3,619 107.9 22.0 125.9 16.3 later
on) or in combination
with
the previous peak and that the corn- Pio.
books or booklets. For instance (except during the special booklet camAre You Using
a
"Pioneer
Instructions"
paign),
a Watchtower or ConsolaPhonograph?
In the interest of the entire Theo- tion could be placed with a hound
book and a self-covered
booklet on
cratic organization,
and in particuThe Society has caught up on all
of 30c, or with
orders for the phonograph, the old lar the pioneer branch of The Theoc- contribution
booklets on a 10c contributi
on
racy, the Society is sending to all
model. We have on hand 220 that
can be shipped immediately. It will pioneers, zone servants and regional
Routes
servants a special sheet "Pioneer Inbe several
months before the new structions",
As
more
lmblishers
see
the
e
u
l
a
v
which
will
give
them
a
vertical-type
phonograph will be anholding and properly
covering
nounced as ready for delivery, due to clearer picture of the Theocratic ar- of
individual territories,
a correspondthe impossibility
of getting certain rangement and enable them to ap- ins increase
of magazines placed
preciate
more fully the part they
parts for its manufacture
sooner.
by the route method is apparent,
Those desiring
phonographs should play in the great drama of vindicaAnd
this
method
aids the publishtion.
get the old model now and use it;
ers in becoming better acquainted
The
Lord’s
people
today,
pictured
as long as they last they will be
with those of good-will in their terby Ehud, which name means "unitshipped out immediately.
The regritory and builds up their back-calls
ular price is asked, $8.00, to cover ed", must be at full and complete
and model studies.
Weather condiunity;
and in harmony therewith
the cost.
tions will not cause placements of
Do not place orders for new model "Pioneer Instructions" says : "All ap- magazines on routes to fluctuate.
phonographs yet; just the old model. preciate the fact that the objective
of the Theocratic servants,
whether
Street Work
they be pioneers,
company servants
You Can Help the Office
The street
work continues
to be
or publishers,
or zone or regional
an excellent
means of placing magaThe company servant is to carry
servants,
is one and the same, that
on all correspondence
with the So- of co-operating
with persons who
in unity under the zines, especially
ciety regarding the company actividirection
of the Lord through his would not otherwise have the opportunity
of
receiving
them, due to livties. Many thees we receive orders
organization,
giving a uniform witterritories.
Not
or letters
from various servants or ness and aiding the ’other sheep’ to ing in inaccessible
work provide
publishers
in the company and tim
e
see the issue, that they may take only does the street
this additional outlet for the magais wasted checking up to see if the their stand on the Lord’s side."
zines, but, just as important,
it
one writing has any connection with
Upon a careful
and prayerful
the company. It is further suggested
study of "Pioneer Instructions",
to- serves as a means of public identhat if anyone in the company de- gether
o£ Jehovah’s witnesses, as
with determined
effort
in tification
weII as identification
of both the
sires information regarding addresscarrying
them out, there should
"other
sheep"
and the "goats"
by
es of companies elsewhere,
in the be greater
co-operation
and unity
their course of action toward the
event they desire to visit them or among the pioneers
and zone, reget in touch with them, this also
gional
and company servants
as Lord’s people. The current issues of
and Consolation
be requested
through the company outlined
in the Organization
In- The Watchtower
servant,
to insure prompt reply.
should be offered
on the street;
structions.
never offer "out - of - date" issues.
large
enough
for
a
reasonable
shipment,
However,
in
the
case
of continued
Coupons
preferably 1,000 or more full coupons,
if some are left over it
To the publishers of The Theocracy and the company’s account will be cred- articles,
the placement of the Kingdom m
esag
ited for the coupons sent in; likewise would be in order to have the prein the hands of the people is of para- the pioneer’s account.
Do not expect credit on your account ceding issues containing those artimount importance. They are anxious to
take advantage of every possible means too soon, however. After you send in the cles in the event request is made
Magazine work should be
available to accomplish this. Many of coupons time must be allowed for the therefor.
the brethren have found that they can shipment to get to this office, then to be arranged for several nights during
assembled
here
and
fiually
sent
to
e
h
t
leave considerably more literature in the
hands of the people if they will accept clearing house for these coupons. It us- the week. Select another evening as
ually takes them from two to four weeks well as Saturday.
coupons in exchange for the literature.
This can be done in practically
every tn count the coupons and send us their
section of the country. Many of the check. This cheek may arrive at the SoMagazineBagsin Stock
ciety’s office after the statement is mailed
brethren are overlooking opportunities
of giving an additional witness by not on the first of the month: therefore it
Standards bearing the slogans sugtaking advantage of this provision.
would take an additional four weeks beIn every section of the country where fore the company or pioneer would ac- gested in Brother Rutherford’s letter
products are sold with valuable coupons tually receive notice that the account of May 10, and also shown in the
offered as premiumsthe publishers should has been credited for the coupons.
June, 1940, Informant, and the magWhen sending coupons to us, please
tell the people that they will be willing
bags, serve to call attention
tO exchange literature for these coupons. carefully observe the following instruc- azine
to the magazines, thus obviating our
Many pioneers and companies are now
tions :
1.
Always
send
a
letter
giving
the
successfully leaving literature for coushouting loudly and otherwise creatpens where otherwise they would not be necessary information concerning the cou- ing unnecessary attention.
pons you are sending. This letter maybe
able to make any placements.
Magazine bags are again in stock.
attached to the outside of the package
Coupons taken in in exchange for literature by the publishers are redeemed or sent separately. If the letter contains Companies and pioneers
may orde
moneyorder, report cards, orders or these as needed. Fifteen cents each
at the rate of 40c a hundred full cou- aanything
else besides the informatiou
pons for the following products:
Octagon and Kirkman soap products
pertaining to the eoapons, send it sepa- or seven for $1.00. Increase the magRumford baking powder products
rately; do not attach it to the pack- azine witness ; which will mean more
age, and never put a letter inside the publishers
Luzianne coffee and tea
engaging in it and more
package.
Ballard flour
hours.
2. In your letter state the different.
In addition to the above, Health Club
kinds
of
coupons,
the
total
full
value
coupons for baking powder products are
3. Couponsshould be carefully counted
redeemed at 30c a hundred.
of each kind and the total full value of
These coupons may be sent to the So- all coupons in each package. Weare not ll
and held together in bundles of t00 fu
ciety, at 117 Adams Street, Brooklyn. linterested
f
in knowing how many ha
value coupons. Thus, 200 half valne coushould be tied together to make a
by pioneers and companies, but not by coupons are in the package, but only pens
hes
individual company publishers. Company the total number of full value coupons. bundle of 100 full value coupons. T
bundles
should be made up of coupons
Two
half
value
coupons
should
be
countpublishers should work only in harmony
the same brand.
with and under the direction
of the ed as one full value coupon. Thus, if you of m
4. Always state the pioneer or co
company in selecting coupons. They may have a package of 2,000 half value conplace the literature with the people at pens they should be listed and counted pany account that is to be credited with
the above rate. These coupons should as 1,000 full value coupons. Only eou- the value of the coupons. Companies
then be turned in to the company, and pons from products listed above should should be especially careful to give the
sent to us by the companyservant when be sent to us. Other brands cannot be name of the company that is to be
credited,
the collection of the coupons becomes redeemed for cash by the 8oclety,
October
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